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Chapter 1

Introduction

“A loving heart is the beginning of all knowledge.” -
Cit. Thomas Carlyle

1.1 Software Engineering
Software engineering aims at studying problems related to software development
projects of non-trivial size [193]. Although forged from the prestigious vestiges of
more classic engineering disciplines, such as civil engineering, software engineer-
ing is a craft heavily depending on people [95]. Also, as an engineering discipline,
the craft of software is very young compared to its more formal relatives [193].
However, although still in its 40’s, software engineering managed to accomplish
revolutions. Thanks to software engineering your phone can now tap into your
Facebook account, reaching friends with unprecedented levels of social interac-
tion. Thanks to a bunch of software engineers, all of a sudden you can call your
grandma across the world using Skype, for free. Indeed, Skype and Facebook are
but brittles compared to the sheer size of other examples such as Echelon, NSA’s1

global signals intelligence network system [59]. These innovations however, came
at great expense [68]. The size of such software systems, their many complexities,
such as manpower needs or interdisciplinary nature of their requirements, forced
the organizations responsible for them to network with multiple partners to ensure
a successful development process. This practice turned software engineering into
a costly and unpredictable global endeavour, bringing together people with differ-
ent backgrounds and culture, located in different areas of the world [158]. In such
scenarios, the craft of software stops being the effort of handfuls of people, and
becomes an effort of communities that operate through networks and existing in
the internet. Coordinating the collaborative work of these communities, designing

1National Security Agency, United States
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organizational structures ideal for software development, tackling culture differ-
ences in these structures are but a few of the intriguing challenges in networked
software development.

1.2 Networked Software Development
Networked software development takes place in many fashions. For example,
some organizations rely on free libre open-source (FLOSS), thus allowing their
workforce to benefit from FLOSS forges’ collective intelligence [173]. Other or-
ganizations rely on outsourcing [23], i.e. splitting contracts into multiple “parts”
following textbook “divide and conquer”. In theory, networked software develop-
ment produces many benefits. For example, a global workforce can achieve round-
the-clock productivity, following the sun such as in global software engineering
(GSE) [82]. Also, using manpower from emerging countries cuts down costs with
the practice known as “offshoring” [158]. Almost paradise, to the uninitiated. As
it turns out, it is not paradise [166]. Developing software using networks of orga-
nizations adds many levels of complexity to the engineering recipe [166, 68]. For
example, distance in time and space can complicate codebase synchronisation to
a point in which sharing becomes impossible [158]. Also, cultural distance can
bring partnerships to hazardous halts [152, 122].

The constant behind a networked software development scenario [124] is the
emergence of development communities. Communities are emergent properties in
developer networks [123] surfacing as a consequence of the interactions needed
to produce software. In a nutshell, a development community is a web of so-
cial networks for which certain emergent organizational and social arrangements
are constantly true [63]. For example, purely social interactions (think of infor-
mal communication in open-source) are social arrangements that result in infor-
mal communities of contributors (such as projects in FLOSS forges like Source-
Forge2). Similarly, formally structured and coordinated interactions of social and
technical nature (think of closed-source mission-critical industrial contexts), are
likely to lead to a well-structured formal network of developers (such as the LaRS
- NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory for Reliable Software3). The boundaries
around communities are established where community arrangements cease to ex-
ist. For example, a military organization, working around tight Command & Con-
trol policies is an extremely formal network. The formal network stops where said
C&C policies no longer apply.

However, in networked software development scenarios, community bound-
aries and their characteristics during software development are rarely this well

2http://sourceforge.net/
3http://lars-lab.jpl.nasa.gov/
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defined. Rather, they are often blurry if not hidden [146]. As development un-
folds, multiple community types become mixed together in a web of social (i.e.
involving people and their relations), technical (i.e. involving products and their
relations) and organizational relations (i.e. involving multiple organizations and
their coordination). Also, work practice in these communities can often sensibly
mismatch with managers’ expectations [15]. Community characteristics in these
cases, become emergent properties themselves, in what Organizations and Social
Networks Research call the organizational-social structure (OSS) of a community
[199, 74].

Producing software better within networked software development, means re-
searching the OSSs behind networked software development communities, as well
as the means to support their key characteristics [7, 28, 136].

Research in this direction poses many challenges. For example, organiza-
tions and social-networks research offer a variety of community types with many
diverse characteristics, few of which are immediately observable in software de-
velopment (e.g. project teams).

1.3 Research Questions and Motivation
The challenges above can be rephrased in the following research question:

RQ: “How Can we Support Networked Software Development
Organizational-Social Structures?”

Networked software development communities are complex adaptive systems
and so are their OSSs [109, 115]. First, they are complex in that they are dynamic
webs of interactions, of multiple nature (e.g. social, technical, organizational, etc.)
across multiple types of agents (e.g. organizations, communities, groups, single
members, governments, etc.). Second, they are adaptive in that the behaviour of
individual collaborators mutates in concordance to others in the network. Third,
they are a system, i.e. a non-trivial collection (e.g. featuring complex social and
technical relations) of non-trivial inhabitants (e.g. organizations, communities
within organizations, community members, etc.).

Like the study of any complex adaptive phenomenon, the study of OSSs can be
framed using aristotelian causality [134], by virtue of which, OSSs insight means
researching (at least) three entities: (a) what OSS is at hand, i.e. core components,
key characteristics and relations; (b) why should the OSS be studied, i.e. where
do OSSs play a key role in networked software development; (c) how to support
OSSs during their operations, i.e. how can managers steer OSSs’ emergent be-
haviour. This frame yields three meaningful sub-research questions for exploring

3



the main research question.

First, we must define what OSSs are, so that their salient components and
characteristics can be identified through observation. Therefore, the following
question emerges for networked software development communities:

RQ 1: Can we understand and identify organizational-social structures (OSSs)
for software engineering?

Second, we must understand why should OSSs be studied, i.e. what is their key
role in complex human-intensive activities such as software engineering. This
means studying the aspects of present-day software engineering that are affected
by OSSs and the community characteristics they reflect. For example, studying
community characteristics of successful open-source projects (e.g. with a high
build success rate), can reveal OSS characteristics that need to be supported to
replicate the effect. Consequently:

RQ 2: Where do OSSs play a key role during networked software development?

Third, finally, we must find ways to support OSSs in practice, and how their evo-
lution can be coupled with co-evolving tool support.

RQ 3: How can OSSs be supported for networked software development?

Figure 1.1 shows an overview of the research question behind this thesis. Ar-
rows represent decomposition into sub-questions. Finally, square boxes repre-
sent the chapters that provide an answer to that research question. Bold text in
square boxes, highlights the research method through which the contribution was
produced. The following sections discuss separately each of the above research
questions and their sub-research questions.

1.3.1 Can we understand and identify organizational-social struc-
tures (OSSs) for Software Engineering?

Supporting OSSs for networked software development requires an understanding
of their constituent structures and their properties/relations. There is a bounty of
literature discussing this insight. This literature resides mainly in fields such as
organizations and operations research, social networks analysis and cognitive er-
gonomics. Gathering this knowledge however, needs to take place in a systematic
way, to build a reliable theory. Gathering and refining such knowledge, requires

4
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answering the following research question:

RQ 1.a: What are the Basic Building Blocks of OSSs?

The empirical definitions stemming from our analysis of OSSs, showed us that
many organizational and social factors coming into play during software develop-
ment. These factors assume more and more a critical role as software projects are
scaled up to span global proportions [152]. Finding traces of OSSs in networked
software development is a non-trivial mapping problem. We operated this map-
ping by focusing on Global Software Engineering (GSE), as a relevant instance
of networked software development. On one side of the equation, lie OSS models
elicited from literature [181]. On the other side of the equation lie the organi-
zational and social factors emerged in GSE in previous empirical research. This
mapping problem defines our second sub-research question:

RQ 1.b: Can We Observe Basic Building Blocks of OSSs in Software Engineering?

As a result of our first attempt to map OSSs and GSE organizations, we found
multiple OSS types blended together. This revealed insights as well as challenges.
“Sensing” the combined presence of organizational building blocks does not sup-
port OSS-related decisions, if the OSS components are merged in a non-trivial
way. For example, suppose a community type X is merged together with an-
other type Y, but X and Y share a number of attributes, by definition. There can
be multiple interpretations as to which attributes in either community determine
OSS effectiveness or failure. Also, changing or influencing OSS attributes with-
out certainty of their OSS type is likely to cause more harm than good [194].
Consequently, we need a mechanism to distinguish between multiple OSS types
blended in the same observable OSS. This consideration drove another iteration
at understanding OSSs in global development practice. The following research
question needs answering:

RQ 1.c: How Can we Distill Basic components of Mixed OSSs?

Even if successful, this first iteration at distilling OSS components, revealed a
much more complex problem. Eliciting observable OSSs means capturing their
key characteristics within “actionable” pictures, i.e. a snapshots of the observed
OSS that can be used for reasoning and further study of the OSS. These snap-
shots need to exhibit key details of observable OSSs. Producing these “pictures”
poses many challenges. For example, OSSs are characterised by much informa-
tion from multiple sources (e.g. emails, documents, code, people profiles, meet-
ing minutes, etc.). Consequently, observers need to elicit OSSs using a systematic

6



method which also allows flexibility of input. Such a method involves at least
three steps: (a) observing the organization, looking for necessary OSS character-
istics; (b) associating key characteristics’ values to OSS types; (c) mapping the
resulting “picture” onto possible recurring forms. Therefore, to produce such a
method the following research question needs answering:

RQ 1.d: How Can we Elicit Observable OSSs?

1.3.2 Where do OSSs Play a Key Role During Networked Soft-
ware Development?

Studying OSS effectiveness for networked software development means under-
standing the tangible benefits (if any) in studying OSS best fitting for software
engineering. This requires investigating the role that OSSs play in the practice of
networked software development. This investigation is critical, for example, to
produce OSS-based tool support for software practitioners. This study needs to
dig deep into industrial practice and its dynamic, often erratic nature [178]. We
do not split this research question into further hypotheses. Rather, given its purely
explorative nature, we decided to follow an explorative approach without prelim-
inary wonderment in pursuit of answers, to avoid possible biases connected to a
preliminary conjecture.

1.3.3 How can OSSs be Supported for Networked Software De-
velopment?

OSSs feature emergent behaviour [75]. Influencing such behaviour is difficult
(and often socially demanding) using a classic divide-et-impera approach [188].
Supporting OSSs requires instruments for informed decision-making and auto-
mated steering of OSSs in action, i.e. real-time organizational and social struc-
tures processing resources to produce software. The state of the art in service-
oriented computing offers plenty of approaches to specify complex service net-
works and enact adaptation. However, little or nothing exists to represent (and
reason on) communities in networked organizations. Architecting support for net-
worked software development means answering the following research question:

RQ 3.a: How can we design to support OSSs in action?

We found that service-based architectures can support networked organisations
in three ways: (a) ease the understanding of missing services; (b) allow informed
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reasoning on needed services; (c) adapt available services to deliver desirable or-
ganizational characteristics. Offering this support in practice, however, requires
much additional research, e.g. in the problem of service-based agile organizations
[151, 159]. In this thesis we make a first rudimentary step in this direction, driven
by the following research question:

RQ 3.b: How can we analyse an OSS for its agility?

We found that a service-dominant perspective is beneficial to reason on the in-
consistencies between observable OSSs and constraints from literature. Although
through a preliminary investigation based on prototyping and small case-studies,
we found that the investigation of a service-dominant perspective on communities
has a considerable practical impact.

1.4 Research Methods and Results Overview
The research work contained in this thesis is explorative in nature. To attain our
results, we consider a range of research methods and instruments. This section
showcases the research methods used to tackle our research questions, outlining
the resulting contribution. Finally, methods are mapped to chapters that contain
related contributions.

RQ 1.a: What are the basic building blocks of OSSs? To give an answer to
this research question we conduct a systematic literature review [96] (SLR) using
grounded theory [70, 161, 141]. With this approach, we gather 13 basic types for
organizational-social structures, each accompanied by a specific, clear-cut defini-
tion generated following a rigorous theoretical sampling process. Moreover, we
discover over 90+ attributes to characterise OSSs. Finally, we produced a dia-
gram with relations between structure types. We concluded that the 13 basic types
were the basic building blocks for organizational social structures we set out to
discover. This contribution is presented in Chapter 2.

RQ 1.b: Can we observe OSS building blocks in software engineering? To
give an answer to this research question we elicit social and organizational factors
in software engineering by inspecting organizational and social factors reported in
GSE literature [152]. With this evidence at hand, we operate a systematic mapping
onto OSS types. Finally, we evaluate our results using gap and root-cause analy-
sis. Both analysis methods were previously employed successfully in explorative
software engineering, e.g. [55]. We found that GSE OSSs are sitting somewhere
at the intersection of four basic OSS types: Project Teams, Networks of Practice,
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Knowledge Communities and Formal Groups. This led us to learn two lessons:
first, current types do not support factors related to GSE process management
and organizational efficiency (e.g. risk management, language, etc.). Second, the
structures we have found for GSE, show attributes that do not map onto factors
addressed in GSE processes. Rather these attributes suggest the introduction of a
new factor to be addressed in GSE processes, that is, awareness management (e.g.
awareness of skills to others, awareness of tasks, tasks localisation, dependencies
etc.). This contribution is presented in Chapter 3.

RQ 1.c: How can we distill basic components of mixed OSSs? To give an
answer to this research question we dig deeper on the relations among OSS types
obtained answering RQ 1.a. using reverse logic and inductive reasoning [18]. We
discover that the relations among OSS types together gave a partial-order [196]
to the set of OSSs. The resulting partial-order function allowed us to create a
decision-tree for OSSs. We illustrate this tool with a case-study. This contribution
is presented in Chapter 4.

RQ 1.d: How can we elicit observable OSSs? To give an answer to this re-
search question we conduct an industrial case-study focusing on practically ap-
plying results from RQ 1.c. The case-study is explorative in nature and follows
guidelines from [156]. As a result, we develop SEEDS, a community detection
method that combines a decision-tree for OSSs with an approach to “colour” the
tree in a systematic way, obtaining a community “snapshot”, i.e. an actionable
picture that describes the current configuration of an observable OSS using key
OSS characteristics. Gathering information for SEEDS can be done from multi-
ple observable evidence sources. This contribution is presented in Chapter 5.

RQ 2: Where do OSSs play a key role during networked software develop-
ment? To give an answer to this research question we conduct a case-study, con-
firming results and observations by analysing an additional set of three secondary
case-studies through master student projects in multiple companies. Case-studies
are all conducted on real-life industrial projects of various shape, size and domain.
We refine a theory through multiple analysis iterations, focusing on two reflection
points: (a) the fitness of OSSs for their purpose, must reside somewhere in their
configuration and liveliness properties (e.g. as summarised in the 3C model from
[174]); (b) current software engineering efforts present delicate OSS-related prop-
erties (e.g. dynamic networked organizations embroidered in dynamic contexts).
This study yielded two results.

First, unpredictable dynamicity makes studying social and organizational struc-
tures important for two reasons: (a) as size and scale of software production in-
crease, the “fitness” of development communities can be compromised by un-
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managed organizational requirements; (b) unpredictable organizational change re-
quires new techniques and tools for networked software production. We framed
these challenges in the concept of DyNOs, that is, Dynamic Networked Organi-
zations for the purpose of software engineering.

Second, using DyNOs to build software means steering and dynamically adapt-
ing a community to tackle and adapt to organizational change and connected social
and technical effects. This raises the necessity to measure the quality of a com-
munity, its (current) costs, capital value and generated debt (if any). An additional
iteration on our evidence revealed that development communities can exhibit a
form of “social” debt, i.e. a debt that exists in the form of sub-optimal develop-
ment communities. This concept was refined by comparison with technical debt
[99], its analogous for software engineering artefacts and, more specifically, soft-
ware code. These contributions are presented over Chapters 6 and 7.

RQ 3.a: How can we design to support OSSs in action? We answer this
research question in four incremental and iterative steps. First, we operate a liter-
ature review of service networks, i.e. networks of cross-organizational services.
Second, we established the feasibility of service networks to support GSE using
conceptual mapping principles [105]. Third, we model and simulated service net-
works for social communities emerging in software engineering, as a proof of
concept. Fourth, we operate a domain analysis of GSE to map service network
elements to core GSE concepts. This research process distilled a reference ar-
chitecture for supporting networked organizations, using a service-dominant per-
spective. These multiple contributions are presented across Chapters 8, 9 and 10.

RQ 3.b: How can we analyse an OSS for its agility? To answer this research
question we used service identification techniques [102] and explorative prototyp-
ing to design services in support of networked OSSs. As a result, we design and
develop HYDRA, that stands for Harmonising sYnergies in networkeD oRgani-
zAtions. HYDRA is a tool prototype that associates service networks to OSSs
behind networked organizations. The service-dominant abstraction in HYDRA
allows reasoning on and supporting decisions concerning OSSs and their gover-
nance. Through a small industrial case-study we established that HYDRA, while
still at prototype stage, already provides insight towards agile networked organi-
sations. HYDRA is theoretically able to support the evolution of DyNOs and the
evaluation of their “fitness” - i.e. studying DyNOs’ and connected social debt (if
any). This contribution is presented in Chapter 11.
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1.5 Terminology
This section recaps the key concepts and terms used for the entire scope of this
thesis.

• Organizational-Social Structure (OSS): An OSS is the set of interactions,
patterned relations and social arrangements emerging between individuals
part of the same endeavour [199]. To clarify the critical concept of OSSs,
let us consider global software engineering (GSE) as an example. GSE is
a software engineering practice entailing project teams spread across many
timezones, e.g. to achieve round-the-clock productivity [80]. The people
taking part in GSE process necessarily interact with others (stakeholders,
colleagues, superiors, etc.) during this process. The emerging web of rela-
tions, dependencies, collaborations and social interactions they will be part
of, is a set of non-trivial patterns (therefore a “structure”) which entails peo-
ple (therefore “social”). These people act as an organised whole, focusing
on a particular goal (therefore “organizational”). From the contributions in
Chapter 3, univocal identification of OSSs is possible trough a single Dif-
ferentiatingAttribute for every type. Also, each type is further characterised
by DefiningAttributes, whose value is unique to it. In addition, we provide
means to determine which attributes are influenced by the selection of a cer-
tain OSS type (i.e. through a Graph that plots dependencies between differ-
entiating attribute and others). Moreover, we offer a set of patterns trough
which key OSS types can be combined (i.e. through an OSS TransitionSys-
tem), and according to which certain OSS types can transit to other types,
under certain circumstances (e.g. some attributes change value). Finally,
we offer a set of attributes (and their dependencies) which are applicable
(yet not required) to all OSSs. These are GenericAttributes that can further
configure the chosen OSS to fit exactly the domain and problem at hand.

• Social Community: A social community is a social network across which
certain conditions and organizational/social arrangements are constantly true,
either explicitly (i.e. enforced by a managing body) or by emergence (e.g.
as a consequence of contextual conditions and other emerging relations)
[63]. For example, an open-source community generated by school buddies
is different than a rigid framework-based workgroup. The organizational-
social structures for both social communities will have their own peculiar
characteristics. These likely correspond to multiple OSS types, characteris-
tics and corresponding relations.

• Networked Organization: A networked organization is any federated or-
ganism that comprises multiple organisations working together to realise a
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common goal, i.e., as a virtual enterprise [137]. An open-source commu-
nity, for example, comprises multiple development professionals affiliated
with multiple organizations. Altogether, these professionals contribute to
what is commonly referred to as the open-source community, i.e. a net-
worked organization that develops and maintains a Free-Libre Open-Source
software.

• Dynamic Networked Organization (DyNO): A networked organization is
said to be dynamic when the conditions surrounding its context and opera-
tions can change erratically [178]. For example, a small-medium enterprise
(SME) working on a software project for which the organizational and so-
cial requirements are unclear and can change is a DyNO. At any point in
time, the SME might be forced to include an additional partner organization
in the network.

• Networked Software Development: A networked software development ef-
fort is any software development effort that is carried out through a network
of multiple, heterogeneous organizations. For example, projects being de-
veloped within open-source forges are instances of networked software de-
velopment. Similarly, Global Software Engineering efforts that are carried
out remotely by means of digital networks connecting multiple organiza-
tions are instances of networked software development.

• Service Networks (SNs): SNs are dynamic, rapidly changing networks of
services which are emergent and self-managing [22, 129]. SNs are (cur-
rently) examined from the perspective of business value. Agility in SNs is
the immediate ability to adapt to contextual change. More in particular:

1. SNs are dynamic: In [22, 190, 191] SN dynamism is a core constant of
the service interactions in collaborative industrial networks (i.e. indus-
trial value networks [90]). Dynamic agility in this context is regarded
as the immediate ability to adapt to dynamic changes in demand and
offer.

2. SNs are business-oriented: SNs stem from a business and strategic de-
cisions in networked organizations. SNs emerge from business corpo-
rative collaborations [22] and represent complex service applications
interacting in a networked business scenario involving multiple corpo-
rations or partners in different sites (i.e. different geolocations) [17].
Within SNs, business value can be computed, analyzed and maximized
[22, 129].

3. SNs are collaborative: SNs are interoperating business alliances be-
tween multiple organizations. Each member cooperates with others to
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Figure 1.2: Service Networks Notation from [9] and [191]

achieve a common goal (e.g. service level, value increase) by means
of its own services, software or otherwise. SNs are collaborative net-
works.

4. SNs are emergent: There are no engineering and design methods spe-
cific to SNs. These form spontaneously as a consequence of busi-
ness alliances teaming-up to collaboratively increase business value
through corporative partnership [17, 22, 190, 191].

In addition to the key features above, this dissertation makes use of the SN
notation in Figure 1.2, taken from [191]. The main architectural elements
for SNs in the notation are Participants (SN nodes) and Relations (SN
edges). For the sake of space, we do not further discuss this notation and
urge the reader to refer to [191] and [9] for further details.

1.6 Related Work

1.6.1 Global Software Engineering
Our work strives to support networked software development processes such as
in Global Software Engineering. We gathered relevant literature in the field, by
searching the topic string in major scholarly search engines4.

In [52] GSE processes are comprised of globally distributed teams carrying out
an objective collaboratively. Ideally, GSE offers increased productivity and often
reduced workforce cost but also implies cost increase and harder management be-
cause of cultural / social differences in teams. Social aspects ( e.g. paycheck “jeal-
ousy” across countries) hinder cooperative effort and limit knowledge exchange.
In [158] GSE means software being developed across the globe by multiple teams

4Google Scholar, IEEExplore, ACM Digital Library, Wiley Interscience, Microsoft Academic
Research
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which may not even belong to the same company (i.e. outsourcing). Collaborative
effort is required for GSE to succeed. Since teams are geographically dispersed,
they need intercommunication and awareness infrastructures to actively partici-
pate on the project. In [79] GSE is a business tactic which uses management and
process flexibility to coordinate multisite, and multicultural teams. Communica-
tion is challenging because of timezone difference and lowered by cultural barri-
ers. Knowledge localisation is challenging since granularity of management and
control over resources and people is limited. In [78] GSE is the current de facto
standard for development of software-intensive systems. Ideally GSE manage-
ment should be able to use available resources regardless of geographical location
and coordinate these collaboratively. The key issue is coordination in dynamic
contexts. GSE often fails because many of the mechanisms that coordinate work
in co-located projects (e.g. colloquial meetings, informal talk etc.) are absent or
disrupted. In [21] GSE needs the ability to control IT assets (e.g. knowledge, in-
frastructure, budget etc.) and manpower over distance and across timezones. Dis-
tance can be compensated with tactics to increase communication, loosen teams
dependency and limit participants’ cultural difference. In [80] GSE is an engi-
neering practice that should focus on communication, distance and coordination.
Social networking is fundamental to ease project awareness. An ideal environ-
ment for managing GSE provides full access to teams knowledge, configuration
of data and social aspects. In [81] GSE is a result of globalisation in business and
software-intensive systems. In this vibe, GSE is the flexible and dynamic manage-
ment of global teams developing software-intensive systems. GSE management
should account for the diverse social and cultural context of participants.

The main challenges in GSE stemming from the works above are in maintain-
ing the following aspects:
Society and Organization are important to enable teams to integrate and exchange
knowledge correctly [52, 80]. In [52] GSEs are comprised of globally distributed
teams carrying out an objective collaboratively. Collaboration is increased by so-
cialization in teams and social networking [80].
Collaboration increases productivity by raising team interaction, awareness and
responsibility on the project [80]. In [78] the key issue for GSE is coordination in
dynamic contexts. Collaborative effort, is required for GSE to succeed.
Flexibility in management, to coordinate multisite development [79, 78]. Ideally
GSE should be able to use all available resources regardless of geographical loca-
tion and coordinate these collaboratively. Management should be flexible enough
to provide fine grained control over all types of resources (e.g. documentation,
people down to individual skills). Knowledge localization is challenging since
granularity of management and control over resources and people is limited [79].
Reduced dependency among teams, so that productivity of one team is not im-
pacted by productivity of others. Distance can be compensated with tactics to in-
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crease communication, loosen teams dependency and limit participants’ cultural
difference [21].
Coordination of all resources available, i.e. manpower, tools, document artifacts,
knowledge, to timely allocate resources and maximize productivity [21, 78]. GSE
often fails because many of the mechanisms that coordinate work in co-located
projects (e.g. stand up or colloquial meetings, informal “water-cooler” talk etc.)
are absent or disrupted.
Geolocalization to ease project awareness among teams. Since teams are ge-
ographically dispersed and often unknown to each other, they need intercom-
munication and awareness infrastructures to actively participate on the project
[158, 81, 80].

Our work focuses on providing support from an organizational and social per-
spective, that is, the society and organization of GSE processes and similar in-
stances of networked software development.

1.6.2 Organizational and Social Structures in GSE
Ostrom [143] proposes governance models for specific social community types,
i.e. designed to support specific OSSs, outlining their characteristics and how to
act on them. Our work helps to uncover social communities by observing charac-
teristics that are essential to their existence (e.g. a Community of Practice [200]
would not exist without situatedness [61]). Rather than proposing governance
models, our work assumes the presence of such models and offers means to un-
cover the exact type of latent social communities. Wenger [200] discusses Com-
munities of Practice, attributes and social implications. Our decision-tree (see
Chapter 4 and 5) draws upon such works to understand the key defining attributes
that must be observed to uncover specific social community types.

Finally, our work draws motivation from the study of human factors in global
software development. For example, Damian et al. [44] focus on the implica-
tion of awareness among global professionals. We do not focus specifically on
people, or their characteristics during development. Rather we provide a mech-
anism for practitioners to uncover the social communities that people construct
either explicitly or implicitly (e.g. as a consequence of organisational decisions
and socio-technical interactions).

Many studies in GSE revolve around social community aspects. For example,
distance limits informal communication within global communities [1], which in
turn impedes the building of trust in virtual teams [43]. This limits the degree to
which implicit knowledge is shared among teams, and interferes with the ability
to solve process issues [77, 104]. Temporal distance also results in delays, e.g.
in responding to inquiries or delivery. This can lead to incorrect assumptions and
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again, mistrust among teams due to perception of lack of commitment [80]. Lan-
guage and cultural distance can cause technical misunderstandings of goals, tasks
and requirements, and inhibit developers’ awareness [44] and trust.
Moreover, there are several frameworks that we used as a reference to interpret
what we found in our scenario. For example, we compared our results with orga-
nizational styles from open-source communities [39, 171]. Also, we considered
concepts from Ultra Large Scale (ULS) systems theory [140], e.g. [93]. In [93] the
authors offered a lens to understand many of the complexities emerging in our sce-
nario. In addition, distributed and multi-site governance models [118] uncovered
the implications for governance in a distributed setting. We used these models to
interpret the novelties of our dynamic networked organization scenario. Finally,
collaboration reference models, e.g. the 3C model from [174], offers a valuable
map to understand the variables and requirements in distributed collaboration and
communication.

Also, works such as [46] study the impact of successful communities on socio-
technical problems (e.g. coordination [25], shared understanding, etc.). These
works take a more social and organisational approach, pointing out the paramount
importance of explicitly supporting the work of communities rather than allocat-
ing tasks to individuals in a team.

1.6.3 Supporting Communities During Software Development
Our work in supporting more explicitly the characteristics of development com-
munities in GSE (for example status awareness between professionals) is much
similar to approaches reported in [172]. In this paper, the authors produce a series
of approaches in GSE which have been proposed to support the 3C collaboration
model (Communication, Coordination, Cooperation). More in particular, three
studies are very close to ours, for goals and intended uses. They are presented
in [6], [64] and [89]. In [89], authors present the evaluation of a tool to timeline
activities (collaboratively) so that different sites can coordinate their effort in a
collaborative manner. It is similar to our approach since we argue that activity
awareness is central in GSE. On the other hand, we are struggling to deliver a way
to pro-actively disseminate activities and their schedules across sites, without the
explicit intervention of GSE professionals.

In [64], the authors discuss an approach and a tool to collaboratively build
calendars with activities, artifacts and people related together in a web of depen-
dencies. Such a system is again a passive retrieval information system, following
classical “publish-subscribe” patterns. Our approach focuses on SNs, dynamic
and pro-active service networks which can deliver relevant information (e.g. sta-
tus updates, such as we are simulating in this work) to professionals without their
explicit intervention or expressed need. Finally, in [6], authors present a case study
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in which they discuss mechanisms to tackle cross-timezone coordination of teams,
with different day-by-day routines, different temporal rhythms and working cul-
ture. This study provides evidence of the usefulness of pro-active and social-
network based approaches to meet (dynamically) the daily (changing) needs of
GSE professionals (e.g. awareness). Also, we find our efforts most similar to
[26, 7, 80] and [53], both in terms of intents and motivation. In [26] authors repre-
sent the industrial/business perspective on digital formations and global develop-
ment; [7] and [80] both provide empirical studies in GSE that stress the presence
of social factors which shape the outcome of global development projects. Finally,
[53, 130] provides exploration of social networking as service networks.

In [7] authors recall delay as a typical problem to be tackled in GSE. They
explore this problem, its implication in GSE as well as its actuality. Empirical
data from IBM leads the authors to observe that indeed distance and (mishandled)
collaboration are crisis causes in GSE. The authors use social-network analysis
to obtain data on collaboration. Finally, in [53], quoting the authors, “[the aim
is] a framework integrating Web 2.0 social aspects to automatically enrich Web
services with semantic meanings based on community consensus”. In much the
same way, we propose to use both technical and social technologies to enrich
the current collaboration possibilities among GSE professionals, through an agile
service social network (see chapters 8 and following). In earlier works such as
[130], the same idea was argued as supporting collaboration in current markets.

Finally, works such as [175, 51] present ideas that rise the abstraction level of
service-based software solutions to introduce design by units. Units encompass
human, infrastructure and hybrid services alike. Our idea of a service-network
for development communities (outlined in Chapters 8 and following) is indeed
rotating around very similar concepts, i.e. socio-technical services to mediate
human collaboration. Our work in this dissertation however, doesn’t go as far as
designing a complete solution, it shows services to support social communities in
a real-life industrial scenario.

1.7 Origin of Chapters
The present dissertation was tailored form the following published works:

• D. A. Tamburri; P. Lago, and H. van Vliet 2013, “Organizational social
structures for software engineering”, ACM Computing Surveys 46 (1) , 3.

• D. A. Tamburri, E. di Nitto, P. Lago, and H. van Vliet, “On the nature of
the GSE organizational social structure: an empirical study”, proceedings
of the 7th IEEE International Conference on Global Software Engineering,
pp. 114–123, 2012.
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• D. A. Tamburri, P. Lago, and H. van Vliet, “Uncovering latent social com-
munities in software development”, IEEE Software, vol. 30, no. 1, pp. 29
–36, jan.-feb. 2013.

• D. A. Tamburri, R. De Boer, E. Di Nitto, P. Lago, and H. van Vliet. 2013.
“Dynamic networked organizations for software engineering”. In Proceed-
ings of the 2013 International Workshop on Social Software Engineering
(SSE 2013). ACM, New York, NY, USA, 5-12.

• D. A. Tamburri, P. Kruchten, P. Lago, H. van Vliet - proceedings of the 36th
International Conference on Software Engineering, ICSE 2013 - Collabora-
tive and Human Aspects in Software Engineering Workshop Series “What
is Social Debt In Software Engineering?” - San Francisco (CA).

• D. A. Tamburri, “Going Global With Agile Service Networks” - Interna-
tional Conference on Software Engineering (ICSE), Doctoral Symposium,
2012 34th International Conference on, 1475-1478.

• D. A. Tamburri, I.S. Razo-Zapata, H. Fernndez, C. Tedeschi, “Simulating
awareness in global software engineering: a comparative analysis of scrum
and agile service networks” - Principles of Engineering Service Oriented
Systems (PESOS), 2012 ICSE - p. 31–37.

• D. A. Tamburri, P. Lago, and H. van Vliet. 2013. “Service networks for
development communities”. In Proceedings of the 2013 International Con-
ference on Software Engineering (ICSE ’13). IEEE Press, Piscataway, NJ,
USA, 1253-1256.

• D. A. Tamburri, P. Lago, Supporting communication and cooperation in
global software development with agile service networks - ECSA - “Euro-
pean Conference on Software Architecture”, 236-243.

Also, some Chapters are based on the following technical reports:

• D. A. Tamburri, P. Lago, H. van Vliet, and M. Von Weissenberg. “Taking
snapshots of development communities” – Submitted to Information and
Software Technology (IST) Technical Report, 2013.

• D. A. Tamburri, L. Baresi, S. Guinea, P. Lago, and M. Von Weissenberg,
“Towards Service-Based Agile Organizations: The HYDRA Approach”
submitted to International Conference on Service Oriented Computing (IC-
SOC) - 2013.
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Chapter 2

Organizational Social Structures for
Software Engineering1

“Every company has two organizational structures: The formal one is written on the charts; the
other is the everyday relationship of the men and women in the organization.”

Cit. Harold S. Geneen

Software engineering evolved from a rigid process to a dynamic interplay of
people (e.g. stakeholders or developers). Organizational and social literature
call this interplay an organizational-social structure (OSS). Software practition-
ers still lack a systematic way to select, analyze and support OSSs best fitting their
problems (e.g. software development). We provide the state-of-the-art in OSSs,
and discuss mechanisms to support OSS-related decisions in software engineer-
ing (e.g. choosing OSSs best fitting software development). Our data supports
two conclusions. First, software engineering focused on building software us-
ing project teams alone, yet these are one of thirteen OSS flavors from literature.
Second, an emerging OSS should be further explored for software development:
social networks.

2.1 Introduction

2.1.1 Vision and Goals
Social interaction has evolved as a consequence of globalization [120]. The im-
pact of this evolution is deep and spread to all aspects of society (infrastructure,
services, etc.) [103]. For example, dynamic and unpredictable global demands in

1The contents of this chapter have been published as “Damian A. Tamburri, Patricia Lago,
and Hans van Vliet. (2013), ’Organizational social structures for software engineering.’, ACM
Comput. Surv. 46 (1) , 3 .”
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businesses transformed single supply-chains into value-creating supply networks
of corporate partnerships [90]. Moreover, cloud computing rendered software
and data increasingly pervasive, cheap and globally accessible [3, 100]. Previ-
ous research also suggests the keyword “social” is rapidly growing in interest for
software engineering [31, 80]. Indeed, from a social perspective, software engi-
neers, stakeholders, and end-users form an organizational social structure (OSS).
Literature shows that quality support to developers’ OSS influences project suc-
cess [27, 26] and final product quality [136, 28, 29]. Better OSS support would
ease, for example, early detection of socio-technical incongruences (e.g. software
risks) [25, 114]. However, in the discipline of software engineering there is still
little understanding on OSSs. Our goal in this chapter is to give an answer to RQ
1.a, namely: “What are the basic building blocs of OSSs?” by showcasing the
state of the art in OSSs and provide instruments allowing practitioners to identify,
select, analyse or support the exact social structure they need, or will be part of,
as software engineers. We found that each OSS type can be modelled by a set
of distinctive attributes and their dependencies. These models allow reasoning on
OSS types, to evaluate their fitness for software development purposes. These pur-
poses include: (a) in software process monitoring, analyse the current OSS status
(i.e. attribute values) for timely detection of socio-technical incongruences; (b) in
post-mortem analysis, identify the OSS attributes that led to failure, to define best
practices.

We discuss the state-of-the-art in OSS and its implications, by referring to
real-life development scenarios or previous and related research in software engi-
neering.

2.1.2 Structure of the chapter
The rest of the chapter is structured as follows: Section 2.2 explains the methods
we used to attain our results as well as the primary studies we analysed. Section
2.3 presents our results. Section 2.4 discusses results usage, implications and
threats to validity. Section 2.5 concludes the chapter. The Appendix contains
links to online material.

2.2 Approach and Primary Studies
To attain our results, we conducted a systematic literature review (SLR) of OSSs
using grounded theory [192]. We set out to answer two research questions:

• what types of OSSs can be distinguished in literature?

• what attributes can be identified for each type?
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The approach can be organized in three steps: (a) create the set of articles to
review (i.e. primary studies); (b) conduct the review; (c) analyze the data.
Step (a) was carried out through a systematic search protocol [96]. The protocol
is divided in three stages: (i) elaborate search string; (ii) apply string on chosen
search engines; (iii) extract primary papers from search results by filtering out
through exclusion criteria.

For stage (i) of the systematic search, the search string was determined by ex-
tracting relevant keywords directly from the research questions. To maximize the
match between the research questions and the search string we consulted with an
external expert in software engineering and organizations research. The following
search terms were selected:

(1)“organization” ∨ “organizational” ∨ “company” ∨ “enterprise” ∨ “firm” ∨
“structure” ∨ “group”; (2)“social structure” ∨ “social network” ∨ “informal net-
work” ∨ “informal group”; (3)“knowledge sharing” ∨ “knowledge management”
∨ “knowledge exchange” ∨ “knowledge transfer”; (4)“community of practice” ∨
“communities of practice” ∨ “knowledge community” ∨ “knowledge communi-
ties” ∨ “network of practice” ∨ “networks of practice”. The above terms were
combined in the following search string:

[4 ∨ (1 ∧ 2 ∧ 3)] ∧ [1 ∧ 2 ∧ 3 ∧ 4]

In stage (ii) of the systematic search, the string was applied to the following
scholarly search engines: Software Engineering - ACM Digital Library, SCO-
PUS, IEEE Xplore Digital Library, Science Direct SCOPUS, SpringerLink and
Wiley InterScience; Knowledge Management - EBSCO electronic library, JSTOR
knowledge storage, ProQuest-ABI/Inform; Multidisciplinary - ISI Web of Sci-
ences. Finally, during stage (iii) of the systematic search, the initial results were
screened against inclusion and exclusion criteria. We selected 122 peer-reviewed
documents as primary studies and later added 21 with subsequent searches. An
overview is present online (see the Appendix). These documents span a wide array
of fields: from cognitive ergonomics to social sciences to software engineering.

Table 2.1 provides an overview (with rationale) of the criteria we used for
screening.
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Inclusion Criteria Exclusion Criteria
A study that is mainly about social structures

in relation to any organization or practice.
Rationale: we are interested in types and

attributes of organizational social structures.
This implies that studies that are about

organizational social structures are relevant
to our research questions. For instance,

studies that discuss community of practices
within an organization.

A study that is not about social structures in
relation to an organization. Rationale:
Studies that do not investigate social

structures in relation to an organization (i.e.
a company or an enterprise) are beyond the

scope of this research and should be
excluded. For instance, a study that is about
an online social networking application like

Facebook without any relation to an
organization.

One of the main objectives of the study is to
present a type of organizational social
structure or a specific attribute of an

organizational social structure. Rationale: if
one of the objectives of a study is to present a
type or attribute, it is relevant to our research

questions. For instance, a study that
introduces an emerging type of social

structure for project-oriented organizations
or a study that discusses boundary-crossing

attribute of networks of practice.

A study which is marginally related to
organizational social structures. Rationale:

For example, studies that focus on
technologies related to organizational social
structures or studies that are mainly related

to statistics or social network analysis rather
than social structures themselves.

A study that is in form of a scientific paper
(i.e. it must be peer reviewed and published

by a scientific publisher). Rationale: a
scientific paper guarantees a certain level of
quality and contains reasonable amount of

contents. For instance, a journal paper.

A study that does not discuss any specific
type or attributes of organizational social
structures. Rationale: if a study does not

discuss types and attributes of organizational
social structures and only discusses them in

general, it has no value to our research
questions and should be excluded. For

instance, studies about the importance of
organizational social structures.

Table 2.1: Inclusion / Exclusion criteria with rationale.

Step (b) and (c) of our SLR, were carried out through a hybrid Glaserian-
Straussian grounded theory (GT) approach [36]. GT means to systematically ap-
ply a series of steps to allow a theory to emerge “spontaneously” from data (hence,
“grounded”). This makes GT valid since the resulting theory is emergent from
data rather than confirmed (or disproven). Each phase in GT is self-contained,
incremental and iterative [36]. Our approach is structured as follows:
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• Open Coding - (4 phases). 1. Pilot study: 28 primary studies were ran-
domly selected to generate an initial set of codes. A second pass on the
pilot papers was applied at the end of coding with the final list of codes, to
minimize inconsistency. 2. develop initial theory: based on the pilot study,
an initial theory was generated. 3. Constant comparison: the pilot study
generated an initial set of 229 codes. These were organized into a hierarchy
of codes based on emerging relations between concepts. Thus structured,
the start-up list of codes was used to code the rest of the primary papers.
Each paper was analyzed line by line with the list of codes. A code was
applied iff it reflected a concept in a paragraph. This process is known as
microanalysis [141]. 4. Constant memo-ing: along step 3, notes were kept
to capture key messages, relations and observations on the study2.

• Selective Coding - (2 phases). 1. Axial coding: comparing the concepts
coded led us to inductively generate relations among coded concepts (e.g.
OSS types, attributes of OSS types, etc.). 2. Aliasing: the definitions of all
concepts coded were compared with each other to identify aliases.

• Theoretical Coding - (3 phases). 1. Data arrangement: we captured every
portion of text that was coded with a certain code in a table. Five tables
were extracted, each representing a core-concept observed in the literature.
2. Data modeling: the data was represented in a view, consisting of two
diagrams. The first diagram shows the OSS as well as their relations. The
second diagram shows all the attributes and relations found (clustered ac-
cording to core-concepts identified). 3. Theoretical sampling: the diagrams
and all the data at hand were analyzed and sorted, trying to identify recurrent
patterns, underlying relations and hidden meaning. Our observation was
aided by standard analysis methods such as weighted frequency analysis
(i.e. by analyzing the number of times each type was encountered weighted
against the number of papers these were found) card-sorting (by rearrang-
ing the hierarchy of types to let underlying relations show themselves), and
conceptual modeling.

2.3 Results
This section presents the overview of our three main results. As a first result, we
found that each OSS type can be uniquely identified with a single key differen-
tiating attribute. Additionally, OSSs are characterized by two key informations.

2The labels used in all the models, are in the form “M< x >.< y >”. The label schema locates
the Y-th memo on the X-th table, for traceability (for all the material available online, refer to the
Appendix)
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Figure 2.1: Meta-model of OSS Types
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The first information is a dependency graph, made of attributes that depend on the
OSS’ key differentiating attribute. The second information entails other attributes,
whose value is unique to that specific OSS type. Finally, the explicit relations
among OSS types are represented in a UML-style meta-model (see Figure 2.1).

The second result presents a set of attributes, applicable (yet, non-necessarily)
to all OSS types. A UML-style class diagram shows the dependencies among
these generic attributes. The third result presents an OSS transition system and
the analysis of the patterns which compose it. We found that it can be used in
two ways. First, the transition system allows practitioners to predict OSS type
changes. Analyzing and comparing the current state of an OSS (i.e. its defining
attributes) to the state of others in the system, one can predict the shift between
them. Second, these patterns represent empirical evidence of effective OSS com-
binations.

2.3.1 OSS Types and their Relations
The literature we analyzed discusses 26 OSS types. However, we focused on the
13 most relevant OSSs3. Table 2.2 provides an overview of the 13 types, clustered
according to their meta-type (i.e. community, network, group or team). Meta-
types represent core-categories in our results, found through Grounded-Theory.

3relevance was computed through a weighted bibliometric count, following suggestions in
[111].
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Each OSS is described through a text, and a table.

Community Network Group Team
Community of Practice (CoP);
Knowledge Communities (KC);
Strategic Communities (SC); Informal
Communities (IC); Learning
Communities (LC); Problem Solving
Communities (PSC);

Network Of Practice
(NoP); Formal
Networks (FN);
Informal Networks
(IN); Social
Networks (SN);

Work
Groups
(WG);
Formal
Groups
(FG);

Project Teams
(PT);

Table 2.2: Overview of OSS types clustered by meta-type

The text explains the OSS’s general characteristics quoting from relevant pa-
pers and comparing with other types. The table contains: (a) the OSS’ key dif-
ferentiating attribute (in bold); (b) the OSS’ dependency graph (below the key
differentiating attribute); (c) the other defining attributes for the OSS. The types
are presented according to their meta-type, and ordered by descending relevance
in literature.

Communities

All communities are made for sharing. For example, in Communities of Practice
(CoPs), people sit in the same location, sharing a practice or passion. In Strate-
gic Communities (SCs), people share experience and knowledge with the aim of
achieving strategic business advantage for the corporate sponsors. Communities
are generally associated with situatedness however we have found explicit indi-
cation of this only for CoPs. Finally, all communities are expected to exhibit a
certain goal, be it personal, organizational or both. Here follow detailed defini-
tions.

1. Communities of Practice (CoP): The key differentiating attribute for CoPs is
situated sharing, or learning/sharing of a common practice (i.e. the attribute
“situatedness” is a differentiator to identify a CoP). For example, the SRII
events4 are gatherings in which multiple CoPs (corporate and academic)
meet physically to informally exchange best practices in services science.
Defining attributes for CoPs are in Table 1. Quoting [198] “[CoPs] are
groups of people informally bound together by shared expertise and passion
for a joint enterprise. Engineers engaged in deep-water drilling, for exam-
ple, consultants who specialize in strategic marketing, or frontline managers
in charge of check processing at a large commercial bank.”. A CoP consists

4www.theSrii.org
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of groups of people who share a concern, a set of problems, or a passion
about a topic, and who deepen their knowledge and expertise in this area by
interacting frequently and in the same geolocation. As such, CoPs serve as
scaffolding for organizational learning in one specific practice. They were
found in 118 papers but many other papers use this fundamental type to de-
fine and characterize other types, as extensions or specializations of it (e.g.
see the generalization link between CoPs and NoPs in Figure 2.1). Within
traditional software engineering, CoPs are constantly being exploited (most
of the time unknowingly) by single (or more) corporation(s) to aggregate
their employees together and allow them to exchange ideas and gather best
practices. Literature presents evidence that CoPs are indeed managed by
a leadership circle with egalitarian or loosely stratified forms [97]. This
therefore differentiates CoPs from LCs and KCs, since literature stresses
for them the presence of strong leadership and its inclination towards the
accumulation and dissemination of culture [10, 155]. The presence of egal-
itarian forms suggests that a CoP looks much like a graph of peers, where
nodes are equally shaped and characterized.
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Attribute in Communities of Practice

“Situatedness” For CoPs situated learning or practice is expected, informal and collective, in that members

learn through reciprocity within the (localized) CoP.

“Situated Learning

dependency graph”

<<enumerat ion>>
Participation

<<enumerat ion>>
SituatedLearning

M2.84

“Reciprocity” According to literature, reciprocity of knowledge exchange is common practice in CoPs, since

members carry out knowledge activities with each other, almost exclusively.

“Shared Repository” Literature shows the enforced presence of a shared repository in every CoP, aimed at containing

and easing the distribution of knowledge.

“Members Official

Status”

Literature indicates that there is no official status for CoP members other than participation. A

professional spontaneously participates within the CoP and is accepted as a member.

“Shared Practice” Literature shows clearly that CoPs are indeed based around the sharing of a common practice.

“Membership

Creation Process”

Literature indicates two possible ways for membership creation to happen in CoPs, namely: Self

Selection, i.e. autonomous self-appointment; Promotion, i.e. new members are elected by

promotion from organizational sponsors or CoP management.

“Health” For CoPs, literature indicates this attribute to be proportional to good governance, i.e. to the

correct maintenance of the CoP through governance practices.

“Knowledge

Activities’

Within a CoP literature stresses all possible knowledge activities can be carried out.

“Competitiveness” Literature identifies CoPs as non-competitive.

“Creation Process” CoPs’ creation process is spontaneous and emergent.

“Visibility” CoPs are invisible according to literature. Therefore only visible to those aware of their existence.

“Comm. Media” Literature suggests CoPs use any available media (e.g. electronic, paper, etc.).

“Organizational

Goal(s)”

Four organizational goals were identified in literature for CoPs, namely: Decrease Learning

Curve, Prevent Employee Turnover, Manage Information Flow, Produce Actionable Knowledge.

“Cognitive Distance” Literature identifies cognitive distance for CoPs as high.

“Contract Value” Literature indicates limited CoPs’ contract value; sponsors have little expectations.

“Context Openness” Within a CoP, egalitarianism is enforced thereby strengthening the equality of communication.

“Size” A CoP is indicated in literature as being big, i.e. with members between 100 and 1000.

“Orientation” A CoP can be employed in both the possible orientations, namely, strategic and operational.

Table 2.3: CoP Defining Attributes.

2. Knowledge Communities (KC): The key differentiating attribute for KC is
the visibility of its contents and results produced (i.e. the attribute “Visibil-
ity” is a differentiator to identify a KC). For example, global software engi-
neering efforts can be represented as KCs, since within them every branch
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of the development (both in terms of knowledge exploited, and results pro-
duced) should be visible to all others [152]. Defining attributes for KCs are
in Table 2.4. Quoting from [49] “Virtual knowledge communities are orga-
nized groups of experts and other interested parties, who exchange knowl-
edge on their field of expertise or knowledge domain in cyberspace within
and across corporate and geographical borders. Virtual knowledge commu-
nities focus on their knowledge domain and over time expand their expertise
through collaboration. They interact around relevant issues and build a com-
mon knowledge base”. Essentially KCs are groups of people with a shared
passion to create, use, and share new knowledge for tangible business pur-
poses (e.g. increased sales, increased product offer, clients profiling, etc.).
The main difference with other types is that KCs are expected (by the cor-
porate sponsors) to produce actionable knowledge (knowledge which can
be put to immediate action e.g. best-practices, standards, methodologies,
approaches, problem-solving-patterns, etc.) into a specific business area.
What is interesting is that these are expected to produce actionable knowl-
edge, even if corporate sponsors do not formally state the expectations. On
the contrary, management practices are usually put in place to make sure
this expectation comes true. Moreover, they are not limited to use elec-
tronic communication and collaboration means (such as NoPs) but rather
they can co-locate meetings or workshops to devise or explore new ideas
(much like CoPs). Literature also stresses the presence of management and
its key role in fostering community visibility [106]. This suggests that a
KC, in contrast to a CoP, looks much like a mixed hierarchy/heterarchy in
which members and leadership have clear-cut distinctions and roles [49].
Another remarkable difference between KCs and CoPs is that CoPs need
situatedness to exist, while KCs are often associated with virtual spaces e.g.
as described in [154] for the Apache WebServer knowledge network. Given
these differences, the topology of a KC would also differ than that of a CoP,
since a its nodes would neither be constrained to a single geolocation, nor
be of a single type. This difference also suggests that while CoPs may be
more frequent within the boundaries of a single corporation, KCs may be
transversal in nature, encompassing multiple experts from multiple (partner)
organizations [49].
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Attribute in Knowledge Communities

“Formal Status” Literature identifies knowledge communities as aggregates of people which have a formal and

acknowledge status for the organizational sponsor.

“Visibility” Knowledge communities need increased visibility (and management practices to maintain

it) to make their practices and results known to the organizational context.

“Visibility

dependency graph”

<<enumerat ion>>
Vis ib i l i ty

<<enumerat ion>>
CreationProcess

<<enumerat ion>>
Governance

<<enumerat ion>>
OrganizationalScope

<<enumerat ion>>
Structure

<<enumerat ion>>
OrganizationalEmbeddedness

M2.19
M2.42

M2.29

M2.30

M2.30

“Management

Practices”

Since the organizational sponsor has precise expectations from the KC, it applies a combination

of management practices to its operational effectiveness.

Table 2.4: KC Defining Attributes.

3. Strategic Communities (SC): The key differentiating attribute for SCs is the
contract value (i.e. the attribute “Contract Value” is a discriminator to
identify a SC) that should be maintained (e.g. by generating ad-hoc best
practices) or generated (e.g. by analyzing strategic market sections ripe for
growth). In software engineering for example, SCs are commonly associ-
ated with mission-critical systems that need 24/7 availability, e.g. ESA, the
European Space Agency, uses so-called “tiger-teams” to investigate and
solve specific software problems during mission engineering; tiger-teams
are selected from a loosely-specified (cross-organizational) strategic com-
munity of experienced practitioners in software engineering and research:
their focus is to support specific missions, safe-guarding the people and
infrastructure involved (i.e. the contract-value is human, monetary and
technological). Defining attributes for SCs are in Table 2.5. Quoting from
[10] “Strategic communities are formalized structures that consist usually
of a limited number of experts within a single organization. These share a
common, work-related interest into producing unexpected ideas to achieve
strategic advantage [85]. These communities are intentionally created by
the organization to achieve certain business goals”. SCs consist of meticu-
lously selected people, experts in certain sectors of interest to a corporation
or or a set of organizational partners tied with formal non-disclosure agree-
ments. These try to proactively solve problems within strategic business ar-
eas of the organizational sponsor. Compared to the others, SCs indeed seem
very similar to KCs in that they are targeted towards obtaining business
advantage. Similarly to WGs, SCs differ from KCs in their level of granu-
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larity, formality and openness of membership as well as contract-value [72].
KCs act on wider business sector (pro project) than SCs, their membership
is usually open but subject to management practices (e.g. evaluation). SCs
on the other hand concentrate on very thight business missions, commanded
by an organizational sponsor. They are expected to produce strategic advan-
tage through innovation or best practices [56]. Also, they are different from
most other communities since the members are appointed based exclusively
on experience, personal success, career titles and anything that can justify
their status of experts [157]. Given the right social-network analysis tools,
one could identify a strategic community by investigating the cliques of ex-
perts communicating in a certain business sector. Given that membership is
enforced through management, the node types in a SCs would be extremely
similar if not identical. Finally, sometimes in their lifecycle, SCs are simi-
lar to (and sometimes identified with) ICs [56]; reasons can vary (e.g. SCs
could be dormant, waiting for organizational objectives to fulfill).

Attribute in Strategic Communities

“Formal Status” Literature shows that SCs have a strongly formal acknowledged status by the organizational

sponsor. Indeed SCs are specifically created by the sponsor to pursue a specific business goal.

“Organizational

Sponsor”

In line with their formal status, strategic communities are fathered by the sponsors they are trying

to support. The organizational sponsor provides fostering support after fathering the organization.

“Members Previous

Experience”

People appointed to a SC need to have a strong background in order to be selected for

participation or membership.

“Personal Goal” Every member shares with the other a deep interest on tackling a common work-related issue.

This issue is personal since it inhibits the work productivity of the single individuals (e.g. tackle

the geographical distance of two sites which need to collaborate).

“Contract Value” Since the SC is needed to tackle a work-related issue, the business gain from its success is

strongest. As a consequence, the contract value invested by the organizational sponsor is

highest.

“Contract Value

dependency graph”

-

Table 2.5: SC Defining Attributes.

4. Informal Communities (IC): The key differentiating attribute for ICs is the
high degree of member engagement (i.e. the attribute “Member Engage-
ment” is a discriminator to identify an IC). An example in software en-
gineering, can be seen in the Agile Movement, whose success is decided
explicitly by the contributions of its members (i.e. their engagement in ac-
tively disseminating and using “agile” practices). In addition, open-source
communities considered in [201] and [125] also match our definition of an
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IC, adding to it some feats of CoPs. Defining attributes for ICs are stated in
table 2.6. According to [49] the IC term “was coined in 1968 by the Inter-
net pioneers J.C.R. Licklider and R.W. Taylor who, when wondering what
the future online interactive communities would be like, predicted that they
would be communities of common interest, not of common location made
up of geographically separated members. Their impact will be great both
on the individual and on society.”. ICs are usually sets of people part of
an organization, with a common interest, often closely dependent on their
practice. They interact informally, usually across unbound distances, fre-
quently on a common history or culture (e.g. shared ideas, experience etc).
The main difference they have with all communities (with the exception of
NoPs) is that their localization is necessarily dispersed so that the commu-
nity can reach a wider “audience”. Loosely-affiliated political movements
(such as green-peace) are examples of ICs: their members disseminate their
vision (based on a common idea, which is the goal of the IC). Also, the
success of the IC is exclusively tied to members’ engagement since their
effort is what drives the community to expand, disseminate ideas, gather
members and so on. One characteristic which also differentiates ICs from
other communities is the assumption of self-organization. This makes them
very similar to networks rather than communities [127]. From a topological
perspective, informal communities would exhibit self-similarity, as a con-
sequence of self-organization [85]. However, nodes would be egalitarian
(much like in CoPs) and highly dispersed (much like in NoPs). We weren’t
able to determine if ICs can be seen as a mid-stages in the transition from a
CoP (purely situated) to a NoP (purely geodispersed).
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Attribute in Informal Communities

“Members

Engagement”

The engagement of members in informal communities is kept high since there is no formal

arrangement linking members to the community. High engagement acts as a glue for the

community.

“Members

Engagement

dependency graph”

<<enumerat ion>>
MembersPreviousExperience

<<enumerat ion>>
Governance

<<enumerat ion>>
StrengthOfRelations

<<enumerat ion>>
MembersMotivat ion

<<enumerat ion>>
Leadership

<<enumerat ion>>
OrganizationalCulture

<<enumerat ion>>
ManagementPractices

<<enumerat ion>>
Engagement

<<enumerat ion>>
Health

<<enumerat ion>>
Structure

<<enumerat ion>>
MembersCognitiveDistance

<<enumerat ion>>
KnowledgeRepository

M2.6

M2.53,M2.32

M3.29

M2.32 M4.29

M4.36
M6.6

M3.37

M3.37

M2.10

M2.33, M2.12

M2.34

M2.41

M2.52
M2.79

M5.50

M2.101

M5.3,M2.32

M2.40

M5.65

M5.65

M5.66

M5.67

“Personal Goal” The informal community promotes mutual learning. The practice held within the community

itself favors individuals part of the community to share their own insight with others and learn, in

turn.

Table 2.6: IC Defining Attributes.

5. Learning Communities (LC): What differentiates this particular type from
others, is its explicit goal of incrementing, tracking and maintaining the
organizational culture of an organization (the attribute “Organizational
Culture” is differentiator when identifying an LC). A perfect example of a
LC within software engineering, is the BORLAND Academy 5. BORLAND
Academy and similar institutions, are used by the organization’s practition-
ers to learn about its current practices, methods, processes and tactics, as
well as refine these over time, as their product portfolio evolves. Defining
attributes are contained in Table 2.7. LCs are, quoting [10] “ structures

5recently discontinued after BORLAND’s acquisition by MicroFocus
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that provide space for learning and sharing knowledge. Much of the work-
place learning community literature is situated within the education litera-
ture, where the structure is referred to as a professional learning community
(PLC). Stoll, Bolam, McMahon, Wallace, and Thomas (2006) agreed that
although there is no universal definition for PLCs, there is international con-
sensus that a PLC is a group of people sharing and critically interrogating
their practice in an ongoing, reflective, collaborative, inclusive, learning-
oriented and growth-promoting way”. LCs provide a space for pure learn-
ing and explicit sharing of actionable knowledge (i.e. skills). In a learning
community, the leadership is expected to steer the community’s practices
and membership is subject to approval and tied to the learning objectives
given to the member [11]. Each developed or exchanged practice must be-
come part of the organizational culture. Topics of learning are important for
both business sponsors and participants (e.g. personal development skills,
management skills, time optimization skills, etc.) [157]. The nature of dis-
cussed topics make it extremely different from other communities: most of
other communities have either personal or organizational goals, while LCs
have both and pursue them equally. Maintaining and transmitting organiza-
tional culture is the chief aim of an LC and this makes it even more specific
than PSCs. From a topological perspective, LC would appear as directed
structures (e.g. directed graphs) since learning usually takes place one-way
only, i.e. from learning manager to learner [157].
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Attribute in Learning Communities

“Leadership” in learning communities leadership must be strong to maintain motivation, and steer the learning

practices.

“Organizational

Culture”

Learning practices promoted by leadership increase the organizational culture which the

learning community is maintaining. The organizational culture maintained by a learning

community is as strong as the community’s lifespan.

“Organizational

Culture dependency

graph”

<<enumerat ion>>
MembershipStabil i ty

<<enumerat ion>>
MembersEnrolment

<<enumerat ion>>
MembersPreviousExperience

<<enumerat ion>>
CreationProcess

<<enumerat ion>>
CommunicationType

<<enumerat ion>>
Governance

<<enumerat ion>>
Barrier

<<enumerat ion>>
MembersMotivat ion

<<enumerat ion>>
OrganizationalCulture

<<enumerat ion>>
SharedRepertoire

<<enumerat ion>>
Engagement

<<enumerat ion>>
MembersTrust

M2.51M2.79

2.91

M2.92

M3.27

M3.29

M5.50

M2.21

M6.9

M2.10

M2.34

M2.41

M2.78

M2.6

M2.52

M6.10

M2.11,13,50

M2.110

Table 2.7: LC Defining Attributes.

6. Problem Solving Communities (PSC): The key differentiating attribute for
PSCs is their goal, that of solving a specific problem in the scope of an or-
ganization or corporate sponsor (i.e. the attribute “Organizational Goal”
is a differentiator for PSCs). For example, during the Apollo 11 mission,
NASA adopted specific groups of action, to solve issues which impeded or
limited the mission success, as well as establish critical problem-solving
practices [153]. These groups of action could be considered as PSCs.
Defining attributes are contained in Table 2.8. PSCs consists generally of
many geographically and organizationally dispersed employees of the same
discipline. They focus on mitigating a specific, well-defined hazard (e.g.
communities of anti-contamination engineers). Quoting from [85] “The
problem-solving network is a distributed network of practice which meets
the criteria of an expert group. The network provides resources in terms
of help-desk functions where participants of the network support other col-
leagues by giving them special advices as regards particular business prob-
lems. In addition, participating in this kind of network ensures collaborative
learning among the participants of the network.”. In comparison to other
types, a PSC can be seen as a specific instance of a Strategic Community
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focused on a particular problem. One would expect this community to be
formal in nature. Contrarily we found that they emerge as informal, since
informality aids immediate problem-solving processes [2]. Since the goal in
PSCs is not achieving business advantage, but rather solving a critical prob-
lem (either immediate, demanding, often occurring or disastrous). Much
like KCs and ICs, PSCs use both face-to-face and digital technologies (e.g.
forums) to enact problem-solving [189]. From a topological perspective, a
PSC would appear much similar to an IC where organizations acknowledge
nodes’ membership and provide problems to be solved (i.e. the organiza-
tion is an active peer in the PSC). This characteristic makes the nature of
PSCs very peculiar, since it’s the only community type in which organi-
zational sponsors are themselves members, they possess the problems, and
other members interact with them in egalitarian forms. Additional research
should be invested into representing PSCs with a 2-mode network [154] and
study this condition further.

Attribute in Problem Solving Communities

“Membership Official

Status”

a peculiar characteristic of problem solving communities is their potential of having both

formally participating members and informal / occasional participants as needed. The

community, since its targeted to a specific problem or issue, upholds the participation of

(occasional) professionals which can help or consult with the problems at hand.

“Organizational

Goal”

problem solving communities are bent to resolving specific issues of relevance to their

organizational sponsors. They are explicitly created to address a specific goal (i.e. solving a

specific problem).

“Organizational

Goal dependency

graph”

<<enumerat ion>>
OrganizationalGoal

<<enumerat ion>>
PersonalGoal

<<enumerat ion>>
KnowledgeActivi ty

M2.18

M2.9

Table 2.8: PSC Defining Attributes.

Networks

Networks suggest the presence of digital or technological support tools however
we found this explicitly only for NoPs. All network types are used by an orga-
nization to increase reachability either through formal means (in FNs) or through
informal ones (in INs) or through customized forms of boundary spanning (e.g.
in NoPs). Here follow detailed definitions.
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7. Networks of Practice (NoP): The one differentiating attribute for NoPs is
informality in geolocalized practice (i.e. the attribute “geodispersion” is a
differentiator to identify a NoP). In global software engineering many (vir-
tual) teams collaborate together through the internet across timezones, with
specific networks (e.g. VPNs) and with strong management and governance
policies in place. However, the social-structure in GSE is not fully spec-
ified nor supported and matter of current research [179]. NoPs’ defining
attributes are in Table 2.9. Quoting from [85] “NoP comprises a larger,
geographically dispersed group of participants engaged in a shared prac-
tice or common topic of interest [...] CoPs and NoPs share the charac-
teristics of being emergent and self-organizing, and the participants cre-
ate communication linkages inside and between organizations that provide
an “invisible” net existing beside the formal organizational hierarchy”. A
NoP is a networked system of communication and collaboration that con-
nects CoPs (which are localized). In principle anyone can join it without
selection of candidates (e.g. OpenSource forges are an instance of NoP
[147]). NoPs have a high geodispersion, i.e. they can span geographical
and time distances alike. The high geodispersion increases their visibility
and the reachability by members. An unspoken requirement for entry is
the expected IT literacy of members. IT literacy must be high since the
tools needed to take part in NoPs are IT-based (e.g. Micro-blogs, forums,
hang-outs, etc.). NoPs are much like CoPs, since they share repositories of
knowledge through their members. Different from CoPs, NoPs can be seen
as IT-enabled global networks, since their chief aim is to allow commu-
nication (and collaboration) on the same practice through large geograph-
ical distance. In the scope of software engineering, NoPs have been used
massively within global software engineering (mostly unknowingly or with
limited support). For example, [8] discuss Socio-technical Networks in soft-
ware engineering. Based on our definitions such networks sit at the inter-
section between SNs and NoPs, since they address a specific practice but
show a strong social connotation. Works similar to that in [8] could benefit
from a more detailed overview of both SNs and NoPs, e.g. to understand
which of their characteristics are supporting failure prediction. Moreover,
socio-technical congruence, as expressed in [25], could be studied monitor-
ing the organizational attributes that influence collaboration: this could lead
to better understanding of what hinders global developers’ productivity.
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Attribute in Networks of Practice

“Boundary Spanning” Literature identifies boundary spanning as a very common practice in NoPs. NoP’s have larger

geographical dispersion and therefore larger context with which to interact.

“Members

Motivation”

Literature identifies members’ motivation as high in NoPs.

“Members Selection

Process”

Selection for the entitlement to a Network of Practice is said to be driven by entry requirements.

“Support Tool” Given their nature, literature identifies many support tools that characterize a NoP. These are:

Digital Communication Platforms, Persistent Computer Networks as well as Interactive on-line

communities.

“Communication

Openness”

Communication is identified as Open for NoPs. Therefore even professionals which are not

strictly part of the network as members, might make use of its resources (e.g. online community

forums which can be consulted by anyone).

“Management

Practices”

Strong management practices are needed to maintain a NoPs.

“Knowledge Type” Literature conveys that NoPs are particularly good to harvest tacit knowledge in the minds of the

members (e.g. posting a quesiton on on-line forums and everybody answering with their own

insight).

“Geodispersion” Literature suggests that the whole NoP is geodispersed, i.e. every node can be distant from

others in both time and space.

“Geodispersion

dependency graph”

<<enumerat ion>>
Orientat ion

<<enumerat ion>>
SocialCapital

<<enumerat ion>>
Transversness

<<enumerat ion>>
Barrier

<<enumerat ion>>
Geodispersion

<<enumerat ion>>
KnowledgeActivi ty

<<enumerat ion>>
Structure

<<enumerat ion>>
Size

<<enumerat ion>>
KnowledgeRepository

<<enumerat ion>>
OrganizationalEmbeddedness

M2.119

M5.1

M5.9,M2.31 M5.20

M2.1

M2.33

M2.58

M2.61

M2.110

M3.20
M3.21

M2.98
M5.10

Table 2.9: NoP Defining Attributes.

8. Informal Networks (IN): The key differentiating attribute for INs is the type
of interaction that binds its members (i.e. the attribute “members interac-
tion” is a differentiator to identify an IN). Informal networks have existed
in software engineering since its very beginning: all people participating
within any software process, collaborate and inter-operate within a web of
social ties that could be defined as an IN. Also, in academia, the informal
and loosely coupled set of research communities can be considered a world-
wide informal network. Defining attributes for INs are contained in Table
2.10. Simple networks emerge based on the relationships that individuals
form with others. They are the building blocks from which other social
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structures may emerge. Anyone can join an IN, since there are no formal
subscription processes: membership is often based on collective acceptance
of a certain individual (e.g. establishment of friendship between flat-mates).
Moreover, INs are essential foci for information exchange. Quoting [194]
“The literature on social networks suggests that an informal, social network
can play a key role in enhancing organizational learning since social net-
works can be a source of information (Liebeskind et al., 1996). For exam-
ple, Liebeskind et al. (1996) have found that social networks tend to extend
the scope of learning and help the integration of knowledge possessed by
two firms due to their collaboration”. As compared to the other types, INs
can be seen as looser networks of ties between individuals that happen to
come in contact in the same context. The driving force of the informal net-
work is the strength of these ties between members. Finally, an IN differs
from other types since it does not use governance practices but its success
is solely based on the emergent cohesion its members have (therefore its
success depends on the type of people that the IN comes into contact with
and assimilates, rather than its internal dynamics).

Attribute in Informal Networks

“Members

Interaction”

interaction in informal networks is intended as a social and informal interaction between

individuals

“Members

Interaction

dependency graph”

-

“Critical Success

Factor”

a critical success factor in informal networks is a strong set of ties between the whole network

and its members. This can keep motivation and participation high.

“Organizational

Sponsor”

the organizational sponsor, where present. should limit its interactions with the community to

mere participation. Its interference should be reduced to an essential minimum only.

“Connectedness” The connectedness of participants depends on the degree of informality and organizational

embeddedness the network has to an organizational sponsor. Therefore the connectedness in an

informal network is custom.

“Members Cohesion” cohesion of members is based on mutual need. if strength of ties is kept high then as a

consequence mutual need is high. Therefore members cohesion is also high.

“Trust In The

Context”

trust in the context is assumed to be present in an informal network. given the informality of

definition trust is assumed and not maintained.

“Trust In Partner” the same goes for the trust each member retains on its connections. Since it’s an informal

establishment, trust is assumed, not maintained or guaranteed in any way.

“Organizational

Embeddedness”

embeddedness practices should be limited to encouragement of activities.

Table 2.10: IN Defining Attributes.
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9. Formal Networks (FN): In Formal networks memberships and interaction
dynamics are explicitly “made” formal by corporate sponsors (i.e. the at-
tribute “Membership Official Status” is differentiator when identifying an
FN). Conversely, although formally acknowledged by corporate sponsors,
FGs are (commonly) informal in nature, and are grouped for governance or
action. An example in software engineering is the OMG (Object Manage-
ment Group): it is a formal network, since the interaction dynamics and sta-
tus of the members (i.e. the organizations which are part of OMG) are for-
mal; also, the meeting participants (i.e. the people that corporations send
as representatives) are acknowledged formally by their corporate sponsors.
An even more interesting example of an FN is the structure emerging be-
tween corporate partners with offshoring agreements. They constitute an
FN (e.g. as discussed in [42]) since both partners need to agree their mem-
bership status through formal agreements and interoperation procedures.
Moreover, each site needs to be governed with clear role definitions and re-
sponsibilities. In addition staff is usually managed as FGs as suggested in
[42], this implies that FNs can be seen as virtual counterparts connecting
local FGs, e.g. in offshoring partnerships. We did not find any indication
of inheritance between FGs and FNs. Defining attributes are contained in
Table 2.11. FNs are, according to [2], “formal [social] networks are those
that are prescribed and forcibly generated by management, usually directed
according to corporate strategy and mission”. Within FNs, members are
rigorously selected and prescribed. They are forcibly acknowledged by
management of the network itself. Direction is carried out according to
corporate strategy and its mission is to follow this strategy.
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Attribute in Formal Networks

“Membership

Official Status”

the status of formal networks’ members is officially and formally recognized by the

organizational sponsor.

“Membership

Official Status

dependency graph”

<<enumerat ion>>
MembersOfficialStatus

<<enumerat ion>>
DegreeOfFormalization

<<enumerat ion>>
ManagementPractices

<<enumerat ion>>
KnowledgeActivi ty

M2.12, 2.22

M2.104

M5.58

“Creation Process” Creating a membership in a formal network requires an invitation or some kind of formal

appointment by the organizational sponsor. Also, the organizational sponsor usually nominates

management for the formal network or uses management teams internal to the organization.

Table 2.11: FN Defining Attributes.

10. Social Networks (SN): In social sciences, the concept of social networks is
often used interchangeably with OSSs. Since every OSS type can be defined
in terms of SNs, there is no distinctive difference with other types; rather,
SNs can be seen as a super-type for all OSSs. To identify the presence of
an SN (or OSS) it is sufficient to be able to split the structure of an observ-
able set of organizational patterns (e.g. organization interactions, teams’
interactions, etc.) into macro-structure (i.e. structure of social ties and in-
teractions in the large [19]) and micro-structure (i.e. structure of social
ties and interactions at the single social-agent level [58]). The defining at-
tributes for SNs are contained on Table 2.12. Of particular interest, is the
definition present in [74] “Social structure can be viewed as a set of ac-
tors with the additional property that the relational characteristics of these
networks may be used to interpret the social behavior of the individuals in-
volved”. SNs represent the emergent network of social ties spontaneously
arising between individuals who share, either willingly or not, a practice or
common interest on a problem. SNs act as a gateway to communicating
communities. With the advent of inter-networking technologies, they are
now explicitly supported by technologies and massively used in software
engineering (e.g LinkedIn, Academia.Edu, Google+, etc.).
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Attribute in Social Network Sites

“Goals” A social network has two main goals: the construction of shared knowledge and the harnessing of

internet-based technologies to enable socially aware networking

“structure” The structure of a social network can be divided into two: macrostructure details regard the

highest level of abstraction of a social network while microstructure details characterize the

nature, type and attributes of the social ties of single “nodes” in the social network

“structure

dependency graph”

<<enumerat ion>>
MembersEnrolment

<<enumerat ion>>
Lifecycle

<<enumerat ion>>
Vis ib i l i ty

<<enumerat ion>>
Geodispersion

<<enumerat ion>>
Leadership

<<enumerat ion>>
Engagement

<<enumerat ion>>
KnowledgeActivi ty

<<enumerat ion>>
MembersTrust

<<enumerat ion>>
Structure

<<enumerat ion>>
Size

<<enumerat ion>>
OssContextChange

M2.58

M2.69
M2.69

M2.110

M2.117

M2.66

M5.3,M2.32

M6.15

M6.21, M3.16

M2.42

M2.11

M2.78

M2.87

M5.65

M5.65

M2.61

M3.21
M5.1

Table 2.12: SN Defining Attributes.

Groups

Groups are tightly knit sets of people or agencies that pursue an organizational
goal. Cohesion in groups can be an activation mechanism (to increase engage-
ment, as in WGs) or a way to govern people more efficiently (e.g. in FGs). Here
follow detailed definitions.

11. Workgroups (WG): The key differentiating attribute for WGs is the cohesion
of their members: they need to work in a tightly bound and enthusiastic
manner to ensure success of the WG (i.e. the attribute “Members Cohe-
sion” is a differentiator to identify a WG). The IFIP WG 2.10 on software
architecture6 is a WG, since its effort is planned and steady (i.e. cohesive),
as well as focused on pursuing the benefits of certain organizational spon-
sors (e.g. IEEE, in the case of IFIP). Table 2.13 contains their defining at-
tributes. WGs are defined as groups of individuals who work together on a
regular basis to attain goals for the benefit of (potentially multiple) corporate
sponsors. In [168], “three characteristics [of WGs’] are central: [they have]
multiple goals, multiple compositions and multiple results”. WG’s goals
can be multiple and spanning an array of organizational factors. There-
fore, the expected or produced benefits can be wide as well. What’s also

6http://www.softwarearchitectureportal.org/
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fundamental, is that a WG is always acknowledged and supported by orga-
nizational sponsor(s). Differentiating it from other types is its level of gran-
ularity: PTs act on specific projects (i.e. domain-specific, well-specified
problems, with clear set of goals and complementary sets of skills) while
KCs focus on specific business areas and goals, a WG has a wider agenda
and uses experts with similar skills and interests to tackle strategic issues,
e.g. developing practices that can span multiple business areas or observing
the enterprise to drive organizational changes. Software engineering prac-
titioners have been using WGs to generate standards and evaluate practices
for standardizations. Although these examples suggest that WGs cannot be
used to develop software, in [148] authors observe that software develop-
ers should “[...] follow a well defined goal and keep their work focused”.
Using the observation in [148] as a rule, would make development groups
more similar to WGs than text-book PTs.

Attribute in Work Groups

“Membership

Formality”

The formality of a WG is established and acknowledged by an explicit organizational sponsor

which establishes both the operative goals of the workgroup and the expected outcomes of each

effort track it must be involved in.

“Members

Cohesion”

Cohesion practices within the WG must be well defined to allow its productivity to remain

high. Besides establishing goals for the WG, the organizational sponsor should also define

requirements that the WG must adhere to, in order to operate exactly on the issues it is

targeted to issue. Both requirements and goals maintain the cohesion of members high.

“Members Cohesion

dependency graph”

<<enumerat ion>>
MembersCohesion

<<enumerat ion>>
Connectedness

<<enumerat ion>>
Governance

<<enumerat ion>>
MembersCognitiveDistance

<<enumerat ion>>
KnowledgeTransfer

M4.37

M2.35

M4.30

M4.28

M4.15

M5.24

Table 2.13: WG Defining Attributes.

12. Formal Groups (FG): The key differentiating attribute for FGs is in their
governance practices, which must be declared upon creation of the formal
group (i.e. the attribute “Governance” is determinant to identify this type).
Literature refers explicitly to formal groups as sets of project teams with
a particular mission (or also, groups of people from which project teams
are picked). Examples of formal groups in software engineering are soft-
ware taskforces, e.g. IEEE Open-Source Software Task Force7. Defining at-

7http://ewh.ieee.org/cmte/psace/CAMS taskforce/index.htm
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tributes are contained in Table 2.14. FGs are exemplified in [84] as “[groups
of] teams and/or working groups [. . . ]. numerous different definitions of di-
versity have been put forth; however, they generally distinguish between
two main sets of characteristics [for FGs]: 1) diversity of observable or
visible detectable attributes such as ethnic background, age, and gender;
2) diversity with respect to non-observable, less visible or underlying at-
tributes such as knowledge disciplines and business experiences”. FGs are
comprised of people which are explicitly grouped by corporations to act on
(or by means of) them (e.g. governing employees or ease their job or prac-
tice by grouping them in areas of interest). Each group has a single orga-
nizational goal, called mission (governing boards are groups of executives
whose mission is to devise and apply governance practices successfully). In
comparison to Formal Networks, they seldom rely on networking technolo-
gies, on the contrary, they are local in nature. Finally, it is very common for
organizations to have these groups and extract project teams out of them.
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Attribute in Formal Groups

“Organizational

Goal”

Formal groups are appointed within an organization and always carry an organizational goal (e.g.

corrdination, performance, evaluation, etc.)

“Members Official

Status”

The official status of members is formal since the organization appoints each member upon

joining the organization or division

“Governance” A formal group always establishes diverse governance practices. the most common are

Routinization (e.g. fixed hang-outs or meetings, stand-up status reports, etc.); emotional

management (e.g. counseling of less performant engineers, etc.); control (e.g.

micro-management of development tasks, etc.); Scientific Management (e.g. management of

the methods and approaches, development and promotion of best practices, etc.).

“Governance

dependency graph”

<<enumerat ion>>
MembersEnrolment

<<enumerat ion>>
Vis ib i l i ty<<enumerat ion>>

SocialCapital
<<enumerat ion>>
MembersCohesion

<<enumerat ion>>
CriticalSuccessFactor<<enumerat ion>>

Governance

<<enumerat ion>>
OrganizationalSponsor

<<enumerat ion>>
Barrier

<<enumerat ion>>
MembersMotivat ion

<<enumerat ion>>
Leadership

<<enumerat ion>>
OrganizationalCulture<<enumerat ion>>

Engagement

<<enumerat ion>>
Size

<<enumerat ion>>
KnowledgeRepository

M5.53

M2.10
M2.11,13,50

M2.78

M2.43

M2.19

M2.33, M2.12

M3.37

M2.34

M3.29
M3.37

M2.35

M2.37

M5.54

M2.38

M2.76

M2.40
M2.49

M2.87

M5.65

M5.67

M2.41

M2.110

M2.51

M2.79

M5.50

Table 2.14: FGs Defining Attributes.

Teams

Teams are specifically assembled sets of people with a diversified and comple-
mentary set of skills. They always pursue an organizational goal with clear-cut
procedures and activities. Finally, all project teams exhibit a longevity which is
bound to a project or product. Here follow detailed definitions.

13. Project Teams (PT): The key differentiating attribute for PTs is their longevity,
tied to a specific project (i.e. the attribute “longevity” is a differentiator to
identify PTs). Their defining attributes are in Table 2.15. In [113], the au-
thors provide a general definition of PTs with the following words: “[PTs
are] temporary organizations or project groups within firms [that] consist of
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people, most of whom have not met before, who have to engage in swift so-
cialization and carry out a pre-specified task within set limits as to time and
costs. Moreover, they comprise a mix of individuals with highly special-
ized competences, making it difficult to establish shared understandings or
a common knowledge base”. PTs are made by people with complementary
skills who work together to achieve a common purpose in a bounded time-
frame. They are enforced by their organization and follow specific strategies
or organizational guidelines (e.g. time-to-market, lower-costs, etc.). Their
final goal is delivery of a product or service which responds to the require-
ments provided. Compared to the other OSSs, PTs are the most formal type,
comparable (in terms of formality) only to the formal groups type (of which
it is an instance). PTs are defined as strict and single-minded aggregates of
people, collaborating on well-defined reification tasks (i.e. tasks which pro-
duce a tangible artifact justifying their effort). Within software engineering,
PTs are constantly used as the basic unit for software production.

Attribute in Project Teams

“Longevity” Longevity of a project team is limited to the project for which it was assembled. The team

has the chance to be reunited again for similar projects, based on performance.

“Longevity

dependency graph”

-

“Knowledge

Activities”

The knowledge activities within a project teams are limited to the use in practice of what

knowledge is available already or from the context (or by means of an OSS to which the project

team is made a member of).

“Proficiency

Diversity”

The proficiency diversity when selecting team members should be maintained as complementary.

all project members should complete each other in terms of skills.

“Organizational

Slack”

The organization or sponsor reserves no operational slack for project teams. Deadlines assigned

to a certain team for a certain workpackage are strict and ultimate.

“Organizational

Goal”

The organizational goal of the OSS emerging in teams is that of successfully delivering software.

“Critical Success

Factors”

Four critical success factors are stated as being at stage in project teams: creative problem solving

by its members; a social network for the team and the team alone; a weak set of ties between the

members of the team; a technological gate-keeper which mediates the team’s communication

with the rest of the world for technical, operational or organizational issues.

“Size” The size of a project team is extremely small (i.e. never more than 5-10 elements) and localized.

“Creation Process” The creation process of project teams is formal and operated by an organizational sponsor.

“Members Cohesion” Milestone-based and social-closeness based cohesion practices are adopted or emerge during

teams’ operation.

“Experience” Previous experience of members is cross-functional.

Table 2.15: PT Defining Attributes.
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Figure 2.2: OSS patterns found
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2.3.2 OSS Types’ Relations
The 13 types are also reported in the UML-style meta-model in Figure 2.1. This
shows all the relations found among them. The note on top of each type carries
the number of publications in which it was found.

The two most general types in the meta-model, are SNs and PTs. These two
types appear at the top of the diagram. Our meta-model shows that INs and FNs
are sibling types, deriving from SNs.

This indicates that research currently approaches OSSs from the two perspec-
tives of SNs or PTs. The contact point between organizational research and social
network analysis (or research in social networks) is in the CoP type, which inher-
its and aggregates INs. CoPs generalize four types: KCs, NoPs, WGs, SCs. LCs
are at the same abstraction level as INs (probably because learning is “informal”
itself), while ICs seem an intermediate type between CoPs and NoPs since they
aggregate CoPs and are more specific than NoPs.

PTs are a “plug-in” type to CoPs since they are instances of FGs and aggre-
gate into FGs (e.g. for governance), CoPs (e.g. communities of interest or interest
groups) or NoPs (in case of virtualization of teams, as in global software engi-
neering). Finally, PSCs are specific instances of NoPs (e.g. focused on a specific
set of problems).

2.3.3 OSS Patterns and Transitions
The OSS meta-model (see Figure 2.1) exhibits the recurring patterns shown in
Figure 2.2. According to pattern (a) NoPs aggregate multiple CoPs, which can be
further specialized into NoPs. Similarly, according to pattern (b), CoPs aggregate
multiple INs, which can be further specialized into CoPs. Finally, pattern (c)
shows that NoPs can be made of CoPs, CoPs themselves can be made of PTs and
finally, NoPs can be a specific type of PTs (i.e. virtual teams).
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2.3.4 Additional Generic Attributes
In addition to OSS defining attributes (contained in the definition of specific OSS
types), we found 15 attributes which are applicable to all OSSs. The following
enumeration distinguishes between attributes internal to OSSs (beginning with
“OSS:: ”) and attributes which belong to the environment or context of an OSS
(beginning with “Context:: ”).

1. OSS::lifecycle: the (planned) steps that the OSS is expected to go through
during its lifespan. The Software Process’ intermediate steps constitute the
lifecycle of the software engineering OSS.

2. OSS::lifespan: the projected length of time within which the OSS is con-
sidered operational. The planned time-to-market of a software being engi-
neered (in addition to its operational expectance-of-life) is the lifespan of a
software engineering OSS.

3. OSS::Goals: the aims that the OSS is going to work towards. These are ei-
ther emergent, or enforced through an organizational sponsor. The delivery
of a software product meeting all the stakeholders requirements and within
their specific constraints constitutes the goal of a software engineering OSS.

4. OSS::Barriers: impediments, physical or otherwise, which hinder the op-
erations of OSSs. Governance practices can tackle these barriers through
barrier mitigation mechanisms. Time and distances in software engineering
are instances of OSS barriers.

5. OSS::Governance Practices: activities which create, decide upon, steer or
enforce organizational issues in OSSs. Deciding brand and structure of
workbenches for every developer and arranging together available develop-
ers into development units are governance practices in software engineering
OSSs.

6. OSS::Critical Success Factors: factors which are necessary to achieve suc-
cessfully the goals established for the OSS within the boundaries of its pro-
jected lifespan and following the enforced governance practices. 24/7 avail-
ability in fault-tolerant systems are instances of critical success factors in
software engineering of critical systems OSSs.

7. OSS::Management Practices: practices which are specifically aimed at the
management of resources, physical or otherwise, which are part of the OSS
(e.g. history, version-tracking, inventory, etc.). Deciding which team should
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carry out which task is a management decision. Using round-the-clock pro-
ductivity as a guideline for this decision is a management practice in global
software engineering OSSs.

8. OSS::Knowledge Repositories: the types of repositories found in literature.
Different types may be employed together to achieve a compounding ef-
fect increasing capabilities. A wiki containing documents and codebases
for a software engineering efforts is a Knowledge Repository in software
engineering OSSs.

9. Context::Barrier Mitigation Mechanisms: mechanisms are used as part of
governance practices by the management of OSSs in order to mitigate bar-
riers to its proper function. Risk engineering practices in software engineer-
ing OSSs are barrier mitigation mechanisms.

10. Context::Trust: the types of trust discussed in literature, which are specif-
ically relevant to OSSs. Privacy maintenance and measurement between
outsourced and outsourcer partners are indicative of the level of trust be-
tween partners in software engineering OSSs.

11. Context::Openness: the degree to which the context of an OSS and the OSS
itself are open to information transfer and interchange. Information inter-
change between external communities and the software engineering project
team in a project is its degree of openness (e.g. fully open in Open-Source
communities).

12. Context::Changes: events which alter the context of an OSS and to which
the OSS reacts, either explicitly or implicitly. Test-engineers turn-over is a
context change in a software engineering OSS.

13. Context::Boundary Crossing Practices: practices that OSSs adopt to ex-
change information among each other, through boundary objects, e.g. their
communication or interacting protocols count as boundary crossing prac-
tices.

14. Context::Boundary Objects: the objects that can be used to actuate knowl-
edge transfer between and across OSSs. Technological gateways such as
people which explicitly interchange design information between two de-
velopment sites are instances of boundary objects in software engineering
OSSs.

15. Context::Organizational Culture: the practices that OSS use in order to
pursue internal integration (i.e. governance of members, resources, etc.)
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Figure 2.3: OSS additional generic attributes’ dependencies

as well as external adaptations (actions on the context, knowledge transfer,
etc.). Allowing 1 hour sleep after lunch to increase software designers’
productivity in the afternoon is part of the organizational culture of Google’s
(software engineering) OSS.

Given their number, all the possible attribute values we found are available online
(for a link, see the Appendix).

In addition, Figure 2.3 captures attribute dependencies in a UML class-diagram.
The diagram can be used to choose additional attributes as needed, based on the
impact each attribute has on the other ones. On the diagram, the labels (following
the same scheme defined in section 2.3.1) allow traceability on raw data (available
online). 4 out of 15 attributes are not dependent on any of the 15, they appear at
the bottom of Figure 2.3 in grey. 14 relations are present:

1. “BoundaryObject” is dependent on “KnowledgeRepository” since the choice
of a boundary object influences the presence (or operation of) a knowledge
repository. For example, a boundary object can often be used as a knowl-
edge repository (e.g. a forum or wiki, such as in open-source forges).

2. “KnowledgeRepository” is dependent on “GovernancePractices” since the
presence of a repository influences governance, e.g. by limiting which prac-
tices can be applied and how.

3. “GovernancePractice” is dependent on “CriticalSuccessFactors” of OSSs
since governance is the prime activity through which an OSS’s success can
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be established and steered. For example, a corporation can adopt many-
eyes phenomena to govern the success of its best-practices development
workgroup.

4. “GovernancePractice” is also dependent on “Barrier” since many gover-
nance mechanisms are specifically designed to tackle specific difficulties
(e.g. redundancy matrix for employee skills in mission-critical systems).

5. “GovernancePractice” is also dependent on “OrganizationalCulture” since
many governance practices are usually part of the established organizational
procedures in a (large) corporation.

6. “Barrier” is dependent on “OrganizationalCulture” since many barriers are
intrinsic of the domain or culture in certain organizations. For example,
highly formal communities (e.g. formal methods) tend to exhibit “xeno-
phobic” attitudes towards radically new ideas.

7. “Barrier” is also dependent on “BoundaryCrossing” and “ContextOpen-
ness”. The (im-)possibility of exchanging information with external en-
vironments, or in fully-closed contexts, can become a barrier. For exam-
ple, consider security-critical systems such as Signal-Intelligence process-
ing networks (e.g. the Echelon sensor array): these may be left unaware
of critical failures in certain procedures or devices, given their “eyes-only”
policies.

8. “OrganizationalCulture” is dependent on “Trust” and vice versa. For ex-
ample, the effectiveness of organizational procedures and culture in organi-
zations often depend on the degree of “loyalty” (which is a type of Trust)
from its employees. Conversely, the organizational stability of a company
depends heavily on how much worthy of trust are its premises and promises.

9. “Trust” is dependent on “ManagementPractices” since many of these prac-
tices are studied specifically to increase and maintain the level of trust in
employees (e.g. informal leadership).

10. “ManagementPractices” are dependent on “Lifecycle” since these practices
steer and maintain the lifecycle of an OSS and, conversely, the healthy life-
cycle of an OSS depends heavily on the management practices adopted. For
example, a business-critical system in need of strict time-to-market con-
straints needs specific management practices such as extreme coordination,
live integration and testing coordination, etc.

Remarkably, four attributes are not related to any, namely: “Barrier Mitigation
Mechanisms”, “OSS Context Changes”, “Goals”, and “Lifespan”. Investigating
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further in the literature, we found they influence (either directly or indirectly) all
remaining additional attributes and therefore are not explicitly related to any.

2.4 Usage and Implications
This section discusses our results, their exploitation and their implications. Fi-
nally, we discuss threats to validity and mitigating mechanisms we adopted.

2.4.1 Discussion of Results
Several authors suggest that OSSs have three key functions in software engineer-
ing: representation of knowledge, management of roles among partners, and com-
munication patterns [71, 83, 88, 162, 60]. We used these research segments as
parameters to analyze meta-types found. In addition, we discuss the practical
exploitation of our results in these research segments. Finally, we discuss the
exploitation of our results within the software engineering lifecycle. Table 2.16
summarizes our observations.
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Knowledge Representation Partnership Management Communication Patterns
C

om
m

un
iti

es

Communities are ideal mechanisms

to achieve shared-understanding.

This makes them also ideal to

study community-based knowledge

representations. Works in this

direction can already be found, e.g.

in [76] and [48], where authors

adopt a community based approach

to evolution of ontologies.

Communities are (explicitly or

implicitly) dependent on

situatedness [168]. Consequently

they have limited effectiveness in

global partnerships (e.g. as a result

of outsourcing) which force

distance into the equation [80, 42].

Communities exhibit informal

communication, sharing, and focus on

members. These characteristics makes them

ideal to study communication patterns

efficient for particular goals. For example,

the focus on members in communities can

be studied to improve people-centric

communication (e.g. for effective

ambient-assisted living).

N
et

w
or

ks

Networks can be differentiated by

level of formality, goals and

member-centricity. Studying these

parameters and their relations,

more expressive knowledge

representations can be devised. For

example, semantic tools and

underlying ontologies (e.g.

[142, 133]) could be adapted to

community needs and their

attributes.

Networks are mechanisms that

connect people across many

distances (e.g. space, time, culture,

biases, etc.). They are ideal

mechanisms to support global

partnerships, since their attributes

can be customized to fit exactly

with partnerships’ characteristics.

For example, a network with high

formality could connect a formal

alliance between global offshoring

partners [42].

Networks, are ideal to study communication

patterns. For example, through SNA,

scholars could identify “success” or

“failure” communication patterns by

observing networks’ attributes and compare

them to expected goals. This could lead to

network fine-tuning strategies. For example,

an integrated Scrum team is similar to a

network of practice. Through SNA, one

could represent the network and verify the

presence of attributes critical for NoPs (e.g.

communication openness).

G
ro

up
s

Groups are tightly knit and

interrelated sets of people [84, 40].

Hence, their attributes restrict their

uses to the study of knowledge

representations for specific domain

areas. For example, studying the

IFIP Workgroup 2.10 on software

architecture leads to more flexible

knowledge representations for SA.

Again, groups are commonly

associated with tightness of

relations. This makes them ideal

for governance of collocated

people in global partnerships (e.g.

groups in a single site, as suggested

in [42]).

The study of groups, their attributes and

relation could be useful to identify

successful communication and collaboration

patterns. For example, managers could

profile their managed groups and use the

attributes as meters to assess the

effectiveness of governance strategies.

Te
am

s

Teams are instances of groups

which are time-bound and focused

on a specific objective (e.g. the

delivery of a product). We found

that these attributes make them

unreliable sources of information

for knowledge representation since

each instance is different and

cannot be generalized.

PTs in software engineering have a

distinct connotation but are

organised ad-hoc to match the

development problem. better

definitions for PTs are beneficial

for partnership management, e.g.

to better organise networked

software development to include

offshoring.

A better definition of teams’ attributes is

beneficial to develop cooperation patterns

that increase project success. For example,

studying the PT attributes of a successful

agile software process, can lead to

successful agile adoption patterns.

Table 2.16: meta-types comparison according to key parameters from literature
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Exploitation in Knowledge Representation

In the domain of knowledge representation and reasoning, the results’ have great
potential for application. First, the 13 OSS types we provide, could be used as
a map to build or monitor collective-intelligence systems (e.g. ontology- and
community-based crowd-sourcing applications [112]). Also, collective intelli-
gence is an emergent property of OSSs. Consequently, practitioners could study
their OSS requirements and compare them to our definitions, to determine the
best fit OSS type. Moreover, many community-based approaches to ontology en-
gineering and evolution (e.g. [76] and [48]) could benefit from the OSS profiles
we offer, since these could be used as reference models (e.g. the relations we
have found among OSS types could be used as patterns to integrate multiple OSS
types). In addition, the OSS definitions we provide could be used as a framework
to evaluate the expressivity [186] in community-support systems (e.g. social net-
working technologies designed for specific community types [165]).

As a practical example of the above discussions, consider the Forge Ontology
Proposal (FOP)8. Forges are collaborative communities of open-source software
development. To develop FOP, the community around it could observe real-life
forges (e.g. SourceForge) and identify the communities present, using our OSS
models as a reference. By putting together the type requirements and attributes
of communities found, the FOP initiative could develop a collaborative ontology
based on empirical evidence. In addition, FOP authors could validate its applica-
bility in practice by comparing it to practical examples of the communities it was
inspired from (e.g. a CoP or NoP in software development).

Exploitation in Partnerships or Communication Management

We analyzed further in the primary studies, the patterns introduced in Section 4.
We found that their usage can be twofold. The first usage helps companies under-
standing, triggering and supporting organizational change (e.g. new partnerships
or change in role). We observed that the specialization association between OSS
types corresponds to a transition of a certain OSS (e.g. a CoP) into a more spe-
cialized OSS (e.g. a NoP). For example, connecting multiple local CoPs on a dis-
tributed network corresponds to adding the attribute “geolocalization”, and hence
specializing CoPs into a NoP. This indicates some kind of transition of an existing
OSS into another type, possibly due to evolving organizations, partnerships, busi-
ness strategies, or customers. We made the same observation for the remaining
two patterns: in each pattern the aggregating type transforms into the specializing
one.

8https://forge.projet-coclico.org/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/wp2/index.php/Forge Ontology Proposal
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Figure 2.4: OSS transitions
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The three patterns can be combined to-
gether, since they involve a common type,
CoPs. The diagram in Figure 2.4 merges
the transitions together (the transition label
indicates the number of times it was found
in literature). We observed a practical ex-
ample of this transition system in one of
our industrial research partners, the Archi-
tecture Group at Logica9, which includes
practicing software architects from diverse
project teams.

The second usage of the OSS patterns in Figure 2.2 concerns how, based on
empirical evidence, OSS types can be combined together effectively. We found
the aggregation patterns in Figure 2.2 can be both within and across organiza-
tions. The former is when specific community types (e.g. CoPs) are combined
with other types (e.g. NoPs) to increase communication and organizational effi-
ciency. The latter is when organizations combine (pieces of) communities (e.g.
indoor software architecture CoPs) to partner on specific projects. Therefore, a
company can identify its OSS type (by analyzing its attributes) and find (through
the patterns) other OSSs that can be aggregated effectively.

For example, Philips NL10, was a pioneer of collaboration with Open-source
(social-)NoPs, but the process was long and costly [187]. After the community
was up and running, Philips NL commonly used combined expertise from its in-
ternal CoPs and its digital NoP, to join collaborations on specific projects. In
Philips NL’s scenario, three communities are involved: (a) the indoor software
development community (CoP); (b) the open-source community sponsored by
Philips (NoP) and (c) the project teams involved in cross-organizational collab-
orative projects (PTs). Philips’ scenario matches pattern “(c)”: using details of
key types involved, Philips NL could have planned the “expansion” pattern “(c)”,
to speed up the process, make it explicit, or support it.

Exploitation in Lifecycle Management

There are many scenarios in which our results can be used during the software
lifecycle.

A first possibility is during process planning, where practitioners can compare
the development problem with OSS types. For example, one of the goals could be
to identify the best-fit OSS.

9http://www.logica.com
10http://www.philips.nl
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In addition, while developing software practitioners can analyze the develop-
ment OSS. One of the goals could be to understand and possibly correct the OSS
status (attribute values).

The way in which OSS types can be defined suggested us a sequential pro-
cess that can be used in both scenarios. In step 1, practitioners identify the type
which best fits the development problem. In steps 2 and 3, defining attributes
and dependency graphs are used to tailor the type to fit the development prob-
lem. In step 4, the types meta-model is used to understand relations for selected
types. In step 5, additional generic attributes are used to enrich the OSS to better
support its domain (e.g. using governance to overtake certain domain barriers).
Finally, in step 6, the transition system is used to monitor the OSS type, pre-
dicting and supporting its state-changes. For example, in the first scenario, let
us suppose that organization X needs to develop a large and concurrent ballistic-
control system (i.e. a critical system). X requires a formal “MembersOfficial-
Status”, since personnel background should be certified for security reasons. In
step 1, the best fit OSS type for X’s efforts is FN since its “MembersOfficialSta-
tus” is fixed to a formal value. In step 2, the ballistic-control FN is characterized
with another attribute, “CreationProcess”. Official status of FN members is for-
mally acknowledged and therefore the creation process should respond to precise
and formal semantics. Organization X should support these semantics explicitly
(e.g. by specific ad-hoc ontologies backed by automated security checks on per-
sonal and professional background). In step 3, management of ballistic-control
FN uses FNs’ dependency-graph to choose the appropriate “KnowledgeActiv-
ity”, “DegreeOfFormalization” and “ManagementPractices”. As a consequence
of “MembersOfficialStatus” , some values might not be applicable. For example,
the ballistic-control system should be engineered through self-contained and in-
dependent teams in the FN. It follows that “KnowledgeActivity” attribute is set to
status-only, hence no cross-team collaboration is possible, and the project must be
developed in self-contained work units. In step 4, management of ballistic-control
FN uses types relations to exclude informal networks from the development loop.
Informal networks would constitute a security risk and are organizationally in-
compatible with informal networks. In step 5, management of the ballistic-control
FN, further enrich it for its domain selecting emotional management as an addi-
tional governance practice. Step 6 is not applicable since we have not found any
patterns linking FNs to other types. Nevertheless, during the software process,
the ballistic-control FN, could accidentally move to another type in the transition
system (e.g. a CoP, due to changing military policies). The OSS transition system
becomes useful to understand and support further type shifts.
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2.4.2 Observations
Two key observations were made on our results. The italic text following the ob-
servations, explains their implications.
First Observation. Project teams are well-defined OSS types, usually they are
tailored for specific projects, but act according to clear-cut operational dynamics.
According to our results, project teams are merely one of 13 OSSs observed in
literature. It is remarkable how traditional software engineering has considered
project teams almost exclusively. The remaining 12 flavors were left relatively
unexplored for the purpose of building software. Additional research should be
carried out in the usage of the remaining 12 types for software engineering. In-
deed some of them could prove very efficient for specific domains. For exam-
ple, the dynamics within problem solving communities and their focus on solving
problems for immediate benefits could be efficient to develop safety-critical sys-
tems (e.g. health-care software) since these systems should maintain the benefit
and well-being of their users. The OSS definitions and the selection mechanisms
we have provided could be used as a map to explore this uncharted segment of
software engineering.

Second Observation. Project teams and social networks are non-generalizable
super-types (see Figure 2.1). These two types sit at the base of organizational prac-
tice. Based on how project teams and social networks are defined in literature, we
observed that they represent the two extremes of an ideal classification meter for
organizational social structures in software engineering. We have produced this
ideal meter in the form of a two-axis diagram in Figure 2.5. The Figure shows
project teams (PTs) at the bottom left, since they typically operate through divide-
et-impera approaches, as part of closed-source software development projects.
Moreover, the Figure shows social networks (SNs) at the top right, since they
are typically used explicitly in open-source communities to develop software (e.g.
projects part of the Linux foundation11) also, they are evolutionary in nature, i.e.
follow a more Darwinian, from-fish-to-frog approach, in which the collective pulls
autonomously the single engineering tasks and the fittest contribution “survives”.

Two implications follow this observation. First, when approaching software
engineering, practitioners immediately associate project teams to the process of
developing software. To our knowledge, no structured process nor software engi-
neering approach has been suggested using explicitly social networks as the basic
unit of production for software, in spite of their successful use in OSS research
and practice. Additional research should be carried out in “social-network cen-
tric software engineering”. In this field, domain-specific social networks are used
to carry out software engineering, rather than project teams.

11http://www.linuxfoundation.org/
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Figure 2.5: OSS Classification Meter
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Second, our data was insufficient to clas-
sify the remaining 11 OSS types through
the diagram in Figure 2.5. Such a classi-
fication could uncover the underlying rela-
tion between the two dimensions in the dia-
gram, e.g. to understand how far these two
dimensions can benefit from each other.
Also, it would be interesting to investigate
(in organizational research) which areas
on the diagram have been charted so far
and with which benefits, e.g. to support
their further exploration for software en-
gineering. The diagram in Figure 2.5 as well as the results presented in section
11.2 could be used to bootstrap such research.

2.5 Conclusion
We conducted a systematic literature review based on grounded theory, to obtain
a definition and comparison of OSSs. With reference to Section 2.2, we set out to
answer the following research questions:

1. what types of OSSs can be distinguished in literature?

2. what attributes can be identified for each type?

We answered our first research question with 13 OSS types elicited from lit-
erature. For each type we provided: (a) a single differentiating attribute; (b) a
dependency graph; (c) a set of attributes unique to that type. Also, we compared
each type with others. Moreover, we identified 15 additional attributes (and their
dependencies) commonly/generally applicable to all types. This last result in ad-
dition to the defining attributes in every type, answer research question 2. Finally,
we provided an OSS transition system (between key OSS types), made of patterns
through which OSS types can be combined together.

Our evidence and discussions, support two key conclusions. On one hand, we
observed how project teams are not the only OSS that could be used to develop
software. We conclude that additional research should be carried out in exploring
other OSSs for the purpose of building software. Our results could be used as a
starting point for such research.

On the other hand, in this chapter we have described how to decide on the OSS
best fitting a certain development problem (e.g. critical systems, as discussed in
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Section 11.5) rather than selecting project teams by default. Consequently, this
chapter might serve as the first attempt to consider engineering software with an
OSS-aware approach, that is, selecting and supporting the organizational structure
which fits exactly with the software development problem. Indeed, the primordial
stages of this discipline can be found in the emergence of un-conventional OSSs
such as described in [203], [140] or, even more recently, in [93]. In presence
of such emergent OSSs, traditional software engineering is no longer applicable
[140]. We argue that the new models, presented in reply of this software engi-
neering disability (e.g. the “Metropolis” model in [93]) are hybrids of our 13 OSS
flavors (e.g. SNs and NoPs, in the case of “Metropolis”). Therefore, we conclude
that insight into OSSs serves as a first rudimental compass in the unexplored re-
search segment of “OSS-aware software engineering”.

By Capturing the state of the art in OSSs, this chapter gives an answer to RQ
1.a, namely: “What are the basic building blocs of OSSs?”. The answer consists
of 13 relevant OSS types, their attributes and relations. In the next chapter, the
13 OSS types introduced up to this point are put to use in the global software
engineering (GSE) domain. Chapter 3 presents an interpretation of the GSE orga-
nizational and social structure using the OSS types and attributes presented in the
previous sections.

2.6 Online Material

Material Location
PDF with 3 appendices: 1) primary
studies; 2) tables with all elicited data; 3)
table containing all attributes values
found.

http://share.cx.com/gX2gSP

Inherited and overridden attributes for
each OSS type.

http://www.picfront.org/d/8HvW

A document containing the evidence (in
the form of memos) from the primary
papers, used to identify transitions among
OSS types.

https://docs.google.com/

document/d/1cBbb5eTV-CdiIkGBfUJ_

JlqXw0MKDDVN4yGG_md-l94/edit

An archive containing a set of more recent
primary papers, added following
reviewers comments

http://share.cx.com/4PqkG7
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Chapter 3

On the Nature of GSE
Organizational Structures1

In Global Software Engineering (GSE), people are organised in teams, distanced
in space, time and culture. In the previous chapter we presented state-of-the-art
OSSs to which GSE efforts may adhere to. This chapter presents a mapping of
OSS types onto GSE organizational factors, in search of an ideal OSS hybrid for
GSE. We made two observations: first, current OSS types do not support factors
related to GSE process management and organizational efficiency (e.g. risk man-
agement, language, etc.). Second, OSSs in GSE have attributes which do not map
onto any GSE factor, rather introduce a new one, awareness management (e.g.
awareness of skills to others, awareness of tasks, tasks (re-)localization, etc.).
Our conclusions are twofold. First, OSSs for GSE should focus on increasing
support to process management and organizational efficiency. Lastly, research in
GSE should focus on increasing social, organizational and technical support for
awareness management.

3.1 Introduction
In chapter 2 we defined an Organizational Social Structure (OSS) as represent-
ing the emergent web of (social) ties, practices and cognitive approaches between
individuals collaborating towards a common goal [198]. An OSS’ purpose is to
enable knowledge fluidity between individuals pursuing the same organizational
goal (e.g. software in case of GSE) [16]. Within GSE, distributed teams collab-

1The contents of this chapter have been published as “D. A. Tamburri, E. di Nitto, P. Lago,
and H. van Vliet, On the nature of the GSE organizational social structure: an empirical study,
proceedings of the 7th IEEE International Conference on Global Software Engineering, pp. 114–
123, 2012.”
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orate (i.e. co-create knowledge) on software systems development (i.e. delivery
being their final goal). By definition, this constitutes an OSS. Conway’s law [35]
underpins the importance of studying and supporting OSSs for software engineer-
ing. This is especially true for GSE, since global distance complicates social in-
teractions. In an attempt to grasp a firm look at the “ideal” OSS for GSE purposes,
In this chapter we map the current state of the art in OSSs from the previous chap-
ter, onto organizational factors playing a determinant role in GSE. These factors
were reported in empirical research from [24, 152]. With this mapping exercise
we plan to give an answer to RQ 1.b, namely: “Can we observe OSS building
blocks in software engineering?” by mapping OSS types observed in Chapter 2 to
GSE practice.

Figure 3.1 illustrates our two key observations. First, empirical research in
[24, 152] identifies 25 organizational factors that an organization has to decide
on, when embarking on a GSE project. Ten of these organizational factors are not
matched by any OSS discussed in literature. These 10 unmatched factors relate
to “process management” and “organizational efficiency”. Second, the OSSs that
best fit GSE have a number of attributes that address “awareness management”
(e.g. awareness of people, awareness of their skills, of their allotted tasks, aware-
ness of tasks (re-)localization as needed, etc.). This indicates an increased need
for explicit tools and methodologies to support awareness and its management
during GSE processes.

Figure 3.1: Our Results: OSSs miss 10 GSE factors, and introduce 1 new factor.

OSS
Research

GSE
Research

10 new  
factors for OSS's15 

factors
1 new

 factor for GSE

The above observations led us to conclude that research in OSSs for GSE
should focus on increasing its support to “process management” and “organiza-
tional efficiency” factors. Conversely, there is a dire need of further investigation
of the OSS hybrid of our types (and attributes) is best fitting with GSE scenarios.
The existence of factors which are not covered by any type, means that the OSS
hybrid fitting best with GSE scenarios is yet to be discovered.

The rest of the chapter is structured as follows: section 3.2 provides an overview
of the materials we used for this study (OSSs and GSE organizational factors) as
well as the results we obtained in mapping them. Section 3.4 provides discussions
and observations on results. Finally, section 3.5 concludes the paper pointing to
future work.
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Figure 3.2: OSS types relevant in GSE domains

3.2 Research Materials
To focus on the types which best reflect the GSE organizational structure, we com-
pared the 13 OSS types from Chapter 2 with definitions of GSE from [80, 78, 158]
and [52]. We were left with 5 types: Communities of Practice, Networks of Prac-
tice, Formal Groups, Knowledge Communities and classic Project Teams. Figure
3.2 recalls their mutual relations. The remaining types in Chapter 2 do not comply
with GSE definitions in [80, 78, 158] or [52]. However, this does not mean they
are not emerging in GSE. For example, Problem Solving Communities (PSCs) en-
tail extremely experienced professionals to focus on solving a specific problem to
achieve strategic business advantage. PSCs are distant from GSE organizational
practice, because single GSE projects don’t pursue the strategic advantage of or-
ganizational sponsors, but rather use the strategy advantage of round-the-clock
productivity to deliver products faster. However, PSCs are used in GSE as support
communities to solve specific/recurring problems. Other similar examples involve
Learning Communities or Strategic Communities, which are specific to learning
and development of best-practices. These communities are not intended to share
a practice for a purpose (as in CoPs or NoPs), rather they are bent on pure learn-
ing, e.g. to educate beginning GSE practitioners (e.g. an agile methods learning
group could be used to speed up the learning curve). Lastly, types such as Social
Networks and Informal Networks are still too generic to be explicitly considered
as an organizational unit in GSE.

To understand which (sum) of these types matched more closely the typical
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GSE OSS, we focused on organizational factors reported in [24] and [152]. In
both works, the authors present action research results conducted within large
GSE corporations, over a period of nine years. Through action research, 25 or-
ganizational factors were derived and refined, based on observed organizational
issues. The 25 factors are defined as key decisions that need to be taken for man-
agement and governance in GSE. Table 3.3 shows the 25 factors and exemplifies
the decisions to be made for each factor. On Table 3.3 we made a distinction: the
top part shows “socio-organizational factors” which refer to structure or oper-
ational behavior of teams (i.e. relating to people involved); the bottom part, in
bold, shows “process management and efficiency factors” which refer to as-
pects of the software process or the efficiency of the GSE organizational structure
(i.e. relating to the processes and approaches adopted).

3.3 Mapping OSS Types to GSE Factors
In the previous section we reported five OSS types which were similar (by defi-
nition) to GSE. To understand which combination of these five could effectively
support GSE, we did a systematic concept mapping of GSE organizational factors
onto OSS types. All 25 factors were mapped with attributes’ values from the OSS
types in Figure 3.2, and vice versa. More in particular, the following rule was
applied:

An OSS attribute “X” is mapped to a GSE organizational factor “Y”, if and only
if X’s value is a decision about organizational factor Y

For example, the “Visibility” organizational factor was mapped to the attribute
value “Visibility = Highest” from Knowledge Communities. Consequently, the
“Knowledge Community” type is supportive to GSE, since it supports its “Visi-
bility” organizational factor. This mapping ensures that GSE organizational fac-
tors are mapped to OSS attributes (and the type they represent) which explicitly
support these factors.

To select OSS types consistently, we used a “greedy” rule, i.e. we selected a
minimal set of OSSs by applying the following rule:

An OSS is selected if and only if its attributes’ values, map to a set of
organizational factors which were not present in previous OSS selections.

The mapping process is summarized in the UML-style activity diagram in Figure
3.3.

As a result of the mapping process, 4 types were selected, namely: Project
Teams, Networks of Practice, Knowledge Communities and Formal Groups. The
resulting OSS composite can be described as follows: GSE practitioners are or-
ganized in project teams. Also, they are forced to collaborate within a network
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Figure 3.3: OSS mapping and Selection process.

MagicDraw UML, 1-1 /Users/maelstrom/Documents/SLR.mdzip oss-gse Feb 15, 2012 6:16:44 PM
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(through the internet, or VPNs, etc.). In this network they share a practice (global
software engineering) and the resources relevant to it (e.g. software artifacts be-
ing produced or used). Moreover, practitioners in GSE carry out knowledge in-
tensive activities (i.e. preparing documentation, resolving requirement conflicts,
making design decisions, etc.) across time, space and culture distance. GSE prac-
titioners’ cooperation in knowledge-intensive activities across time and space,
makes them similar to knowledge communities. Finally, GSE practitioners are
formally acknowledged (and governed) as (de-)centralized groups (e.g. develop-
ment “sites”).

Table 3.2 is a is a 19 x 25 matrix containing the “OSS attributes’ value” vs.
“GSE organizational factors”. Columns in bold are factors which remain un-
matched by any attribute of any of the four selected OSS types.

Every (I x J) cell matches the I-th attribute value (and consequently the OSS
type to which it belongs) with the organizational factor in the J-th column. As a
result, the OSS composite we selected, has two sets of attributes: (a) attributes that
map an OSS type to GSE organizational factors; (b) other attributes of (mapped)
OSS types.

Type attribute for GSE ID new

K
C

s

the OSSGSE type must support the application of management practices to index

and dynamically retrieve skills from the professionals enrolled in it as needed (i.e.

according to business demand); Evidence of this need is the increased usage for agile

practices and supporting tools such as FogBugz

R1a X

the OSSGSE type should have as prime goal knowledge generation and sharing;

This can already be seen in practice, by the increased adoption of big industrial

players (e.g. SAP, IBM, etc.) of knowledge management strategies2

R1b

2http://it.toolbox.com/blogs/elsua/ibms-knowledge-management-strategy-10827
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the OSSGSE type should adopt all possible ways to increase both internal and

external visibility (e.g. local promotion, bannering, seminars, ad-hoc trainings, etc.);

GSE research in practice had already shown this, e.g. in [152]

R1c

the OSSGSE type must envision ways to maintain its visibility at the highest level

(e.g. by embedding itself with the technical space of the developers); as presented

with specific tools for socio-technical congruence, e.g. [160]

R1d

N
oP

s

the OSSGSE type should ensure communication openness; a testimony of the

effectiveness of communication openness is the success of agile practices in GSE

[167]

R2a

the OSSGSE type should make explicit the geolocation (e.g. the location in both

time and space on the globe) of each node; as exemplified in [185]

R2b X

the OSSGSE type should support fine-grained skills management practices

actionable on each node (e.g. it should be able to propose skill alternatives for each

node); this strategy was already pointed out in classic software engineering research

R2c

the OSSGSE type should clearly define which boundary objects (emails, blogs, RSS

feeds, etc.) can be used and how (post-reply, knowledge repository, etc.); e.g. as in

agile practices, the scrum coach or scrum master can be used as site gateways [167]

R2d

the OSSGSE type should provide a shared repository of knowledge to be maintained

(automatically); as already pointed out previously in global software engineering

literature

R2e

the OSSGSE type should be able to use the shared knowledge repository to tighten

the geodispersion of each node from the others (e.g. by using massive geo-coding

technologies to locate each and every resource contained); as also represented in

practice by the emergence of enterprise social networking tools (e.g. Yammer)

R2f X

the OSSGSE type should allow the application of governance practices (e.g. agreed

norms, sanctions, automated rewarding mechanisms, emotional management, social

events, etc.) on each network node to maintain its high motivation; this requirement

is also evident in practice from the strong reliance on coaches (e.g. in scrum)

R2g

the OSSGSE type should support integration with the technical space(s) decided for

the project it is supporting; again, the emergence of non-invasive enterprise social

networks supports this requirement

R2h

the OSSGSE type should allow the definition of (and agreement to) organizational

practices (i.e. it should support the building of an organizational culture) based on

company adopted standards and accepted values (e.g. as an entry pre-requisite to the

OSS); as suggests also the increased usage of social capital management approaches

R2i X

PT
s

the OSSGSE type should support the guideline of “proficiency diversity =

complementary” to support the definition of roles and responsibilities in project

teams; this is a commonly acknowledged rule in classic software engineering

research and practice

R3a
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the OSSGSE type should enable and nurture cohesion practices (e.g. proposal of

team building initiatives, stand-up meetings, hang-outs, etc.) in project teams to

maintain its high motivation; this is represented by the increased effectiveness of

informal management techniques in international partnerships [197]

R3b

the OSSGSE type should integrate collaborative networking or programming

facilities (e.g. CVS, distributed black-board, etc.); again this is a basic rule of

textbook GSE, as shown in [158]

R3c

the OSSGSE type should allow the definition of an in-team technological

gatekeeper, i.e. a person or entity which decides whom to forward certain

technological-related issues or solutions; this also emerges from practice as shown in

the effectiveness of agile approaches in GSE [167]

R3d X

the OSSGSE type should assume each developer (i.e. each node) is weakly tied to

the rest of the network, in case seamless switching of skills is needed [152]

R3e X

the OSSGSE type should nurture the creative problem solving abilities of project

members (e.g. by integrating mind-mapping facilities); this is also shown in the

effectiveness of problem solving communities in large industrial practice (e.g. in

IBM3)

R3f

the OSSGSE type should allow the definition of a (federated) social network for

local project teams; as the approach in [185] shows, each node in a service network

can be a team, which is, by definition, a federation of skills

R3g X

F
G

s the OSSGSE type should integrate governance mechanisms for emotional

management to mitigate fear and its negative potentials; this fact is evident by the

increased need for governance practices in GSE as shown in [5]

R4a

the OSSGSE type should integrate trust-in-members mechanisms (e.g. members

trust-estimation) and practices (e.g. team-building); this is evident in the need of

informal bonding exercises and their proven effectiveness in GSE [131]

R4b

Table 3.1: OSS for GSE attributes

3.4 Discussion
Two key observations were made on our results.

10 out of 25 organizational factors are not covered by any OSS (in bold on
table 3.3 and table 3.2). These are “Project Management”, “Efficient Parti-
tioning”, “Risk Management”, “Language Selection”, “Tools”, “Culture”,
“Information”, “True Cost”, “Reporting” and “Process”. It is noticeable that
all of the un-matched attributes are into the “process management” and “organi-

3http://www.businessofgovernment.org/blog/
creating-problem-solving-network-part-ii
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zational efficiency” category (see section 8.2.5), except “Culture” which can be
a considered cross-cutting concern. This suggests OSS literature has not (fully)
explored these factors yet. This should not come as a surprise, since OSSs fo-
cus on organizing people rather than supporting explicitly business purposes (i.e.
intended to produce a tangible output such as software). This notwithstanding,
we look at additional ramifications of the OSS meta-model resulting from our
systematic literature review 4. We found that no combination of OSSs can offer
support for all these factors: the “Strategic Community” type (a specialization
of Communities of Practice) offers support to “Project Management”, “True
Cost”, and “Fear” through organizational sponsoring practices, contract value
management, as well as team partitioning guidelines (in the form of “previous ex-
perience” policies, “personal goals”). This suggests that the OSS type for GSE
could be enriched by integrating features of a strategic community. Finally, the
“Workgroup” type (which inherits from Networks of Practice) provides cohesion
practices that could support both “Risk Management” and “Fear”.

Observation: Process management and organizational efficiency in GSE could
benefit from support in the GSE OSS. There is a dire need of further investigation
of the OSS hybrid of our types (and attributes) is best fitting with GSE scenarios.
The existence of factors which are not covered by any type, means that the OSS
best fitting GSE scenarios is yet to be discovered.

Table 6.3.1 shows the composite OSS for GSE: column 1 contains the OSS
types; column 2 contains the attributes’ values, rephrased to represent the GSE do-
main; column 3 provides a label for unique identification; column 4 distinguishes
new attributes ( with a capital “X”) from others that were previously explored in
GSE literature (i.e. are matched by organizational factors). As expected, many of
the attributes in Table 6.3.1 (e.g. attributes R2a and R2e) are not new to software
engineering practice and, specifically, to GSE (e.g. [52, 21, 80]). This confirms
that software engineering research has moved well in coping with many social
and organizational factors occurring in GSE. On the other hand many attributes
deriving from OSS characteristics, are new.

Attribute R1a states this explicitly, by calling for dynamic indexing and re-
trieval of professionals (i.e. the management must be aware of “who” is able to
do “what”, and “where”). Attributes R2b, R2f, R3d, R3e, suggest ways in which
people should be modeled or organized so that their skills can be easily retrieved
or switched (i.e. people should be organized to support the awareness of their
abilities). Finally, attribute R3g, states a way in which people should be formatted
in a federated social network to allow for their cooperation. At a first glance, from
the description in table 6.3.1, these new attributes seem to fall under the “skills
management” factor. Rather, with the exception of R2i (which can be seen as a

4the diagram is available for reference at http://picfront.org/d/8oRX
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concern cross-cutting all factors), they all address a different concern: awareness
management (e.g. awareness of skills, awareness of the location and skills of cer-
tain people, awareness of task allocations, awareness of possible (re-)allocations
of tasks to skills and people etc.).

Observation: This trend in the attributes indicates an emergent need for ad-
hoc support tools that aid creating and maintaining adaptable and dynamic so-
cial networks of skills, rather than teams, to allow for their (re-)localization as
needed).

3.5 Conclusion
This chapter offers an initial profile of the organizational social structure for GSE.
Our data and discussions support two key conclusions.

First, current OSSs fail to support “process management and efficiency” fac-
tors in GSE. Additional investigation should be invested in devising an OSS which
matches all 25 organizational factors relevant in GSE. For example, the definition
of the complete OSS for GSE could be used to devise ad-hoc support tools to
bootstrap GSE projects and monitor them.

Second, current practices in management and governance of GSE, have fo-
cused on the process, on coordinating organizations involved, organizing teams
into coherent working units: there is a dire need of further investigation of the
OSS hybrid of our types (see chapter 2) is best fitting with GSE scenarios.

Finally, this chapter gives an answer to RQ 1.b, namely: “Can we observe
OSS building blocks in software engineering?” by mapping OSS types to GSE
practice. We answered by observing that there is no OSS type from literature
that is tailored specifically for GSE efforts. Rather, typical GSE OSSs look like
hybrids of four OSS types, namely: Project Teams, Networks of Practice, Knowl-
edge Communities and Formal Groups. We also observed that these OSSs are
not capable of covering all factors relevant in GSE. Conversely, the attributes that
these OSS types present, strongly encourage further research to support awareness
across GSE organizational and social structures.

Although promising, the result in this chapter is not sufficient to isolate the
components of OSS hybrids. The next chapter discusses a way to isolate OSS
components from composite community types in real-life scenarios. This decision
problem is formulated and solved via an OSS decision-tree.
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KCs
-Visibility = Highest x
-Management Practices = Combination x
PTs
-Proficiency Diversity = Complementary x
-Creation Process = Formal Appointment x
-Critical Success Factor = Creative Problem Solving x
-Members Previous Experience = Cross Functional x
-Critical Success Factor = Weak Ties x
-Critical Success Factor = Within Team Social Network x
-Members Cohesion = Delivery .. Social Ties x x x
NoPs
-Boundary Spanning = High x x
-Members Motivation = High x x
-Members Selection Process = Entry Requirements x
-Sup. Tool = Comms Networks, Interactive Community x x
-Communication Openness = Open x x x
-Management Practices = Strong x
-Knowledge Type = Tacit x
-Knowledge Type = Embedded x
-Geodispersion = Whole Network x
FGs
-Governance = Routines .. Emotional and Scientific Mngmt x x x

Table 3.2: Matching of OSS attributes to GSE factors.
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Factor Example

Communication Team A needs to communicate heavily with teams in location B given the dependency

between their work packages. Mechanisms for live communication are selected.

Communication

Tools

Team A and others must agree on a tool that they all should adopt, in order to avoid

miscommunication as much as possible

Temporal Issues Team A and Team B are working on the same work page in two contiguous shifts of 8 hours.

Information continuity should be planned.

Effective

Partitioning

Team A should be entrusted with continuing the workpackage of B only if Team B can

communicate efficiently with A

Skill

Management

Team A has a large array of skills, Team B has a specific set of skills. Team A and Team B

should not work on the same workpackage

Knowledge

Transfer

Team A, B and C need to realize round-the-clock productivity with three contiguous shifts.

Information continuity and transfer of information need to be planned.

Defined Roles /

Responsibilities

Person “a” in team A is leader and made responsible for timely delivery. If “a” turns over,

then person “a.1” should take over.

Team Selection Task 1 will be carried out by team A, which is composed of people a+b+c; Task 2 will be

outsourced to partner X; Task 3 will be carried out by team B from project Y.

Motivation Manager 1 in site X adopts informal leadership approaches [13] to motivate Teams A and B

while they work within a large GSE project.

Technical

Support

Teams X and Y will be available 24/7 to provide network-wide support on workspaces, IDEs,

codebase versioning and (in case of emergency) back-ups

Coordination Team 1 will finish working on Task A at day D+11; Team 2 will wait day D+12 then make

sure the release of task A is complete and start integrating Task A and B.

Cooperation Teams 1 and 2 pool resources on task A that requires their combined skills.

Teamness Developer X of team A often leaves daily stand-up meetings beforehand or is uncooperative

towards women, he cannot work properly in team A (50% women).

Visibility Teams A and B should render their progress visible to all the development network since

their timely delivery is critical for the good-health of the whole project.

Trust After every stand-up meeting, developer X in off-shore team A phones the headquarters to

verify instructions received; developer X doesn’t trust leadership in team A.

Fear developers X and Y are often heard talking about moving to India since their current site will

be closed due to out-sourcing; as a result, the rest of the developers at their site are

developing uncooperatively towards outsourcing attempts.

Project

Management

Deliverable A.1 is late of three days; deliverable A.2 depends on A.1 but is more critical.

Deliverable A.2 is started from partial results of A.1 and adjusted live.

Effective

Partitioning

Teams A, B and C are in three different timezones. Two timezones are contiguous

(Teams A and B). Teams A and B work on the same work package. This is then passed

to Team C at the end of the day.

Risk

Management

Technological Gateway at site A, is developer X. X is constitutes a single point of failure.

Developer Y should be instructed to follow X and take-over as needed.

Language

Selection

language at all sites should be homogenized to english. All sites should select

english-certified developers so that international collaboration is possible.

Tools technical space of each JAVA developer should be eclipse-centric; technical space of

each designer and modeler should make extensive use of UML technologies and

standards based on it.

Information three types of information should be supported within the technical space of each

developer at each site: models; documents; codebase. All information should be

exchanged through secured emails and traceable.

True Cost underlying costs (over-times, holiday, latencies and idle-times, etc.) are calculated at

each site and final figures should be summed up at every monthly meeting.

Culture Teams 1 and 2 can work hand in hand since they are part of the same nation and are

not limited by different national holidays or shift-times.

Reporting BIRT should be available at every workstation; every developer should comment every

artifact produced or retouched; all should be aware of their gateway (human or

technological) towards other sites.

Process Scrum sprints will be used to develop the project.

Table 3.3: 25 organizational factors in GSE.
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Chapter 4

Uncovering latent social
communities in software
development1

“I’m not trying to uncover the facts of my life but to discover the dramatic truth of the situations I
found myself in.”

Cit. Edward St. Aubyn

Software development is increasingly carried out by communities of developers
in a global setting. To ensure development success, one step ahead is to uncover
and harmonize such communities to exploit their collective, collaborative poten-
tial. Using knowledge summarised in Chapter 2, we developed a decision-tree
for practitioners to uncover latent social communities and characterise their OSS
during software development. This helps maintaining the quality of the develop-
ment process, by monitoring its communities. We illustrate our decision-tree with
a real-life scenario in networked software development.

4.1 Introduction
In the previous chapters we showcased the state of the art in OSSs and made a first
attempt at identifying one in practice. In this chapter we aim at organising soft-
ware developers, or software development organisations, in their constituent OSS
components, using key OSS attributes and their relations. This effort gives and an-
swer to RQ 1.c, namely: “How can we distill basic components of mixed OSSs?”

1The contents of this chapter have been published as “D. Tamburri, P. Lago, and H. van Vliet,
Uncovering latent social communities in software development, IEEE Software, vol. 30, no. 1, pp.
29 –36, jan.-feb. 2013.”
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STRUCTURE

NOT A COMMUNITY YES

SITUATEDNESS

NO YES

DISPERSION

NO YES

INFORMALITY

NO YES

FORMALITY

NO YES

PROBLEM

NO YES

CULTURE

NO YES

ROI

NO YES

VISIBILITY

YES

GOVERNANCE

NO YES

DURATION

NO YES

COHESION

NO YES

ENGAGEMENT

NO YESKC

LC

PSC FG SC

PT WG

NOP IC

FN

IN

COP
!

NO
SN

Figure 4.1: a decision-tree to uncover social communities

by presenting and testing a decision-tree for observable OSSs. The OSS decision-
tree eases the understanding and steering of observable development communities
by making explicit their type and key organizational-social characteristics.

By means of our decision-tree, practitioners can uncover types of latent social
communities involved in software projects. Latent social communities are those
that employees participate to, but without explicit support, steering or exploitation
by the organisation. Uncovering communities can be done by ascertaining the
presence of attributes that are critical for those social communities (e.g. to monitor
and support them) and what can be done to harmonise collaborations within and
across communities found (e.g. by designing collaboration patterns compatible to
the social community structure).

Identifying communities in an organisation is paramount for many reasons.
First of all, it is critical to understand which communities are affected by or-

ganisational change, since the change might cause community destabilisation. For
example, we have observed cases in which the adoption of agile methods made
the development community’s work more hectic [101]. The change corrupted the
stability of development communities, increasing the chances of project failure.

Knowing the presence of certain communities during software development
can enable managers to more actively involve the community in the design and
development process. For example, imagine you uncover the pre-conditions of a
latent strategic community in your corporation. You could explicitly use the com-
munity to tackle certain business-specific issues, i.e. crowdsourcing those issues
cost-free to an internal community, rather than contracting expensive consultancy.
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In addition, studying the layout of communities involved in a software pro-
cess can also enable early identification of hazardous organisational barriers. For
example, identifying a formal network together with an informal network could
reveal an organisational barrier, since informal members are forced to undergo an
excessive number of protocols to collaborate with their formal partners.

Finally, our decision-tree can serve as a guide to deploy and manage social-
support tools, such as Enterprise Social Networks (ESNs). Our tree uses observ-
able parameters to identify communities. The same parameters can be used to
decide if the observed community needs to shift towards different foci. For exam-
ple, managers might want to turn a community of coders into a problem-solving
community for code bugs. Using our decision-tree, managers could find that the
transition is simple, and only requires explicit support for a single parameter: the
organisational problem that the new problem-solving community must tackle.

Our decision-tree (Fig. 4.1 - further detailed in Section 4.2) is based on em-
pirical evidence discussed in the previous Chapters [181, 179].

4.2 Identifying Communities, a Decision Problem
Consider the following simple scenario at your average team X’s weekly meeting:
“Coordinator: guys! Management kindly suggested we use social networking
tools to integrate and collaborate with teams from Bangladesh, India and the US...
Also Human-resources requested again to sign in daily to the crisp-new enterprise
social network in our corporation. In addition we shall take part to some learning
and practice sessions every now and then, but don’t worry, it’s nothing serious!” -
then team X’s project fails shortly afterwards. What happened? Social networking
should be a success booster!

We observed similar scenarios in literature. In [95], the forced introduction
of new social networking technologies and learning social communities inhibited
the cohesion and the stability of the team, compromising its productivity. Adding
communities with no consideration of existing ones, could be a damage more
than a benefit. The truth is, team X was already part of latent social communities.
For example, there can be indoor social communities unknown to organisations
(e.g. employees working together in a tight manner are similar to a hive, or work-
group). Conversely, there can be outdoor social communities to which employers
participate outside the organisation’s sight (e.g. networks of practice for open-
source software or social communities for learning through LinkedIn). Identify-
ing, understanding and supporting these “invisible” or latent social communities
is paramount to make sure that developers produce timely and good-quality soft-
ware.

Our focus is on identifying latent social communities within an organisation so
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that in the scenario above, for example, the organisation could have better planned
the inclusion of social communities.

In the scope of the work in Chapter 2 we analysed 143 articles discussing so-
cial communities in the areas of software engineering, organisational studies and
social networks [181]. We found many different and even conflicting definitions
for social community types.

To characterise different social community types we studied and compared all
definitions available for each type. We began this process by isolating attributes
common to all articles discussing a certain type. Then we divided common at-
tributes of each type into two groups: (a) attributes with more than one possible
value; (b) attributes whose value was fixed. We found that, for most types, group
(a) counted many attributes and many values. Conversely, group (b) was popu-
lated by a single attribute for each type (singleton).

From this, we can make two key observations. First, the singletons in groups
(b) uniquely identify a type. Second, by combining groups (a) and (b) together
we can characterise the community type. We named the singletons in groups (b)
as key-defining attributes.

For example, we found about 70 articles discussing Communities of Practice
(CoPs). Many articles introduced CoPs by citing Wenger (who first introduced the
concept) but introduced new attributes to Wenger’s original definition [200] (e.g.
the presence of shared repositories of best practices). Other articles introduced
new values for attributes of CoPs (e.g. adding a specific organisational goal such
as ”achieving shared understanding”). We characterised CoPs with: (a) 17 dif-
ferent attributes that presented various values; (b) a key-defining attribute namely,
“practice situatedness”. Practice situatedness is the social process whereby two
(or more) people learn and co-create knowledge by interacting closely, frequently
and socially. Practice situatedness can either be present or not in a community.
We noticed that all articles discussing CoPs were (either explicitly or implicitly)
assuming situatedness of practice.

Analysing the key-defining attributes for types in Chapter 2 we found many
relations between them: for example, some implied or mutually-excluded oth-
ers. The sum of the relations found forms, by definition, a partial-order function
for key-defining attributes. A partial-order function associates an ordering or se-
quencing to the elements of a set. A real-life example of a partially-ordered set is a
family genealogical tree, where some pairs of people bear the descendant-ancestor
relationship, but not all pairs. The decision-tree (see Fig. 4.1) is a representation
of this partial-order function2 between key-defining attributes.

The nodes on the tree are labelled with key-defining attributes. When visiting
the tree, the observer needs to decide wether the key defining attributes are present

2All relations can be found online at http://share.cx.com/3LRWxF
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or not. Each decision can be formulated in terms of a question (e.g. “Do com-
munity members use informal communication only?”). These questions can be
easily answered by observing any organisation, be it a single development effort,
or an entire enterprise. The edges of the tree are Yes/No decisions made for each
node. The leaves of the tree are social community types.

The first decision node ascertains the presence of a (organisational) structure
among the observed set of people. If there is no structure then the observer would
be faced with an unorganised crowd of people, without a structure, goal or ob-
servable characteristics.

A possible consequence of having an organisational structure is that different
parts of the community could be organised in different ways: the social commu-
nity you find by looking at the whole, can be different from the one you observe
when focusing on each part.

Finally, the tree doesn’t preclude the possibility of multiple types to exist to-
gether. While some of the attributes are clearly in conflict (e.g. INFORMAL-
ITY and FORMALITY), others can (and often do) co-exist. The tree allows the
identification of the community type with the most clearly observable and dis-
tinguishable characteristics. For example, a community of people that share a
culture-learning practice using digital technologies informally is likely a Learning
Community (CULTURE), supported by an Informal Network (INFORMALITY).
This and similar cases, could need an “iterative” visit of the tree, since there are
many observable attributes. Visits to the tree should stop when there are no new
attributes observable.

4.3 An OSS Decision Tree
To uncover and give a type to social networks in the organisation, the decision
nodes in the tree of Fig. 4.1 read as follows:

• STRUCTURE. Can I distinguish a non-trivial structure within the observed
people? The observed set of people must be in an organized form. This form
must exhibit a structure, i.e. the “whole” can be split into its “parts”. In a
“Social Network”, it is always possible to distinguish between the overall
structure (macrostructure) and the single (sets of) people (microstructure).
Conversely, a trivial structure is for example the unconnected network (i.e.
a network of similar but unrelated nodes).

• SITUATEDNESS. Do community members share a situated practice? Situ-
atedness is a key characteristic of “Communities of Practice” (CoP) [181].
In CoPs, people share a common practice using a number of social rela-
tions and interactions. These interactions lead the members to help each
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other (hence the term Community) in fostering, maintaining and improv-
ing their situated practice [61]. Quoting from [61] “Being situated in this
sense is different from simply being located someplace in the way a non-
living, non-experiencing object is located. That the body is always situated
involves certain kinds of physical and social interactions, and it means that
experience is always both physically and socially situated”.

• DISPERSION. Do all community members exhibit a different location?
Geodispersion in a social network (i.e. each agent has a set geographical
coordinates different than all others) is distinctive of “Networks of Prac-
tice” (NoPs) [181]. In NoPs people share a common practice exclusively
by means of digital technologies since they are separated by physical and
time distances. Conversely, CoPs exhibit situated practice since members
can exchange the social interactions needed for situatedness [61].

• INFORMALITY. Do community members use informal communication
only? Informal communication is distinctive of “Informal Networks” (INs)
[181]. Within INs, people communicate freely, through informal interac-
tions (collocated or otherwise). They are permitted to exchange knowledge
and artifacts without any protocol or restriction across any kind of distance.

• DURATION. Do community members exhibit longevity bound to a project?
longevity bound to a project is typical in “Project Teams” (PTs). organisa-
tions formally decide the longevity of teams based on specific project dead-
lines. Upon completion of the project, the team disbands.

• VISIBILITY. Do community members actively try to increase visibility of
their operations and results? The pursuit of high visibility is distinctive of
“Knowledge Communities” (KCs) [181]. The existence of KCs depends on
their visibility since their purpose is to disseminate knowledge artifacts by
making them visible and readily available to all who might be interested.

• COHESION. Do community members actively pursue cohesion? Cohesion
is distinctive of “Workgroups” (WGs). Within WGs, people focus on a par-
ticular area of interest, brainstorming best-practices for the benefit of an
organisational sponsor (e.g. a software company). Cohesion among mem-
bers is an essential characteristic of WGs since it helps brainstorming and
creative chaos [86].

• ROI. Are community members expected to demonstrate ROI to business
sponsors? Contract value and ROI expectations are enforced in “Strategic
Communities” (SCs) [181]. Within SCs, groups of specialized professionals
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discuss strategic patterns for specific business arenas. These skilled profes-
sionals must find ways to adapt strategies efficiently their specific organisa-
tional sponsor and therefore must demonstrate the ROI of their suggestions.

• ENGAGEMENT. Does the community effectiveness depend on people’ en-
gagement? The need for active members engagement is a common charac-
teristic of “Informal Communities” (ICs) [181]. Within ICs, people actively
engage a mission or a goal for personal and societal benefit. ICs do not
have organisational sponsors, pushing for their success. ICs’ success de-
pends exclusively on their members’ active engagement on the community
mission.

• CULTURE. Do community members accumulate organisational culture?
Accumulation and management of organisational culture is a benefit com-
ing from “Learning Communities” (LCs) [181]. Within LCs, skilled profes-
sionals disclose their professional experience, skills and problem-solving
procedures for the benefit of all members in the social community.

• FORMALITY. Do community members require formal status evaluation?
An official and formal member status is typical in “Formal Networks” (FNs)
[181]. FNs are formally appointed and regulated by organisational spon-
sors, to pursue the coordination of resources for the benefit of the entire
organisation. Each candidate member is carefully evaluated and selected
before membership is granted. Status is formally approved after the formal
evaluation is complete. This process guarantees the complete compatibility
of members with the network’s goals.

• PROBLEM. Do community members tackle one explicit organisational prob-
lem? Specific organisational problems are typical of “Problem Solving
Communities” (PSCs) [181]. Within PSCs a kernel of highly skilled experts
are formally selected and approved by corporate sponsors. These experts
brainstorm on tackling a specific problem. The PSC is expected to procure
a best-practice which solves the problem given a certain context.

• GOVERNANCE. Do community members endure formal governance prac-
tices? Formal governance policies with strong organisational impact are
adopted in “Formal Groups” (FGs) [181]. Companies use FGs by care-
fully selecting their employers and devising formal governance guidelines.
These guidelines make sure that members of the FG comply with organisa-
tional policies, follow adopted standards, etc.
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Figure 4.2: community decision-tree, a case study

4.4 Illustrative Scenario
To illustrate the workings of our tree, we used it on a real-life case study carried
out in a multi-site software development organisation [139]. The organisation is a
global leader in consulting and employs over 100K people in almost 40 countries
worldwide. In the scenario we studied, the organisation is developing a business-
critical system for a large banking corporation. The scenario is summarised as
follows: an integrated Scrum team is employed. Two geolocations are involved:
India and the Netherlands. Five timezones separate the two locations. Three or-
ganisations are involved: (1) a client; (2) a software company; (3) an outsourced
partner of the software company. Each organisation puts its own people in the
integrated Scrum team. Daily Scrum (informal) meetings are used to synchronise
and share ideas. Informal communication technologies are used to allow Scrum
meetings. The client participates in Scrum meetings and supports the development
with its own business/technical team-members. Our scenario involved three sites
in two physical geolocations: India (1 site) and NL (two sites). Stemming from
our fundamental corollary (see Section 4.2), (at least) three visits of our decision-
tree are needed (see Fig. 4.2). A first visit focuses on the global organisation of
the integrated Scrum team; a second and third visit focus on the Netherlands and
India sites. Observing the scenario globally, we were presented with the following
evidence:

• “Can I distinguish a non-trivial structure within the observed people?” Yes,
since it is always possible to look at the integrated Scrum team as a whole,
or focus on a single geolocation within the integrated team.
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• “Do community members share a situated practice?” No, since the attempt
is constantly dispersed in two nations. Little or no situated engineering
phases of the process are planned.

• “Do all community members exhibit a different location? ” Yes, since we
are now looking at the whole process (i.e. the macrostructure), and this
includes two sites with three different organisations involved.

• “Do community members use informal communication only?” Yes, since
people in the network collaborate and communicate following the Scrum
approach, using informal daily meetings to synchronize.

The first visit (see Fig. 4.2, visit of the “whole”) identifies the “Informal Net-
work” social community type. Informal networks need explicit and informal tool
support. Managers should monitor the network “STRUCTURE” (e.g. by visual-
izing and studying it with Social-Network Analysis) as well as explicitly support
its “INFORMALITY”. A second visit of our tree focuses on India (the order is
not important).

• “Can I distinguish a non-trivial structure within the observed people?” Yes,
since it is always possible to look at the localized Indian team as a whole,
or focus on a single agent within the team.

• “Do community members share a situated practice?” Yes, since in India
there is a single set of people, part of the same corporation, and they all use a
situated practice (software coding) to carry out their work. All coders work
in the same building and are able to collaborate, exchange ideas and help
each other socially, allowing the social interactions needed for situatedness
to take place.

This visit identifies a “Community Of Practice” at the Indian site. Suppose
managers in India want to create a tighter, cohesive workgroup, e.g. because tasks
are increasing in number and tight collaboration might increase code throughput.
The shift requires a transition from a CoP to a WG. Visiting the tree, it is clear that
the transition requires managers to support four additional attributes: (a) clear-cut
definition of problems and goals for the group; (b) clear expectations of return
on investments; (c) clear duration of the group; (d) establishment of cohesion
practices and exercises.

A final visit of our tree focuses on the last location involved: the Netherlands.

• “Can I distinguish a non-trivial structure within the observed people?” Yes,
since it is always possible to look at the localized Netherlands team as a
whole, or focus on either of the two components (i.e. client or software
company).
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• “Do community members share a situated practice?” No, since in the Nether-
lands - Amsterdam area, there are two sets of people, part of two different
corporations, one is the client and the other is the software company. Even
being in the same location, these two sets of people cannot exchange the
social interactions needed for situated practice to take place.

• “Do all community members exhibit a different location? ” Yes, since we
are now looking at the Netherlands - Amsterdam site. This site is home to
two distinct parts of the organisational structure, each with its own location.

• “Do community members use informal communication only?” No, since
formal communication protocols and agreements are in place between the
client and the software company to ensure that only certain kinds of infor-
mation are exchanged. For example the software company doesn’t have
access to the client’s banking databases.

• “Do community members require formal status evaluation?” Yes, since peo-
ple in Netherlands are forced to undergo security protocols to work on sen-
sible banking data.

The last visit on the tree identifies the “Formal Network” social community type.
The Formal Network is a more formal and tightly organised group of people.
Since the first two visits identified informal community types, FNs could prove to
be a bottleneck, because of their formality. Managers could use the decision-tree
to understand what properties of the FN can be relaxed. For example, managers
could relax tight requirements for formal evaluation to relieve the pressure on
workers in NL. This lowers the level of formality (to the point of changing the
group into a Problem-Solving Community). Dropping in formality could increase
collaborativeness in the network.

4.5 Conclusion
This work is the first step in studying social communities that contribute to soft-
ware development. Our decision-tree allows practitioners to uncover these social
communities through observation (either in their company or in their projects)
by composing basic social community types from literature [181]. The resulting
definition is key to many crucial activities during software development.

First, the characteristics of identified social communities can be monitored to
make sure they perform well in their tasks. For example, Communities of Prac-
tice depend on situatedness, which is compromised by letting employees work
from home [164]. Monitoring situatedness of employees can help maximize de-
velopment velocity. Moreover, the attributes of social communities can be used
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to identify barriers and harmonise collaborations. For example, collaboration be-
tween formal and informal social communities is more difficult because of or-
ganisational difference. Monitoring formality levels or adjusting them flexibly,
can help in harmonising collaboration. This circumstance can be observed in our
scenario, in which we found collaboration between formal and informal commu-
nities. In addition, knowing the presence of certain (types of) social communities
is essential to plan organisational change. For example, if a site has already an
established learning community, forcing another one can cause damage. Finally,
knowing which types of social communities exist in your enterprise, and how they
are combined, is essential for informed organisational decision-making. For ex-
ample, what if you go “agile” but the social community of your company is too
formal and therefore incompatible?

So far we have understood that the implications of studying human factors in
software development are deep and we have barely scratched the surface.

In this chapter we give an answer to RQ 1.c, namely: “How can we distill
basic components of mixed OSSs?” by presenting and testing a decision-tree for
OSSs. The decision-tree, however, is only part of the equation. While applying
the tree in practice, we observed that uncovering OSSs is a long and misleading
exercise if carried out without following a systematic process. The next chapter
refines this first attempt at systematically eliciting OSS components by applying
the decision-tree in a larger, more complex industrial scenario and following a
more systematic and repeatable process. The result of this process is what we call
an OSS snapshot, i.e., an actionable picture of an observable OSS’ state.
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Chapter 5

Taking snapshots of development
communities1

This Chapter presents a method to understand a development community by tak-
ing “snapshots” for its configuration with observable key characteristics in an
intelligible form. The method aids, for example, diagnosis of socio-technical
problems in the community or elaborating strategies to change or steer a com-
munity, using key characteristics that describe its status. To pursue our objective,
we developed SEEDS, a method for “Snapshots-based Evaluation and Evolution
of Development communitieS”. Producing SEEDS through a case-study, we found
the method relies information about the strengths, weaknesses and inconsistencies
of a development community. We conclude that snapshots for software develop-
ment communities, as determined by SEEDS, help understanding development
communities.

5.1 Introduction
This Chapter outlines SEEDS, a semi-automatic method for “Snapshot-based Eval-
uation and Evolution of Development communitieS”. SEEDS allows the observers
of a development community to capture its key properties in the form of analysable
“snapshots”. SEEDS stems partially from previous results presented in Chapters
2 and 4 and strives to give an answer to RQ 1.d, that is:“How can we elicit ob-
servable OSSs?”. To elaborate and test SEEDS we conducted a case-study within
a large software development organisation.

Essentially, SEEDS allows mapping the OSS decision-tree (see Chapter 4)

1The contents of this Chapter are available upon request “Damian A. Tamburri, Patricia Lago,
Hans van Vliet, and Martin Von Weissenberg. Taking snapshots of development communities. –
Submitted to Information and Software Technology (IST) Technical Report, 2013.”
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onto an observable organization. This mapping results in a “colouring” [138]
of the decision-tree [182]. This “colouring” is a snapshot, i.e. an instantaneous
configuration of the observed community. Figure 5.1 outlines an example of such
a snapshot, the result of applying SEEDS to analyse text-book [193] project teams
in closed organisational boundaries. The resulting snapshot exhibits a complete
path (see Fig. 5.1, path from root to the PT rounded node for Project Teams)
and no additional properties on the SEEDS decision-tree (all edges remaining are
“NO” answers on the decision-tree).

To get an understanding of SEEDS in practice, imagine that a manager wants
to find out what his development community looks like, after his development
company extends it with offshore partners and open-source communities. To
“run” SEEDS the project manager needs only use four tools, in sequence: (1)
a questionnaire; (2) a checklist; (3) a decision-tree; (4) and finally, a simple eval-
uation framework.

First, management can feed the SEEDS questionnaire (e.g. through an online
surveying tool) to all sites involved. Second, with data from the questionnaire,
management can use the SEEDS checklist to structure the data (e.g. to reveal
multiple-answer points). Third, management can understand community types
mapping the checklist on the SEEDS decision-tree, obtaining a snapshot of the
observed community. Fourth, management can apply the SEEDS framework on
the resulting snapshot to analyse the current status of the observed development
community.

The benefits of our method are manifold: it is (a) flexible - SEEDS is based
on key community characteristics that can be discovered in multiple ways, al-
lowing flexibility to industrial practitioners with diverse information and time
available; (b) straightforward - SEEDS is based on filling a questionnaire and
colour a decision-tree, it can be used by practitioners coming from very different
backgrounds; (c) multi-purpose - SEEDS can be used to understand development
communities from multiple angles, e.g. to study the current situation for change-
planning or improve development performance by removing communication bar-
riers.

Applying SEEDS in practice, we made three key observations: (a) the method
allows uncovering inconsistencies on the observed snapshot; (b) the community
snapshot can have a limited number of possible forms, each with its own partic-
ular characteristics; (c) the method allows uncovering properties that can hinder
collaboration across development communities.

The rest of the Chapter is structured as follows: Section 5.2 explains mate-
rials and methods; Section 5.3 provides the industrial case-study carried out to
determine SEEDS, while Section 5.4 presents SEEDS. Section 5.5 discusses both
SEEDS and its application. Finally, Section 5.6 concludes the Chapter with sug-
gestions for future work.
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Figure 5.1: an example snapshot for text-book project teams.

5.2 Materials and Methods
The conclusions in this Chapter are drawn from a large industrial case-study. This
section explains what materials we used to carry out the case study and how we
examined such materials.

5.2.1 Empirical Samples
The evidence used in our work stems from empirical research conducted in a
big organisation active in the mobile technologies market 2. The organisation
(called Company X from now on) is a multinational that develops both hardware
and software components for end-users’ mobile-phones and apps to enrich user
experience. Company X employs over 100 000 people with sales in over 160
countries. At the time our study was conducted (early 2012), the organisation had
a net market sale of over 40 billion euros.

The focus of our data lies in the organisational and social structure of a product-
chain within Company X’s corporate portfolio. Our empirical data describes the
overall organisation and some of its software development sites. The data also re-
ports on the collaboration between Company X’s Scrum development community
and a constellation of open-source communities.

2The authors would like to thank Mr. Ossi Korhonen M.Sc. and Mrs. Minna Raisanen M.Sc.
for providing empirical evidence in the form of well-defined reports, for us to elaborate the results
in this Chapter. We acknowledge the contribution of all employees in Company X that offered
their time to confirm the results contained in this Chapter.
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The data we considered comes from three documented reports and a series of
interviews/skype-meetings, as follows3:

1. The first key resource (called Reference 1) is a 112-page research report on
agile and open-source adoption in Company X. The study was conducted
using interviews and grounded-theory [36]. The report features six inter-
views with focus groups from Company X. Focus groups had varied ex-
pertise, from areas such as project management to agile coaches to code
developers. The focus sessions are analysed through grounded theory. The
study offers an overview of the organisational structure of Company X as a
whole (i.e. as a global community) as well as explaining its local sites. The
research focuses on a division of Company X, working on a specific project
release at the time of investigation.

2. The second key resource (called Reference 2) is a 97-page research report
on three software engineering teams within Company X. The report fea-
tures 16 interviews harvested through random and snowball sampling [65].
The sample consisted of both sexes, however, with a minority of females.
Interviewees had varied backgrounds but an average work experience in
Company X of about 10 years. As a result, the organisational details of
this Chapter focus on software process, software coding methods, develop-
ment best-practices adopted, problems found, and ultimately, the people’s
perspective on all the above.

3. The third key resource (called Reference 3) is a four-page subset of the tu-
torial presentation that agile coaches within Company X used to introduce
X’s organisational structure/process to newly appointed staff members. The
slides provide a visually oriented overview of the agile process and open-
source integration protocols in place within Company X at the time of in-
vestigation.

4. Finally, one of the organisational coaches (called the Industrial Partner) in
the case organisation was able to give continuous feedback throughout the
research and the writing of this report. The Industrial Partner clarified the
structures and working modes inside Company X and provided deeper in-
sight into one of the departments. The Industrial Partner had twenty years
of experience in the ICT industry and five years of experience in Company
X. This data from our partner was obtained through weekly interviews over
a period of 4-5 months in late 2012. Interviews were discussed in progress
meetings with two senior supervisors and analysed separately.

3page numbers are used to trace answers from the SEEDS questionnaire to the data
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All of the written sources mentioned above are dated around 2012 and de-
scribe Company X as it was in 2010 or 2011. These sources are protected by
non-disclosure agreements4. At the time of investigation, Company X was going
through many organisational changes and both studies aimed at understanding the
impact of organisational change on teams, their production velocity, community
productivity and end-product quality.

5.2.2 Research Methods
To pursue the above goal, we started applying the decision-tree discussed in Chap-
ter 4 to our large industrial case-study, following guidelines in [156].

Finally, we used a parallel case-study, conducted by Company X personnel
(referred to as Study 2, from now on) to confirm the validity of SEEDS. We
structured Study 2 using observer and data triangulation to strengthen its valid-
ity, following guidelines from [170]. The parallel case-study was conducted by
an insider of Company X, using data available as well as his own expertise and
experience/knowledge about Company X. While the two studies were started at
the same time, the researcher conducting the first study (called Study 1) was pro-
hibited to share increments of partial results. Weekly meetings were planned to
assess progress status only. The supervision of two senior researchers was used
throughout the duration of the study to assess the quality of progress.

5.3 Discovering Community Snapshots, a Case-Study
The evidence available for Company X reflected the following scenario:

Company X works with an integrated Scrum model using many divisions of
work. The main division is the business unit, each typically employing from 500
up to 5000 employees, within which certain phases (such as stakeholder reviews,
corporate progress meetings, product release plans, etc.) are regulated by rigid
governance policies and protocols and product development teams work in a syn-
chronized manner. New personnel is formally evaluated and selected to integrate
the community. Both Company X and its clients try to encourage and motivate the
development community by means of a flexible process model (e.g. agile methods,
open-source collaborations) to foster engagement and cohesion. Organisational
culture (such as best-practices, recurrent product requirements, collaboration pat-
terns, etc.) are collected and formalised only within business units, then loosely
disseminated/shared across business units (informally) on a person-to-person ba-
sis. The experience of personnel is established during evaluation of background

4Available upon signed request.
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and skills (i.e. during personnel review and initial evaluation before employment).
On higher levels (products for customers), Company X employs centralised mod-
els for product development process and for tracking progress. On the more prac-
tical (component or non-functional) levels, Scrum masters and other leadership
disseminate the direct results and increase their visibility.

5.3.1 Using a Questionnaire to Gather Data
In order to interpret this data, we initially tried to visit the decision-tree in a top-
down fashion. Given the amount of data and the fact that it was collected for other
purposes than organisational analysis, we quickly found that this approach was
not working.

This led us to switching our course of action. Rather than visiting the decision-
tree top-down, looking for data to answer each node, we instead prepared a list
of questions representing nodes in the decision-tree. This allowed us to “visit”
all nodes in parallel, delaying the drawing of the decision-tree until all data was
properly organised in a questionnaire. Analysing the available data, we were able
to exactly pinpoint the areas of text that explicitly and unmistakably answered the
questions.

Answers to this questionnaire are summarised in Table 5.1 for Study 1, and in
Table 5.2 for Study 2. Column 1 reports the questions needed to gather necessary
information. Column 2 presents answers that we found in our two studies.

While the Industrial Partner was able to answer all questions, we found
much confusing and conflicting indications for question 11. A clear-cut answer to
question 11 could not be given, as part of Study 1.

5.3.2 Using a Checklist to Structure the Data
After answering questions to gather data about communities at Company X, we
felt that something was missing. In particular, we missed a way to express vari-
able answers to questions in the questionnaire. While most data confirmed many
answers over and over again, some data revealed conflicts or multiple possible an-
swers to some questions. For example, our case revealed two points with multiple
answers, namely, in the DISPERSION and FORMALITY nodes. We found that
these points deserved further investigation.

Brainstorming with the Industrial Partner and digging deeper in the data,
we found that the first point, DISPERSION, identified a sub-community. The
second point, FORMALITY, identified an inconsistency. Both these points were
variation points within the observed community. Based on this nature, we named
them pivots.
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SEEDS Questions Study 1 Answers
Can you distinguish an organised

structure across yourself and your

colleagues?

Evidence available in Reference 3 points out to a non-trivial structure for

professionals within Company X.

Do you and the colleagues you

work with work in the same single

site?

In page 68 of Reference 2, authors stress that many people worked off-site on

the same product.

Do you work in a

highly-distributed setting with few

teams or colleagues per location?

In page 69 of Reference 2 and following, data states that a technology for

localization and involvement of people from off-site was used. However, some

conflicting statements on Reference 1 suggest that division of work was

organised by assigning products and product lines to single sites.

Do you and your fellow colleagues

interact informally only?

Selection and governance protocols are still in action to request additional

people to work on certain tasks (page 84 of Reference 2 + Reference 3).

Do you work on time-bound

projects?

In page 2 of AGILE SLIDES the strategic portfolio duration (i.e. the set of

projects planned) is fixed to increments of 2-5 years.

Do you and your colleagues

disseminate or increase the

visibility of your work?

In page 59 states that all items and backlogs and all operations are explicitly

planned to be visible and transparent. Therefore visibility is actively pursued

NOT by members but by hand of their organizational sponsor.

Do you and your colleagues

actively try to team-build?

In page 30 and 65, Reference 1 authors note that anywhere in the

organizational structure, the intervention of senior management is needed to

provide attention for quality, value and encouragement/bonding. These are

consistent with increasing the cohesion of the Scrum team.

Do you need to explicitly

demonstrate ROI to your

organization?

In page 64 and subsequent, Reference 2 states that demos were acting as

checkpoints for customers to evaluate ROI.

Does the success of your

community depend on your

engagement?

In page 74, Reference 2 reports that an interviewee has had a reduced

engagement in the project, caused by a reduced set of roles and responsibilities.

This however, did not reduce productivity (page 64 and following).

Do you and your colleagues

actively gather and share

organisational culture (e.g.

best-practices, common problems)?

There is no indication of harvesting and management of organizational culture

(e.g. best-practices).

Were you and your colleagues

formally evaluated and qualified

when enrolled in the organisation?

?

Do you and your colleagues work

against the same specific

organisational problem?

In page 24 of Reference 1 there is a clear-cut definition of the mission/problem

statement. This constrains the operativeness of the community to achieving the

described directives.

Do you and your colleagues

undergo rigid governance models

imposed by your organisation?

Reference 1 authors state in page 30 and subsequent that teams are

self-managing, self-organizing, cross-functional and responsible. This means

that there are fixed and formally agreed governance guidelines that arrange and

constrain the work of teams.

Table 5.1: Answers to the questionnaire for Study 1.
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SEEDS Questions Study 2 Answers
Can you distinguish an organised

structure across yourself and your

colleagues?

The organization was clearly delinated into a matrix structure including project

organizations, business divisions and supporting functions.

Do you and the colleagues you

work with work in the same single

site?

No, the organisation is highly dispersed over dozens of sites. At least five major

sites in three timezones. Many sites comprise only one or two people.

Do you work in a

highly-distributed setting with few

teams or colleagues per location?

The organization was dispersed over dozens of sites, with at least five major

sites in three timezones. Many sites had one or two people only.

Do you and your fellow colleagues

interact informally only?

There were lots of organization-wide intranet and internet tools that

(semi-)formalized the interaction around certain topics like product

management and defect tracking

Do you work on time-bound

projects?

Teams were responsible for a technology domain, such as “multimedia” or

“connectivity” over a long period of time. Components and technologies

changed but the team remained.

Do you and your colleagues

disseminate or increase the

visibility of your work?

Unfortunately, the teams formed their own information silos regarding project

and product metadata. Teams were reactive rather than proactive in dissipating

information.

Do you and your colleagues

actively try to team-build?

The organization didn’t explicitly promote cohesion, this involves all

team-building exercises. None of such exercises were proposed nor promoted.

However, the Scrum working model proposes reasoning and reflection sessions

that increase cohesion.

Do you need to explicitly

demonstrate ROI to your

organization?

Software development projects only indirectly contributed to the product. As a

new R&D project, ROI requirements were postponed.

Does the success of your

community depend on your

engagement?

The product was 80% open source software. From some of the interviews: “It’s

fantastic that I can work on my open source hobby project and get paid for it!”

Do you and your colleagues

actively gather and share

organisational culture (e.g.

best-practices, common problems)?

The organization members didn’t work to create an organizational culture. As

previously stated, teams consisted of their own knowledge silos.

Were you and your colleagues

formally evaluated and qualified

when enrolled in the organisation?

People are formally appointed when they are hired. However, some people

collaborate as part of the open-source collaboration initialtive. These people are

members of the organizational structure without being evaluated formally. Their

contribution is their evaluation.

Do you and your colleagues work

against the same specific

organisational problem?

The organization appoints people or groups to solve specific problems as

needed, when specific organizational problems present themselves. Little

guidance was given to groups and operational efficiency was left to experience.

Do you and your colleagues

undergo rigid governance models

imposed by your organisation?

There are formally agreed guidelines but these leave teams to self-manage and

organise themselves.

Table 5.2: Answers to the questionnaire for Study 2, as given by the Industrial Partner to
confirm our results.
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Pivots however, were not explicit in our questionnaire. Rather they resided in
the multiple versions of the same questionnaire, i.e. questionnaires answered with
different sets of data. To make pivots explicit we decided to introduce a checklist.

The checklist in Fig. 5.2 contains answers from both our parallel studies. An-
swers are marked with the label “[x]” where x is either of our two studies. The
checklist also makes it possible to spot attributes for which we did not have enough
data to answer. For example, in our case, none of our data sources contained ev-
idence to clearly describe Company X’ s FORMALITY practices as present or
absent. Our Industrial Partner however, was able to fill-in for Study 2, using
own data and experience within Company X.

The first pivot, DISPERSION, is caused by the presence of two different types
of data. Each type led to a different answer. The first type refers to Company X as
a whole, describing the overall structure and operations. The second set refers to
specific sites within Company X, describing their own operations, and their col-
laboration with open-source communities. Consequently, the specific sites work
in a way different than Company X as a whole.

The second pivot, FORMALITY, is caused by an inconsistency within the
observed community. While the Industrial Partner gave a straight YES answer
to the FORMALITY question, parts of the data at our disposal led us to find that
Company X did not adopt formal evaluation of members. Other parts led us to
find that Company X did use formal procedures and background checks to enrol
members in teams or other project development units. When presented with the
snapshot, the Industrial Partner identified the inconsistency. The inconsistency
was due to the collaboration between open- and closed-source developers. While
people directly appointed by Company X were formally evaluated, people from
open-source never went through any background or experience checks.
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Figure 5.2: SEEDS case-study: checklist.
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Figure 5.3: Configuration at Company X, ovals are pivots while circles are communities found.

5.3.3 Applying the Decision-tree to Infer Community Types
Structured with the checklist in Fig. 5.2, “colouring” the decision-tree from [182]
is effortless. Figure 5.3 shows the colouring. The colouring evidences the two
pivot points, DISPERSION and FORMALITY as well as three social communi-
ties, a plain Social Network (SN), Formal Networks (FNs) and Informal Commu-
nities (ICs). Pivot points are shown in ovals, while identified social community
types are shown in circles.

The colouring in Figure 5.3, represents the instantaneous configuration of the
organisation at Company X for the analysed product-chain, plotted using key at-
tributes from literature [181]. This configuration is a snapshot.

5.3.4 Analysing Snapshots
Across many brainstorming sessions we found ways to investigate the snapshot
to gather a deeper understanding of the communities therein. This understand-
ing was articulated around: (a) community complexity; (b) desirable/undesirable
community attributes.

First, we found that Company X’s snapshot had a rather complex form, i.e. a
blend of multiple community types and multiple additional attributes. Conversely,
a simpler form exhibits a single path and a few attributes. Also, the simplest form
exhibits a single path and no additional attributes (e.g. see Fig. 5.1). Finally, a
“chaotic” form shows pivots only.

Second, the complex form at Company X is reflected in three community types
(SNs, ICs and FNs), two pivots and additional attributes. To “diagnose” this form
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we evaluated community attributes that: (a) were desirable to management but
were not found; (b) were undesirable to management but were indeed found. Dur-
ing this process, we verified the presence of no VISIBILITY for the communities
on the snapshot. Conversely, empirical evidence from Reference 1 and 2 in-
dicated that VISIBILITY is a desirable attribute. Members of Company X, from
multiple sites, identified the need for increased VISIBILITY of practices, artefacts
and people. Parts of Reference 1 read: “all teams backlogs are [or must be] trans-
parent and product management really needs to prioritise the content (features)
of those backlogs”. Management must plan for practices to explicitly support
increased VISIBILITY of people (communities) and their practice, across sites.

In summary, the snapshot allows associating Company X with the following
status:

1. Three social community types are present: SNs, ICs and FNs. While
Company X looks like a SN as a whole, some sites (specifically, sites work-
ing jointly with open-source people) work as ICs. Compared to IC sites,
other sites work as FNs, this can cause inconsistencies or lack of communi-
cation/collaboration across.

2. Empirical evidence points to VISIBILITY as a desirable property. Man-
agement can foster VISIBILITY as a desirable property and ENGAGE-
MENT as a key-defining attribute of ICs, in sites where open-source col-
laboration is employed.

Using the above “diagnosis” and the connected snapshot, management at Com-
pany X has a more in-depth understanding of its social community characteristics,
as well as its strengths and weaknesses. At this point, tuning implies fostering de-
sirable attributes and take governance actions to inhibit undesirable ones. For ex-
ample, VISIBILITY in Company X can be supported by deploying an Enterprise
Social Networking (ESNs) technologies, e.g. [110], to index and link projects
and people alike. Similarly, VISIBILITY can be fostered with awareness support
mechanisms, e.g. [32, 33]. Moreover, knowing how, why and where Company
X is acomplex community, is crucial to plan the inclusion of additional organi-
zations and communities. For example, including more open-source or informal
communities at Company X is easier in sites where ICs are already in place due
to previous collaboration with open-source. The needed information is contained
in SEEDS snapshots.

5.4 The SEEDS Method
Stemming from our case-study, this section presents the SEEDS method in a gen-
eralised form.
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SEEDS entails using four practical tools: (a) a questionnaire; (b) a checklist;
(c) a decision-tree; (d) an analysis framework. The remainder of this section in-
troduces the SEEDS method in phases. Sections 5.4.1 to 5.4.4 provide additional
details on the questionnaire, checklist, decision-tree and evaluation framework.
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Figure 5.4: The SEEDS Method: Tools and Phases.

Figure 5.4 provides an overview of SEEDS. The method starts by using the
questionnaire, proceeds by applying a checklist and map results to a decision-
tree. Finally, the method assumes analysis and action are performed through the
obtained snapshot. More in particular, SEEDS unfolds in the following phases:

1. Data-Gathering: Use questionnaire or other means to gather needed com-
munity data. Missing data can be gathered by directly surveying (e.g. with
online forms) members of the community under observation. Alternatively,
quantitative mechanisms can be used, such as Social-Network Analysis
(SNA) [154]. Table 5.4.1 presents the SEEDS questionnaire. Each question
is the result of analysis and brainstorming sessions with industrial partners
and other cooperators.

2. Answering: Use questionnaire data to evaluate attributes value. The check-
list must then be filled out using the data gathered through our questionnaire.
The checklist is a lightweight mechanism to analysing observable develop-
ment communities, rather than using complex coding schemes on available
evidence, as seen previously in literature [154, 85]. Fig. 5.5 shows the list.
Each item within the checklist is a key defining attribute for a community
type (see chapter 2), according to data in [181]. Available data must enable
answering all the questions in the questionnaire.

3. Pivoting: Double-check questionnaire and checklist to identify multiple an-
swers. Pivot-points are points in the checklist that can have multiple an-
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swers. A community is a fluid, dynamically evolving emergent property
of cooperating organisations. We found in practice multiple community
archetypes emerging at the same time where managers assumed there were
none. Pivot-points indicate either: (a) there is a conflict or inconsistency
in the analysed community snapshot; or (b) another community (or sub-
community) exists within the observed community, strong enough to cause
conflicts and inconsistencies. For example an observed community might
show both “dispersed” sites and “non-dispersed” sites. This means that the
community is the sum of multiple communities, based on the remaining
attributes.

4. Coloring: Use checklist to “color” the SEEDS decision-tree. Answers
from the checklist allow immediate mapping to the decision-tree to uncover
community types and additional attributes present in the observed commu-
nity. A community snapshot has been obtained.

5. Evaluating: Use evaluation framework to analyse the snapshot found. The
framework we applied in section 5.3.4 provides a lens to interpret the snap-
shots from multiple angles.

6. Tuning: Use evaluation and literature [181] to act on the community. Snap-
shots can be evaluated to steer community operations. SEEDS allows to pin-
point critical information with which to act on the community, by “tuning”
desired properties. For example, in practice we found an absent desirable
attribute that can be mitigated by adding a knowledge community within
the analysed snapshot.

5.4.1 The SEEDS Questionnaire
We produced and refined a questionnaire that can be used to gather necessary
details directly from the members of the observed community. Table 5.3 shows the
final version of the questionnaire obtained for SEEDS. Questions were elaborated
stemming from lessons learned in [182] and refined through feedback by industrial
and academic partners. Each question in the list produces data to pinpoint the
existence of key community attributes.

5.4.2 The SEEDS Checklist
The checklist in Figure 5.5 contains key-defining attributes for community types.
Filling the checklist (using data in the questionnaire) allows using it to “colour”
the decision-tree.

The checklist begins with the STRUCTURE attribute.
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Question -

Can you distinguish an organised structure across yourself and your colleagues?
Do you and the colleagues you work with work in the same single site?
Do you work in a highly-distributed setting with few teams or colleagues per location?
Do you and your fellow colleagues interact informally only?
Do you work on time-bound projects?
Do you and your colleagues disseminate or increase the visibility of your work?
Do you and your colleagues actively try to team-build?
Do you need to explicitly demonstrate ROI to your organization?
Does the success of your community depend on your engagement?
Do you and your colleagues actively gather and share organisational culture
(e.g. best-practices, common problems)?
Were you and your colleagues formally evaluated and qualified when enrolled in the
organisation?
Do you and your colleagues work against the same specific organisational problem?
Do you and your colleagues undergo rigid governance models imposed by your
organisation?

Table 5.3: The SEEDS Questionnaire.
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Figure 5.5: SEEDS: a checklist for essential community information.

5.4.3 The SEEDS Decision-Tree
Inherited from [182] the decision-tree is the essential core of SEEDS. Once data
from the questionnaire/checklist is available, the decision-tree can now be used to
plot the current configuration of the observed organisation.
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5.4.4 The SEEDS Analysis Framework
Inheriting from strategic evaluation approaches such as [62], we elaborated an
initial analysis framework for SEEDS snapshots using evidence and observa-
tions from our case-study. To understand strengths, weaknesses, opportunities
and threats analysing community properties using SEEDS snapshots, there are
three key dimensions that must be evaluated.

First, observers must evaluate the snapshot form; second, observers must find
desirable properties; third, finally, observers must verify if the observed commu-
nity has higher-order needs.

SEEDS snapshots can assume four possible forms:

1. Simple: the answers in the questionnaire reflect a single, clear-cut path on
the decision-tree. The community is well delineated and reflected by a type
from literature. Additional attributes in the checklist are not present. The
scenario exemplified earlier in Section 8.1 represents an instance of a simple
community snapshot. This form evidences a strength and opportunity
of the community. The community perfectly matches the definition from
literature [181]. To improve performance as needed, the community can be
“enriched” with attributes typical of other types. This action can take place
in a controlled fashion, e.g. using additional SEEDS snapshots over time.

2. Complicated: the answers in the questionnaire reflect one path blended with
additional attributes (or pivots) but no additional paths. This form evidences
attributes that further elaborate the community with characteristics typical
of other community types. This can represent a threat for the community.
The additional attributes can be caused by positive emergent circumstances
but also harmful “deviations”. This form requires additional study since the
additional attributes could represent both enrichments or complications, e.g.
due to insufficient communities support.

For example, suppose the “visibility” attribute is discovered in mix with the
FNs community type. FORMALITY within FNs might have forced mem-
bers (rather than the organisation) to adopt ad-hoc, unlinked and misman-
aged mechanisms to increase the visibility of projects, people or artefacts.
Management can use SEEDS snapshots as evidence to plan the missing
support, e.g. by evaluating best-fit Enterprise Social Networking (ESNs)
technologies [54, 132].

3. Complex: The answers in the questionnaire reflect more than one path
through one (or more) pivot points. The snapshot can be used to identify and
support explicitly sub-communities. This form evidences possible opportu-
nities for the community. Sub-communities can be identified by analysing
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deeper available pivots. Information leading to the “multiple” answer could
be referred only to a specific division or location within the community. For
example, suppose you analyse a Global Software Development organisa-
tion. Suppose you find a WG and DISPERSION is a pivot-point, that leads
to the identification of a NoP. Details leading to a NoP however, when anal-
ysed further, are only referred to a single site in the GSD organisation. In
case sub-communities are identified, managers can use the snapshot to plan
explicit support to their attributes.

4. Chaotic: The answers in the questionnaire reflect a pivot-saturated decision-
tree, i.e. multiple answers in all decision-nodes. This situation denotes a
chaotic and undecisive organisation mixing multiple, uncontrolled commu-
nity aspects. For example, data indicates the presence of both collocated
and dispersed organisational units together. Likely, data indicates the pres-
ence of informal and formal organisations at the same time. This state does
not have an explicitly “bad” connotation. However, the state indicates that
complexity is high and consequently management/steering possibilities are
difficult, if not prohibitive [149]. The state can be used as a driver of further
studying and structuring of the community. For example, management can
use snapshots as priority lists, to decide where (on which key attribute) to
start acting as needed.

Moreover, attributes can be further studied to find “desirable” or “undesirable”
properties of a snapshot. Desirable/undesirable properties are attributes from the
checklist that were either (a) desired but not discovered, or (b) discovered but not
desired. For example imagine you expected your community to exhibit increased
visibility of its members and resources, but found the VISIBILITY attribute to
be NO. This analysis reveals possible weaknesses of the community. Additional
properties can be fostered with explicit supportive services (e.g. using knowledge-
bases or enterprise social networks to foster VISIBILITY). Conversely, imagine
you found the attribute FORMALITY set to YES but expected there to be more
informality in the way of working within your company, e.g. to foster collabora-
tiveness. Again, this analysis reveals weaknesses of your community. Left un-
controlled, some aspects of the community emerged an undesirable feature. This
analysis dimension can be used to fine-tune community governance based on the
properties found (un-)desirable properties.

5.5 Discussions and Lessons Learned
The section starts by discussing general observations on our case-study and SEEDS.
Finally, the section discusses threats to validity of this study, including SEEDS’
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limitations.
First, pivots can be used as drivers for further understanding community com-

plexity. For example, in our case study we found evidence that led to discovering
two pivot points. However, only one of them was “by design”, i.e. was a conse-
quence of explicit choices within the organisational structure at Company X. This
circumstance differs than finding pivots caused by explicit decisions. The more
pivots are connected to implicit causes the more the community is complex and
can become unmanageable, since its “health” is connected to circumstances and
decisions that cannot be controlled or acted upon. This leads that identified pivots
deserve more in-depth study by observers.

Second, the attributes’ value in the decision-tree can be determined through
quantitative metrics rather than qualitative data. More complex social-network
analysis (SNA) and social sensing techniques can be employed to determine more
reliably or further confirm the value of attributes as needed. SEEDS Snapshots are
valuable tools to determine which attributes might be worthy of additional invest-
ment, e.g. through SNA. Management can “diagnose” their community status and
use snapshots to determine which attributes should be focused-on with additional,
more elaborate studies.

Third, the SEEDS method allows to spot community characteristics for which
the observers cannot give a conclusive answer. For example in our case, we
were not able to give an answer to Question 11, representing the FORMALITY
decision-node. These points deserve further attention. Assuming the question-
naire was used to gather data, the existence of these points marks the lack of
shared understanding within the community. This lacking can cause serious prob-
lems in community performance [30, 107].

While we were able to carry out a complete case-study to “reverse engineer”
SEEDS, this also taught us that the resulting method still has many limitations,
discussed later on in Chapter 12.

5.6 Conclusion
In this Chapter we introduced a method to understand software development com-
munities by taking “snapshots” of their state using observable attributes. The
method emerged through many iterations into SEEDS, a method for Snapshot-
based Evaluation and Evolution of Development communitieS. This Chapter re-
ports the final version of the Chapter and the case-study we used to elaborate it.

Elaborating SEEDS we concluded that the method produces an “actionable”
state for the observed community, i.e., a picture of the community that eases act-
ing upon community characteristics. Applying the method in practice, we also
recognised its many limitations and some threats to its validity.
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This Chapter concludes our elaboration and discussion on OSS types and their
components’ identification by giving an answer to RQ 1.d, that is:“How can we
elicit observable OSSs?”. The answer is offered by SEEDS a systematic method
to study observable OSSs. Having obtained a way to systematically uncover ob-
servable OSSs and their components in the form of OSS “snapshots”, the next
Chapters couple such snapshots with practical tool-support. This Chapter, in com-
bination with Chapters 2 to 5, essentially gives an answer to RQ 1, namely: “Can
we understand and identify organizational-social structures (OSSs) for Software
Engineering?”. The answer is yes, we can understand and identify OSSs emerging
in software engineering by uncovering them following the SEEDS method, using
OSS types from literature and a decision-tree that isolates composing elements
from observable hybrids.

Stemming from results outlined up to this point, Chapters 6 and 7 introduce
and discuss application domains in which OSSs play a key role. Subsequent Chap-
ters discuss ways in which observable types can be supported using the state of
the art in services computing, i.e. service networks.
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Chapter 6

Dynamic Networked Organizations
for Software Engineering1

“The secret of all victory lies in the organization of the non-obvious.”
Cit. Marcus Aurelius

Current practice in software engineering suggests a radical change in per-
spective: where once stood fixed teams of people following a development plan,
now stand just-in-time Dynamic Networked Organizations (DyNOs), adopting a
common flexible strategy for development, rather than a plan. This shift in per-
spective has gone relatively unnoticed by current software engineering research.
This chapter offers a glimpse at what processes and instruments lie beyond “cur-
rent” software engineering research, where studying emergent DyNO and their
OSS’ characteristics becomes critical. To understand the underpinnings of this
evolution, we explored a simple yet vivid scenario from real-life industrial prac-
tice. Using scenario analysis we elicited a number of social and organizational
requirements in working with DyNOs. Also, comparing our evidence with litera-
ture, we made some key observations. First, managing DyNOs makes organiza-
tional requirements a first-class entity for development success. Second, research
in software engineering should be invested in understanding and governing the
DyNOs behind the software lifecycle.

1the contents of this chapter were published as“Damian A. Tamburri, Remco De Boer, Elis-
abetta Di Nitto, Patricia Lago, and Hans van Vliet. 2013. Dynamic networked organizations
for software engineering. In Proceedings of the 2013 International Workshop on Social Software
Engineering (SSE 2013). ACM, New York, NY, USA, 5-12.”
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6.1 Introduction and Motivation
The state of practice suggests that software engineering is now in the hands of
many organisations, producing software in a networked fashion. Outsourcing
[150], Open-Source Software Foundations [39] and Global Software Engineer-
ing (GSE) [78] are examples of how organizations constantly network with others
to produce software. Moreover, the increase of scale and dynamicity of markets
force these networked organizations to emerge and adapt extremely rapidly to
organisational changes during the software lifecycle (e.g. employee or organiza-
tions turnover). The result is a dynamic networked organization (DyNO) reacting
extremely rapidly to changes (in the internal structure or surrounding context).
Organizations in the DyNO cooperate following a development strategy (i.e. a
high-level plan in conditions of uncertainty), rather than sharing a plan (i.e. a
fixed set of actions in pursuit of a certain goal). For example, we witnessed first-
hand many small and medium enterprises (SMEs) team-up very dynamically and
extremely rapidly, to share efforts during GSE, strategically agreeing development
increments every step of the way. What results is a DyNO [181] of SMEs, able to
adapt quickly (e.g. by including additional partners) as more requirements fluidly
emerge from the development context.
The implications behind this dynamism are vast and need to be studied if future
software engineering is to be successful.
First, new coordination and steering needs are beyond the common principles and
practices, e.g. in GSE [52, 179]. For example, coordination would require a
shared vision and agreement on software architectures, while corporate policies
would otherwise protect them as secrets from more open collaborators (e.g. open-
source communities). Also, the social and socio-technical implications [8] in the
scenario are far from clear. For example, on-the-fly collaboration could leave open
“skill holes” when terminated. this could lead to maintenance problems in the fu-
ture (since the skills are not in the community anymore).
In this Chapter we explore a real-life industrial scenario in which a DyNO was
crafted and continuously evolved during software engineering. From the scenario
we elicited social and organizational requirements. Then, comparing with refer-
ence models (e.g. the 3C model [174]) from current software engineering research
and practice, we made three key observations. First, managing DyNOs requires
explicit engineering of organizational requirements [169], i.e. the set of social
and organizational needs that shape the organizational structure [181] behind the
software lifecycle. These requirements can only be satisfied through continuous
evolution [67] of the networked organization [182, 184].
Second, current software engineering research is focused on understanding soft-
ware lifecycle problems [158, 44], rather disregarding the governance of the DyNOs
lurking behind.
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Figure 6.1: DyNOs forming in our scenario.

Third, two processes are critical for managing DyNOs: creation and adaptation
for continuous evolution. Both processes introduce many unexplored challenges
and factors for GSE and software engineering in general [152].
We conclude that software engineering is on the brink of an evolution. The evo-
lution features just-in-time DyNOs for software development, e.g. using SMEs as
part of a “virtual enterprise” [137]. Much research is needed to support the social
and organizational underpinnings of this evolution.

6.2 Case Study
This section outlines our case scenario and offers details on the DyNO involved.
Then, this section introduces the organizational and social challenges involved
in the scenario (e.g. the higher requirements for trust and visibility of tasks and
tasks dependencies). Finally, the section introduces the organizational network
evolution as triggered by said challenges (e.g. the negotiation of shared business
processes).

We investigated an organizational scenario from one of our industrial partners,
an SME by the name of ArchiXL2. To gather needed data, we used a focus group
involving two project managers responsible for the project at hand. Through an
open, semi-structured discussion we gathered evidence describing ArchiXL’s de-
velopment scenario featuring DyNOs. Second, we analysed results through factor
and scenario analysis. Finally, we operated systematic mappings between our data
and current literature.

The scenario discusses the design and implementation of a semantic wiki, in-
cluding the migration of existing content to a semantic structure and the design

2http://www.archixl.nl/
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and implementation of innovative user interaction, i.e. the ways in which all pos-
sible end-users might want to exploit the deployed system. In its most “crowded”
iteration the development DyNO involved 4 different organizations, in addition
to 2 client organizations. All organizations were different in expertise and loca-
tion. The minimum distance between organizations was in the order of tens of
km, while the maximum distance spanned two continents.
The goals of the client were as follows: (a) revise the current version of the ency-
clopaedia using a semantic-wiki based technology; (b) improve the diversity and
quality of user interactions with the encyclopaedia.

The project rolled out in three phases:

1. Project Goal Analysis (approx. 1 month): ArchiXL and clients discussed
the project mission to identify objectives and agree on a project strategy.
From this phase, an important organizational quality requirement emerged,
namely missing expertise in Interaction Design [32]. This required ArchiXL
to include an additional organization with the required expertise in the ”de-
velopment network” at the start of phase 1.

2. Requirements analysis and solution design (2.5 months): In a series of
face-to-face workshops, the user interaction and the solution architecture
were designed. About half of the workshops focused on interaction design
and were led by the organization that was added as a result of phase1. The
other half of the workshops focused on the architecture of the system-to-be
and were led by ArchiXL. From this phase, additional organizational re-
quirements emerged, most notably the need to scale up development work-
force, to gain expertise in Javascript, and to get on board additional expertise
in the area of animation design.

3. Software Development (9.5 Months): ArchiXL kicked-off this develop-
ment phase after the involvement of two additional organizational partners:
(1) Animation Specialists; (2) Development Support.

Fig. 6.1 depicts the process through which the DyNO grew across the two
phases of ArchiXL’s project. Initially, clients and ArchiXL sat to define the scope,
objectives and budget for the project. A flexible development strategy and agenda
was defined, to determine the increments needed for development. Also, a se-
ries of organizational requirements caused the addition of multiple partners at
different points in time within the development agenda. Finally, emerging or-
ganizational requirements (employee turnover) caused modifications to the orga-
nizational structure in some organizations (e.g. Organizations 1 and 3 changed
employees).
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6.2.1 Social and Organizational Challenges
This section outlines the key social and organizational challenges we identified
studying our case scenario. The following list elaborates on the social and organ-
isational features emerging from the scenario (highlighted in bold):

• The development problem was extremely dynamic, i.e. featuring extremely
innovative requirements with unclear and dynamic definitions. These re-
quirements called for many skills in organizations other than ArchiXL. In
addition, requirements were impossible to fully specify beforehand. Equally,
requirements were explorative in nature (i.e. featuring unforeseen condi-
tions and potential system users). This required the definition of a flexible
development agenda or strategy, rather than a fixed plan. This caused dis-
tress and skepticism in the clients who expected a classic fixed “plan” with
milestones and deliverables. Quoting from our focus group minutes: “We
divided the beast in iterations. In each we drew what we would be doing.
For the first it was very clear, for the second it was somewhat clear, for the
third one it was pretty much vague, and so on. So for each iteration we had
a strategy on how to pursue the global mission, say - this has to be done,
and this and this. The customer in the very beginning didn’t really like that,
they wanted a plan. They wanted to have a well-laid plan, with a timeline
and day-to-day schedule. We were able to convince that that was not the
right approach for this project.”.

• Again, the nature of the project required the adoption of agile methods (e.g.
bi-weekly plenary sessions, reflection on bi-weekly increments, task-centric
development). This choice was forced by two critical organizational re-
quirements: (a) common vision on the project shared by all organizations in
the development network; (b) mutual trust among organizations involved.
Quoting from our focus group minutes: “Even though we had time issues,
budget issues, we never run into quality issues. Because that’s the one thing
that we really fixed and all agreed on. We would never diminish any of the
quality no matter what, and everyone agreed on that. And everyone ac-
cepted that if more effort had to be put in, that was actually a calculated
risk. That had to be done”.

• The many organizations involved and the emerging organizational require-
ments rapidly resulted in a complex DyNO, long before any software code
was written or design specifications worked out. This complexity forced
ArchiXL to use the DyNO as a constraint to design the system. Moreover,
requirements were extremely dynamic and definitely not clear right from
the start. This forced social and organizational ripple effects to be han-
dled on-the-fly. “the project had many requirements with expertise that we
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don’t have, like JavaScript for example - and it was a lot of work! This was
the trigger to start looking for collaborators. The absence of all the needed
organizations and people right from the start, i suspect was one of the main
problems that we faced. We discovered this [the complete set of organiza-
tional needs] too late. If we had been able to have all organisations at the
same table from the very beginning, when we were still defining what the
project would look like, our life would have been easier”.

• The project had an extremely tight budget and timeline. All contracted
third-party organizations were hired on a fixed-price basis. Scope, budget,
time and quality constraints were fixed as well and were agreed upon sign-
ing of contract. Consequently, risks in the analysed project were extremely
high. Quoting from our focus group minutes: “Mind you, the scoping and
money were made clear upon agreements. And by doing that, organizations
accepted a certain type of risk that they couldn’t pull through the project”.
Rather than demoralising the networked organization, each SME involved
was pulled by its pride to deliver expected quality under the agreed circum-
stances and constraints. Engagement across the whole network was kept
high by this pride component. Quoting from our focus group minutes: “I
just recall the quote from one of the developers organizations, with a sort
of spread of enthusiasm and pride saying - I don’t know how you managed
but you kept me engaged and working late to pursue my goals. These small
organizations are very focused at what they do. And they also have a sense
of pride, sort of personal loyalty to what’s the project. And that kept the
project going”.

• Every time a new organization was included in the DyNO, it had a different
level of information and understanding on the project. As part of the inclu-
sion within the DyNO, all organisations negotiated a new business process
(i.e. a set of activities by all involved participants) for the DyNO. The pro-
cess of negotiation made the project extremely fragile and volatile. In this
negotiation, each organisation was forced to put away its domain-specific
cookbook. This caused disagreement and distress, every time the DyNO
“adapted”. Quoting from our focus group minutes: “[With every new part-
ner] It took three to four weeks for every one to be at the same level of
information. This period was tricky, at any point in this time we could have
lost the project. A new partner would obviously initially lack the knowledge
that had been shared and generated earlier in the project. Perhaps due to
this, some would also bring with them a way of working that they were used
to and which they assumed would fit this project too - which was not always
the case. They expected to work with those and resisted the change forced
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Figure 6.2: DyNOs management practices in our scenario.

by the innovation in our scenario. They were stuck on their cookbook. As
soon as they let go of their way of working and what they thought was the
right approach. And we leaned back a little bit and started thinking to-
gether what would be the right approach in this scenario, things started to
get smoother”.

6.2.2 Ad-Hoc Organizational Practices
The description above elaborates on a rather vivid networked organization. This
organization required for the adoption of ad-hoc practices to handle both com-
plexity and fragility. Fig. 6.2 depicts the practices adopted and the effects they
caused on the networked organization.

First, rather than designing a software architecture from functional/non-functio-
nal requirements (“classic” approach), ArchiXL used a “Conway in reverse” ap-
proach. Conway’s Law [35] was used as an explicit software design constraint.
Investigating organizational requirements first, ArchiXL used these explicitly to
finalise the organizational structure and then use this to drive the definition of
the software architecture. This allowed to smoothly organise the network and al-
locate tasks to skills effectively [152]. Second, all organizations involved were
networked with each other and involved in each other’s work through a shared,
task-centric view. This transformed them from a set of loose organizational si-
los into a mesh of collaborative partner nodes. This increased collaboration and
engagement across the network. This was key to increasing mutual trust. Third,
a task-centric view was adopted to divide work among collaborating participants
in the networked organization. The task-centric view was shared among all par-
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ticipants and updated real-time. This allowed all partners to be aware and view
all concurrent tasks allocated to fellow companies, thus increasing trust across the
network. Fourth, the networked organization inherited many agile practices from
the Scrum way of working [144] (e.g. bi-weekly plenary meetings). These were
mostly used to reflect and collaboratively solve tasks that could not be tackled in
their allotted timeframe. Fifth, finally, the flexible iterative development agenda
was revisited bi-weekly, upgraded and agreed upon during reflection meetings.
The networked organization agreed on the shared agenda increment. This allowed
a plan to emerge spontaneously as the project unfolded.

Label Name Requirement Description
R1 Organizational

Structure
DyNOs feature a complex and rapidly changing organisational
structure. The structure must be made explicit through abstractions
that allow measurement and adaptation. To instrument adaptation
for DyNOs, the connected organizational requirements need to be
managed explicitly, to ensure project success.

R2 Organizational
Structure
Traceability

Organizational structures are generated through organizational (i.e.
socio-technical) decisions that match organizational requirements.
Therefore, organizational requirements need to drive the software
process. Also requirements and decisions taken to match them,
need to be tracked much like common software projects keep track
of software requirements and architecture decisions.

R3 Task-Centric
Project
Visualization

New and changing quality requirements necessitate cooperation on
old and new tasks, to be shared across the development network.
Visualising and (re-)allocating tasks and task dependencies is
imperative.

R4 Reflection
and Strategy
for
Incremental
Planning

DyNOs are incompatible with “classic” project plans [193].
DyNOs need to agree on a schedule of fixed meetings and strategy
in which to devise and divide work in a more agile and adaptable
way. For example, ArchiXL used reflection meetings to decide
work flexibly every iteration (see Fig 6.1).

R5 Awareness
Maintenance

Awareness maintenance must become part of product maintenance
procedures and costs. Maintaining awareness high across the
development network makes sure that the networked organization
stays agile and is able to react to new and changing organizational
requirements. For example ArchiXL fostered trust in partners by
granting open-access to task information and work distribution
across the network (see Fig. 6.2).
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R6 Ad-Hoc
Business
Process
Sharing

DyNOs can reach success only by acting as an organized whole. In
so doing, members of DyNOs agree on a shared business process to
enact for development. For example, ArchiXL agreed on a shared
business process with newcoming partners (see Sect. 6.2.1).

R7 Open-Source-
Like
Community
Support

DyNOs exhibit many similarities with open-source communities.
Pride, engagement and committment to the project become a much
stronger pull than delivery or contract value. These community
aspects need to be fostered. For example, ArchiXL used reflection
meetings and other practices from agile methods to foster
engagement (see Sect. 6.2.1).

R8 Core-
Periphery
Structure
Explicitation

DyNOs exhibit a core-periphery structure [118]. This needs to be
made explicit and supported throughout the project lifecycle. For
example, ArchiXL as core contributor, used a task-centric view to
visualize the distributed division of work with collaborating
organizations (see Fig. 6.2).

R9 Explicit
Open-Teams
Support

DyNOs work as an organised whole, rather than a sum of loosely
cooperating parts with tight decoupling. For example in ArchiXL,
tasks were shared and incremental plans drawn and rethought at
every iteration. Also, the organizational structure was adapted at
every iteration (see Sect. 6.2.1).

R10 Organizational
and Systems
Requirements
Slack

DyNOs need to prepare for the flexible implementation of both
systems and organizational requirements. For example, ArchiXL
was facing the presence of ever-evolving organizational and
functional requirements. Both types of requirements needed
explicit addressing (e.g. by adapting the DyNO and the system
under development).

R11 Explorative
Requirements
Engineering

DyNOs are not assembled for every type of project. For example,
ArchiXL was facing the presence of ever-evolving organizational
and functional requirements. Both types of requirements needed
explicit addressing. This and similar explorative scenarios likely
require DyNOs.

R12 User-Centric
Development

DyNOs likely work for the design and development of innovative,
user-centric systems. These systems involve tackling a wider nature
of requirements. For example, ArchiXL specifically mentioned that
the client was trying to address emerging end-user needs with very
specific and demanding characteristics. This forced ArchiXL and
its partners to forget their classic cook-book and think up new ways
to elicit and satisfy requirements from both the customer and the
end-users.
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R13 Explicit
Conway
Approach

DyNOs require the use of the Conway effect [35], in an explicit
way. A clear picture of the organizational structure emerging in the
networked organization must be used to drive the definition of
workable software architectures. For example, in ArchiXL, some
architecture decisions were explicitly dictated by division-of-work
and work dependency requirements(see Fig. 6.2).

R14 DyNO
Creation and
Continuous
Evolution

DyNOs require mechanisms to support the creation, visualization
and continuous adaptation of networked organizations. Dynamic
internal and external change can trigger network adaptation (e.g. by
requiring the inclusion of additional partners). Change needs to be
tracked and visualised to increase awareness. Effects produced on
the DyNO and the assigned lifecycle need to be tracked.

Table 6.1: Social and Organizational Requirements for DyNOs

6.3 Discussions
To analyse our results we elicited a list of requirements from our scenario and
operated a preliminary mapping with collaboration and governance frameworks
from software engineering and GSE research [174, 118, 93]. As a result, we made
initial observations and remarks (see Sect. 6.3.2). In addition, we compared with
traditional software engineering approaches and evaluated the key differences.

6.3.1 Requirements in Developing with DyNOs
Social and organizational requirements evident in our scenario are summarised on
Table 6.1. Column 1 and 2 provide requirements label and name, respectively.
Column 3 elaborates a description, based on the evidence from our case scenario.

6.3.2 Observations and Remarks
To evaluate the dynamicity in our scenario on the three key dimensions for GSE
projects, we mapped our requirements with the model from [174] (see Fig. 6.3 -
square boxes contain our requirements labels from Table 6.1). More specifically,
a requirement was mapped to a 3C model concept if the challenge represented
by the requirement fell under that concept according to our industrial contacts.
The 3C model states that three basic activities are dominant in (networked) orga-
nizations and their operations for software production: (a) communication with
peers to realise organizational activities; (b) coordination of activities and tasks to
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achieve planned business goals; (c) cooperation on tasks that require concurrent
and shared work/expertise. Underpinning these dominant activities is awareness
[44], i.e. the perceived understanding of the current organizational state. The
mapping in Figure 6.3 shows that DyNOs introduce many challenges for concepts
in the 3C model. We made two observations. First, dynamicity in our scenario re-
quired ArchiXL to refine governance across all dimensions of the 3C model. New
organizational requirements produced three effects: (a) compounded previous re-
quirements, further complicating awareness maintenance across the development
network; (b) required additional cooperation on new interdependent tasks; (c) re-
quired making explicit task-dependencies to aid coordination. More research is
needed on all the above effects. For example, the best practices we elicited from
ArchiXL’s scenario can be further studied to determine their effectiveness in sim-
ilar scenarios. Second, ArchiXL figured out quickly that agile methods produced
two key benefits: (a) reflection sessions at the end of every iteration helped in
reasoning on new organizational requirements for next iterations, i.e. to refine the
development strategy; (b) frequent meetings helped increasing and maintaining
high awareness across the DyNO, i.e. helped in awareness management. This
suggests that the rise of agile methods in industrial practice could be due to an
increased need for handling DyNOs.

Also, to understand the structural requirements resulting from our scenario, we
compared with frameworks from [118] and [93]. This comparison revealed that
DyNOs need visualisation and explicit support to emergent core-periphery orga-
nizational structures. However, visualisation and explicit support should model
organizations, abstracting from the social network underneath. This entails devel-
oping task-centric and organizations-aware models to divide labour across a dis-
tributed development network. Task dependencies and automated task-progress
tracking must be developed to support development with DyNOs.

Many requirements from our list however, cannot immediately map on the 3C
model or the other literature we considered. This suggests that the “organization”
concept is a pervasive and implicit inhabitant of the 3C model. Some uncharted
research paths lie ahead. For example, from R10 and R11, how can DyNOs be
made to function even though organizational requirements are not clear ahead of
start? Also, from R11, what is an ideal Explorative Requirements Engineering
approach to be used in DyNOs? or, from R14, how does the practice of software
architecting change in response to the continuous (co-)evolution of its DyNO?

6.3.3 Key Differences with Traditional Software Engineering
Comparing the operations of DyNOs with traditional approaches we identified
four key differences.

First, traditional engineering approaches use incremental-iterative develop-
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Figure 6.3: 3C Model from [174], as mapped with our requirements.

ment of requirements or tasks. For example, in agile methods incremental and
iterative task-solving is used to carry out development. Conversely, DyNOs have
no reference process model. Rather the process emerges dynamically, based
on organizational requirements that alternate their way during development. For
example, ArchiXL switched between classic plan-based iterative/incremental de-
velopment with a flexible task-based agenda to accommodate new organizational
requirements. Also, DyNOs combine incremental and iterative approaches with
what can be called paused-execution development, i.e. stop developing tasks when
people collectively understand that coordination is too difficult in the current state.

Second, DyNOs start their operation following a Reverse-Conway regime.
Following this regime means studying the organizational structure strengths, weak-
nesses opportunities and threats to infer architecture and coordination require-
ments. This also means that DyNOs’ initial configuration almost becomes the
software architecture. For example, ArchiXL chose to draw and allocate tasks and
their dependencies explicitly following the organizational boundaries and their
characteristics.

Third, traditional software engineering organizations are not required to change
the internal development business process. DyNOs negotiate ad-hoc business
processes shared among participants. The process is built ad-hoc and adapted as
needed. For example, ArchiXL and partners needed to renegotiate the business
process currently in place, every time a new partner was added to the network.

Fourth, traditional software engineering is planned and organised around a
clear vision of the system to be developed. DyNOs first require eliciting organi-
zational-social structure [181] needs. For example, ArchiXL started development
before having a clear vision of needed organizational needs. This forced a paused-
execution, to backtrace organizational needs and use them to increase the devel-
opment network.
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6.4 Conclusion
This chapter contributes to answering RQ 2, namely: “where do OSSs play a
key role during networked software development?” by exploring a real-life sce-
nario in which a dynamic networked organization, which we call a DyNO, was
created by SMEs to collaboratively work on a GSE project. We analysed avail-
able data eliciting a list of social and organizational requirements. Comparing
these requirements with frameworks for collaboration and governance led us to
two conclusions. For example, numerous unexplored venues for research beyond
current software engineering and GSE, focusing on understanding and supporting
more explicitly the changing organizational and social structure of networked or-
ganizations involved. Also, the organization and organizational requirements for
software projects seem to be an absent inhabitant of the 3C model from [174].
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Chapter 7

What is Social Debt In Software
Engineering?1

“Therefore deceive no one, but rather confess ignorance of what you do not know, and
leave each man to devise his own articles of faith for himself.” -

Cit. Arthur Schopenhauer, Essays and Aphorisms

“Social debt” in software engineering informally refers to unforeseen project
cost connected to a “suboptimal” development community. The causes of sub-
optimal development communities can be many, ranging from global distance to
organisational barriers to wrong or uninformed socio-technical decisions (i.e.,
decisions that influence both social and technical aspects of software develop-
ment). Much like technical debt, social debt impacts heavily on software develop-
ment success. We argue that, to ensure quality software engineering, practitioners
should be provided with mechanisms to detect and manage the social debt con-
nected to their development communities. This chapter defines and elaborates
on social debt, pointing out relevant research paths. We illustrate social debt
by comparison with technical debt and discuss common real-life scenarios that
exhibit “sub-optimal” development communities. These scenarios likely require
OSS-based (re-)action.

7.1 Introduction
Software engineering success is increasingly dependent on the well-being of de-
velopers’ communities [95]. In previous chapters (see chapters 3 and 4) we found

1the contents of this chapter were previously published as “D. A. Tamburri, P. Kruchten, P.
Lago, H. van Vliet - proceedings of the 36th International Conference on Software Engineering,
ICSE 2013 - Collaborative and Human Aspects in Software Engineering Workshop Series “What
is Social Debt In Software Engineering?” - San Francisco (CA)”
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many decisions influencing community well-being. For example, changing the
structure of the development community (e.g., through outsourcing), changing the
development process (e.g., by adopting agile methods), leveraging on global col-
laboration (e.g., by striking a balance between formal and informal communica-
tion across global sites) are all socio-technical decisions, i.e., social and technical
at the same time, that influence the state and welfare of developing communi-
ties and their members [181]. The social connotation of these decisions, changes
the way people interact with others in the development community (e.g., collab-
oration between closed- and open-source is subject to formal filtering protocols)
[182]. The technical connotation of these decisions, changes the way in which
development tasks are worked out (e.g., in agile methods a “pull” task-allocation
is used, as opposed to classic “push”). Wrong or uninformed socio-technical deci-
sions cause additional cost on software projects and the development community
around them. This cost is not immediately visible and its resolution is often post-
poned. Also, being connected to people, the cost increases as more projects are
worked out by the same, “faulty” community.

This extra cost is conceptually similar to technical debt [98]. However it is
not necessarily related to code and it is “social” in nature, i.e., connected to peo-
ple and their development organisation. Paraphrasing Cunningham [41] who first
introduced technical debt, social debt can be thought as: “not quite right develop-
ment community - which we postpone making right”.

While technical debt has received increased attention over the years, this other
form of debt, namely “social debt” has remained latent and relatively unexplored.
For instance, software engineering practitioners still lack a way to formalise socio-
technical decisions and measure the debt (if any) connected to these decisions.

This chapter discusses social debt pivoting around a provocative research ques-
tion: “what is social debt?” First, we analyse scenarios from practice that can
teach us what social debt is and what it is not. Second, we illustrate characteris-
tics and challenges of social debt comparing with technical debt [98].

From the comparison with technical debt, we learned that social debt is, at first
glance, erratic and unpredictable. A community could present an “ideal” structure
and incur social debt later. Conversely, by discussing scenarios from practice we
learned that a (precise) definition for social debt is far from being a simple matter
of visualising a development community and studying its properties.

7.2 What Is Social Debt?
From sociological literature, quoting from Muir [135] “social debt of a society
represents the set of strained social relationships that emerges as a consequence
of debtor-creditor circumstances”. In software engineering the same concept can
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Figure 7.1: Visualising Technical Debt: Invisible technicalities with negative value [98].

be used, for example, to represent the lack of trust within a community [131]
or the degree to which it is immature or unable to tackle a certain development
problem. First, using four scenarios we observed in practice, we discuss possible
characteristics of communities that suggest the presence of social debt. Finally,
following the analogy with technical debt, we explore challenges connected to the
study of social debt.

7.2.1 Is your community in debt?
In the following, we consider four simple scenarios we observed in software engi-
neering industrial practice, to exemplify social debt. To instrument our discussion
on the notion of social debt, we studied the concepts emerging from technical debt
(see Fig. 7.1) and mapped our scenarios on the four quadrants, defining the sym-
metric concepts for social debt (see Fig. 7.2). Scenario 1 was tailored from [117].
Scenario 3 can be observed online, accessing the Apache Foundation community.
Finally, we observed Scenario 2 and 4 while working with two of our industrial
partners (their name is confidential).

Scenario 1 - A company uses communication filtering guidelines (e.g., know-
ledge-passing checklists to protect certain knowledge assets) to protect industrial
secrets in the communication with outsourced partners. In this case the use of pro-
tection guidelines is an explicit socio-technical decision that produces a positive
effect (protecting industrial secrets). The effect is a feature of the development
community, something that is explicitly deployed and whose costs become a cal-
culated risk. We do not observe any social debt in this case. The community
features guidelines to protect industrial secrets. This effect is expected and its im-
pact is constant, it doesn’t introduce a cost which increases over time, rather saves
money connected to loss of industrial secrets.

Scenario 2 - A company adopts Enterprise Social Networking (ESN) tech-
nologies to invest on IT-supported collaborative work. Using ESNs is a socio-
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technical decision, since it changes how people perceive their peers and changes
the way tasks are allocated and carried-out. However, these socio-technical ef-
fects are both positive (increase awareness and reachability of people) and invisi-
ble (they are emergent properties of the social community of developers). These
effects can be made evident by making explicit the architecture of the develop-
ment community, i.e., the set of quantities (e.g., number of members, frequency
of communication) and qualities (e.g., informality vs. formality, or situatedness
vs. dispersion) that describe a community’s structure and properties. The positive
effect does not generate (or feed into) a social debt, rather it potentially increases
the revenue stream from the developers’ community behaviour by reducing col-
laboration and knowledge-retrieval times [110].

Scenario 3 - A company develops using three sites in collaboration with an
open-source community. The informal, erratic frequency of open-source contri-
butions is not consequent to any socio-technical decision. Rather the effect is an
emergent feature of open-source communities. However, in collaboration with
closed-source communities, this feature of open-source communities produces
negative effects (e.g., unpredictable releases) within the mixed open-/closed-source
community in our scenario. These consequences are visible to all within the de-
velopment community. The negative effects however, are accepted and mediated
through ad-hoc, explicit integration guidelines, e.g., [195]. The effect (originally
a feature of pure open-source) becomes a defect when open- and closed-source are
mixed. The explicit nature of the community defect does not create a social debt,
on the contrary, the effect is visible and recognised and its negative side is medi-
ated and worked upon through specific agreements. The development community
adapts to the explicit presence of the defect using ad-hoc guidelines.

Scenario 4 - Finally, consider a scenario in which a company aims at reno-
vating a legacy product where the original development knowledge and expertise
went lost (e.g., people retired or architecture is eroded [128]). This is common
practice in software engineering, where teams are dismantled “automatically”
when the project is finished, often without explicit hand-overs or quality documen-
tation. In this case, the socio-technical decision to renovate without the original
community and its knowledge exposes an invisible and negative effect: a social
debt. People, expertise and knowledge previously developing and sustaining the
product are lost. The current community developing on the product is sub-optimal,
and needs unplanned investment to equalise the debt (e.g., by reverse-engineering
lost knowledge). The additional cost remains invisible until the company kicks off
the modernisation project. Moreover, the cost increases linearly with the increased
need for lost knowledge, i.e., as more parts of the system need to be modernised.
A direct consequence of social debt is that company is likely to spend far more
than planned.
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Figure 7.2: Visualising Social Debt: invisible community properties with a negative
effect for development.

7.2.2 How is your social debt different than your technical debt?
Technical debt studies ways to maintain the balance between rapid deployment
and long-term value [98, 34]. Fig. 7.1 sketches the notion of technical debt. Works
proposed under the technical debt banner provide practitioners with methods and
metrics for its evaluation and tracking [108, 119].

Table 7.1 contains an initial mapping between social debt and concepts/charac-
teristics related to technical debt from [98, 41, 34, 108, 119]. Column 1 explores
technical debt characteristics; Column 2 summarises technical debt challenges;
Column 3 matches technical debt with related concepts we can observe for social
debt while Column 4 summarises our observations and challenges on social debt.
This exercise reveals that challenges for social debt on Table I can be clustered
in three research areas: (a) measuring and predicting social debt; (b) visualising
and analysing development community status; (c) establishing and mitigating the
impact of social debt. All three areas can inherit much from technical debt both in
methods and tools. Each of the areas presents many intriguing research questions,
for example: (a) how can the development community be measured to find its
social debt, if any?; (b) What aspects of a development community need to be
made explicit to determine its performance?; and, (c) How can social debt be
measured to calculate risks of evolvability and quality?

We recognise, however, that before exploring other research questions our
main research question deserves a well defined and clear-cut answer: What is
social debt?

7.3 Observations and Discussion
In the conjecture mapping with technical debt we operated, social debt is the in-
visible and negative value current state of organizational and social affairs within
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Technical Debt (TD) TD Challenges Social Debt (SD) SD Challenges
Technical debt is invisible
and negative value
connected the current state
of software development.
Ultimately, technical debt
is connected to incomplete,
immature, or inadequate
artefacts in the software
development lifecycle.

The challenge is
making the debt
explicit and
associating it with
an intelligible
state.

Social debt is invisible and
negative value connected to
the current state of the
development community.
Social debt is connected to
incomplete, immature or
inadequate development
community to enact the
development problem at
hand.

Similarly to technical debt,
social debt needs to be
made explicit. Also,
methods must be provided
to understand how can the
development community be
measured to find its social
debt in the current
configuration (if any)

Software development is
enacted as a sequence of
changes, most of them
improvements. At some
point in time, changes clash
with current development
perspectives and cause
additional rework. The total
cost of their rework is
known as technical debt.

The challenge is
tracking changes
and detect-
ing/predicting the
points in time that
determine debt.

A software development
community is subject to
social (e.g., global
collaboration) and technical
changes (e.g., changing
development framework). At
some point in time changes
cause a sub-optimal
configuration (e.g., lacking
manpower, expertise,
resources, etc.). The cost
associated to the
“sub-optimal” configuration
is an “indebtment”, compared
to an “optimal” configuration.

The challenge is
understanding the
conditions and missing
data (social-, tech-,
socio-technical) that lead
social debt. Moreover, the
conditions that call for a
certain decision can be used
to predict the emergence of
social debt. Finally, plenty
of work from technical debt
can support the study of
both challenges. Feasibility
studies need to assess
best-fit approaches from
technical debt.

Technical debt is all about
decision-making: from
architecture, to coding and
testing, all decisions (taken
mostly during
release-planning) can
create technical debt either
contained in the system
(release) being developed
or its documentation.

The challenge is
instrumenting
decisions such that
informed
decision-making
can be done.

Social debt is a consequence
of poor or uninformed
decision-making on both
social and technical aspects
during software development.
Social and technical debt are
therefore profoundly
intertwined.

The main challenge here is
to study mechanisms and
metrics from technical debt
and reapply them in the
study of social debt.

Technical debt influences
negatively two key aspects:
(a) evolution of software;
(b) quality of software.

The challenge is
measuring
evolution and
quality in terms of
technical debt such
that trade-off
analysis is
possible.

Social debt negatively
influences many development
success dimensions,
including evolution (e.g.,
long-term maintenance, if
community doesn’t retain key
expertise), quality (e.g.,
marketability, if community
doesn’t support explicitly
continuous integration of
dynamic user requirements).

Challenges involve
measuring social debt and
calculate quality risks
connected to delayed
resolution. In addition,
frameworks must be
developed to instrument
community status to
represent a proxy for
end-product quality, much
like CMMI is used to
establish software process
quality, i.e., what can
represent a metric for a
development community’s
maturity or value?

Technical debt is a financial
figure connected to the cost
of a software project. Cost
estimation frameworks
(e.g., Net Present Value,
etc.) can be used to
understand or track
technical debt.

The challenge is
associating a value
to relevant figures
involved (e.g.,
current
functionality,
remaining
resources).

Organisations have done
manpower cost estimation for
years. Social debt (if any)
represents a financial figure
associated to the
instantaneous configuration
of a software development
community.

A key challenge is
visualising a development
community status such
that it can be studied (e.g.,
to compute or track social
debt).

Technical debt is both
intentional and
unintentional. For example,
designers often unwillingly
make decisions with
embedded debt. The debt
should become a calculated
risk, but often doesn’t.

The challenge is
understanding
which dimensions
of debt emerge as a
consequence of
certain design
decisions and how
to make decisions
explicit.

Social Debt is implicit in the
socio-technical decisions that
drive software development.

(Again) a key challenge is
establishing what
information needs to be
make explicit to study
social debt. If there is any
relation between social
and technical debt, this
must be used to track both
at the same time during
the software lifecycle.

Software delivery is the
only savoury cure for
technical debt. Companies
that are willing to make a
gain on technical debt with
their designs need to
deliver before the design
payoff line2.

The challenge is
determine the
payoff line for
every development
scenario.

While technical debt is
’curable’ with delivery, there
is no immediate cure for the
social debt of a development
community. The community
needs to be made ’right’ so
that it can improve its
performance for future
projects.

A key challenge is
establishing mechanisms
to make social debt
“right”. Investing money
to add more people is not
the answer, according to
Brooke’s law [14].

Technical debt residing at
the design level, can be
detected using automatic
static analysis, code smells,
detection of design pattern
grimes and similar code
analysis techniques.

The challenge is to
find the appropriate
combination of
tools and analyses
to spot technical
debt in its various
dimensions.

Detection of social debt is
particularly difficult since its
existence is tied to a
community of people rather
than source code or similar
(analyzable) artefacts.

Similarly to technical debt,
social debt needs its tools
and approaches. The field
of technical debt can be
used as a foundry, e.g., for
feasibility studies,
simulations and similar
explorative research.

Table 7.1: Social Debt vs. Technical Debt
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a software project, as caused and affected by past organizational and social deci-
sions. Following our previous discussion on the notion of social debt (see Section
7.2), we made three key observations.

First, a definition for social debt is far from being a clear-cut financial figure
connected to the configuration of development people. For example, the first and
second scenario both show a visible effect that organisations produce or accept to
proceed with development. However, communities are unpredictable and erratic,
and there might be no simple way to establish and track the “stability” or “wel-
fare” of this configuration. By using the framework in Fig. 7.2 we have intuitively
categorised the decisions from said scenarios as a community feature and bug
respectively but we have no way of knowing if the produced effect is indeed pos-
itive/negative and if it stays positive/negative. Consequently we can observe that
social debt is much more dynamic and unpredictable than technical debt. Further
discussion and study is needed to establish the boundaries of this dynamicity.

Second, while technical debt is residing within the system codebase and re-
lated artefacts, social debt seems more pervasive and intertwined with technical
debt. For example, in scenario 4, a socio-technical decision (e.g., using additional
people as consultants to help with product renewal) can generate both technical
(e.g., missing or “hunch” based architectural reasoning from the consultants) and
social debt (e.g., incremental uncooperativeness of development community with
“technical experts” added to the game). Therefore, besides incurring technical
debt, any socio-technical decision can produce within the community any or all
the effects from Fig. 7.2. Consequently, we argue that the relation between tech-
nical and social debt deserves further study.

Third, mechanisms in technical debt endeavour to produce financial figures
(i.e., value) to represent the debt. These financial figures are usually produced
measuring code and other software artefacts. When reproducing Fig. 7.2 from
Fig. 7.1, we deliberately used the word “effect” rather than “value” because we
need more research to understand what and how to measure or quantify the effects
we exemplified in Section 7.2. Additional investigation should focus on the causal
relations behind the social effects we exemplified, before the word “value” can be
used.

7.4 Conclusion
This chapter, together with Chapter 6, contributes to answering RQ 2, namely:
“where do OSSs play a key role during networked software development?” by
discussing the notion of social debt from multiple perspectives. We operated two
analyses to avail our discussion of the notion: first, we investigated example sce-
narios from practice that uncover some possible characteristics of social debt; sec-
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ond, we compared our understanding of social debt to technical debt, identifying
possible research challenges.

We found that mapping social debt to technical debt leaves many interesting
research questions open. These questions might lead to deepen software engi-
neers’ understanding of the many dimensions behind social debt in software en-
gineering communities and how it can lead to failure. However, we learned that
much work is still needed to properly define and study social debt in software
engineering or its unforeseeable variations, e.g., over performing communities,
working well also in presence of debt. In addition, we also learned that social debt
is very dynamic in nature. This dynamic nature must be (semi-)formally defined
and visualised before it can be studied and/or measured. Finally, we learned that
“pinpointing” and isolating social debt is very difficult, given its interconnection
with software people and artefacts.

The main contributions of this chapter are twofold: first, we investigate sce-
narios from practice that lead to social debt “characteristics”; second we provide
challenges within the study of social debt, by comparing it with technical debt.
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Chapter 8

Services for Networked Software
Development: A Feasibility Study1

Networked Software Development is a business strategy to realise software chea-
per or faster, e.g. through round-the-clock productivity. However, this strategy
creates a volatile and unstable process in which many actors interact together
against unpredictable premises (e.g. cultural or time differences), often produc-
ing unexpected outcomes (e.g. compacting effects of distance and time). Service
Networks (SNs) are networks of service-oriented applications (nodes) that col-
laborate adaptively towards a common goal. SNs offer a way to represent GSE
professionals through service-oriented “social” nodes in a “small-world” net-
work (much like a Facebook for a specific GSE project). This chapter presents
SNs as adaptable social networks (SNGSE) to support the collaborations (edges
of SNGSE) of GSE teams (nodes of SNGSE). Finally, the chapter illustrates the
validity of this claim through scenario-analysis and simulations.

8.1 Introduction
Producing software in a networked fashion is a business decision. As a conse-
quence of this decision, teams’ time, space and culture distance pose challenges
both social and technical. Social challenges, such as cultural barriers, language
difference, social class, unawareness of others limit the degree to which teams in-
volved in GSE are able to share information effectively and collaborate efficiently.

1the contents of this chapter were previously published as “D.A. Tamburri, Going Global With
Agile Service Networks - International Conference on Software Engineering (ICSE), Doctoral
Symposium, 2012 34th International Conference on, 1475-1478” and “D.A. Tamburri, I.S. Razo-
Zapata, H. Fernndez, C. Tedeschi, Simulating awareness in global software engineering: a com-
parative analysis of scrum and agile service networks - Principles of Engineering Service Oriented
Systems (PESOS), 2012 ICSE - p. 31–37”
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Technical challenges, such as space distance, information discontinuity between
timezones, geolocalization of development resources hinder the way productivity
can be coordinated on a global scale. These challenges inhibit teams’ communica-
tion and collaboration to a point where project failure risk increases [80, 68, 158].
Major causes for delays and cost explosion in GSE projects are miscommunica-
tion on project requirements, deadlines and architecture [43]. To exemplify these
issues consider the following simple (yet common) scenario [83, 73]:
“An unavoidable technical constraint discovered by a programmer causes design
to be reworked, designers negotiate an adjustment in requirements with system
analysts and modify their designs appropriately. Subsequently, this technical con-
straint is raised repeatedly by other programmers who were not informed of the
design changes (or using designs that may have been unrelated to the adjusted
design, but related to affected requirements). This chaos wastes time and effort
and causes unnecessary aggravation to the development team.”
GSE technical difficulties should be supported through socially-enabled technolo-
gies for the above challenges to be overcome [80]. These technologies would
be able to avert chaos by automatically linking together the people involved, in-
creasing their awareness. SNs are emerging networks of collaborative service
applications (nodes) which interoperate through agile transactions (edges), i.e.
transactions which react to context change dynamically adapting themselves [22].
SNs stem from the business decision of corporate collaborations to be formed
globally, in pursuit of business gain for the nodes involved (i.e. every corporate
partner) [45]. A fundamental similarity can be identified between GSE and SNs.
Both stem from business decisions. Moreover, a crucial complementarity exists
between them. On one side, GSE needs dynamism among nodes (development
teams) and their collaboration towards business gain (timely delivery). On the
other, SNs are supporting dynamic collaborations among nodes which are team-
ing up to increase business gain. These relations led us to consider three potentials
of SNs: (a) Collaborativeness as well as context adaptability make SNs ideal to
develop flexible social-networking tools for GSE; (b) being service-based, SNs
can be used in the cloud, using its services to further support GSE; (c) SNs’ emer-
gence makes them ideal to build dynamic communication tools against distance in
time and space. Based on these considerations, we argue that GSE challenges can
be overcome through an SN-based social network (SNGSE) providing agility of
communications and collaborations (edges of SNGSE) to globally located IT pro-
fessionals (nodes of SNGSE). Global professionals can be represented as nodes in
an agile (i.e. adaptable and emergent) organizational social network to deliver the
final product, just-in-time and sufficiently-good. In this chapter we sustain this
argument, by modelling and analyzing prototypes for regular Scrum- and SNs-
supported awareness in a GSE “wicked-problem” scenario. Simulating the two
prototypes and comparing results, we found that indeed SNs show promise as
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awareness support mechanisms in GSE. The next section provides detail of the
research design and challenges.

8.2 Research Design

8.2.1 Problem Statement
Distances in time and space make it impossible for GSE teams to communicate
and coordinate their effort in an efficient manner [80]. Technical challenges, such
as information discontinuity between timezones, limit the advantages of GSE.
Social challenges, such as language difference and social class difference, inhibit
collaborativeness among GSE teams, increasing its chances of failure [158].
How can SNs be used to support networked software development scenarios such
as GSE? Our hypothesis is that SNs can be used to reduce latency times of
“wicked-problems” (e.g. bugs, errors in documentation, mistaken design deci-
sions, employee turnovers, etc.) by supporting status awareness among GSE pro-
fessionals.

8.2.2 Our Proposed Solution
Stemming from the concepts and definitions in chapter 1, the solution we advocate
is an SN-based social network (SNGSE) with the following characteristics:

1. Agile context awareness. SNs are able to detect changes in the context and
dynamically support different scenarios as needed. In GSE for instance,
round-the-clock productivity could be supported by dynamically allocating
collaborations between teams, by modeling each developer as a set of skills
and allowing for their seamless (re-)allocation based on their timezone, lo-
cation and needs. Also, seamless hand-off of relevant informations between
two contiguous timezones could be used to ease the coordination of sequen-
tial or dependent work packages.

2. Deployed in the cloud. Cloud computing, has potentials which fit with GSE
needs [126, 176]. For instance, GSE resources rendered available in the
cloud allow for rapid resource location and access on a global scale. Also,
communication and information continuity between timezones may be re-
quested as needed.

3. Satisfying GSE social requirements. GSE teams together create an Organi-
zational Social Structure (OSS) [155], part of a global corporation. Social
interactions in OSSs depend on personal- or corporate-specific practices,
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which include work habits, methods, technologies to support cooperation,
etc. In GSE, for instance, supporting social interactions among developers
from different companies and cultures, would require letting them use own
tools, languages and own methods seamlessly. SNs can help in doing that
through adaptable creation of service compositions or transparent informa-
tion proxying (i.e. providing seamless switching between answering nodes
in case of difficulty). Another example could be using SNs to autonomously
try and assemble a common tool-workbench for all teams. Lastly, an SN to
support GSE could compute the work allocation to teams, using (up-to-date
and context-aware information) project requirements, etc.

4. Project-centric as well as People-centric. Enterprise Social Networking
technologies already exist which could potentially represent (and support-
ing) the social network of an entire corporation. What is still missing is the
dynamic / automatic adjustment of its granularity, to support the global soft-
ware development project (against its changing context) as well as the peo-
ple involved (e.g. technicians, developers, managers, etc.). Moreover, none
of these technologies provide flexible and adaptable collaboration channels
(e.g. adaptable status-tracking, always-on reachability of key roles, world-
wide project chatter, etc.) among professionals collaborating in the same
GSE effort.

Figure 8.1: SNs for GSE

Figure 8.1 tries to visualize the concept we have in mind. In our vision different
globally-distributed teams (upper part) can be linked with devices ( e.g. comput-
ers, in the lower part). The network links professionals (below) but brings them
together into an emergent social network (above) which supports their collabora-
tion as well as their sense of participation to a project. This can support them in
coordinating their effort or prevent disaster scenarios.
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With respect to the example in section 8.1, the solution we have in mind would
make the global software engineering network, more “agile” in three dimensions:
(a) awareness - every node would be proactively aware of the status and pres-
ence of all others; (b) emergence - SNs could increase-decrease their functionality
through cloud, adding and removing capabilities, devices, people and commodi-
ties as needed; (c) organization - our SNs would support the OSS of the current
GSE, adapting it if needed, thereby strengthening the organizational efficiency of
GSE efforts, by virtue of Conway’s law [35].

8.2.3 Case Scenario
The case scenario we used to validate our solution was refined from [33], and
inspired by a real-life situation. It can be summarized as follows:
The LOOSE (Large Overly-Occupied Software Engineering) company develops
product Y, using 5 teams (of various specialty and members’ number) in 4 different
timezones, namely: team 1 is in UTC -8, Los Angeles; team 2 is in UTC -5,
Washington, DC; team 3 and 4 are in UTC +1, Berlin and Rome respectively;
Team 5 is in UTC +5, New Delhi. Product Y is under stringent time-to-market
(rather than budget) constraints since it is a revolutionary product. Y cannot
miss its delivery deadline. Before kick-off, management in LOOSE, decides that Y
needs 8 tasks:

1. requirements engineering

2. requirements validation with stakeholder

3. service-oriented analysis and design

4. service development and testing

5. service integration

6. product quality estimation and monitoring

7. process monitoring

8. integration verification

To speed up production, all tasks are started at once, upon project kick-off at
day D. As a consequence, timing is critical. We have used a value model to graph-
ically represent the GSE business idea. The value model in Figure 8.2 describes
not only the tasks to be performed and the teams in charge, but also the value ex-
changes among the tasks and their dependencies. In this way, we can have a better
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Figure 8.2: Task-to-team matching through the e3value approach.

understanding of the contribution that each task brings to the whole business idea,
i.e. what is the value of performing a given task.

Since a deep explanation about value modeling is out of the scope, we only
describe the main concepts in Figure 8.2 2. At the top, a service bundle (the GSE
solution) provides the required value objects to cope with the stakeholders need,
i.e. the progress report, the quality estimation document and the integrated system
solution, tested and verified against the requirements. At the bottom, the tasks 1 to
5 support the functioning of the tasks 6, 7 and 8. Making this distinction provides
insights on which part of the GSE development network might be more sensitive
to changes.

In order to provide a valuable GSE solution (both customers and teams meet
their expectations), all the value exchanges in Figure 8.2 must be realized. Within
the GSE context, Scrum approaches are used to achieve this objective. Nonethe-
less, we propose a novel approach based on Agile Service Networks that is ex-
plained in the following sections.

2For a deep explanation on value modelling the reader is referred to [66].
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8.2.4 Wicked Problem
At day D + 21, an unavoidable technical constraint discovered by a programmer
in team 5 causes design to be reworked and some requirements to be changed (up-
dated). Designers (in teams 1 and 2) are immediately alerted through phone calls,
but time-distance forces 1 day of overhead. At day D + 22, designers immediately
negotiate an adjustment in requirements with system analysts from team 2 and
modify their designs appropriately. Subsequently, at day D + 23, the same tech-
nical constraint is raised repeatedly by other programmers in team 4 who were
not informed of the design changes (or were using designs that may have been
unrelated to the adjusted design, but related to the affected requirements). At D +
24, team 4 is able to contact teams 1, 2 and 3 and is able to limit damages to an
additional 1 day overhead.

The concern exposed in the scenario is that, quoting form [33]:

“the participants must be kept aware of the development process,
while striking a balance between providing information germane to
their current work responsibilities and limiting extraneous, redun-
dant information that overwhelms developers or desensitizes them to
awareness mechanisms”

8.2.5 Scenario Alternatives
The value network from Figure 8.2 represents value objects being exchanged in
the above scenario. We prototyped the awareness mechanisms in this scenario in
two flavors: one features regular Scrum teams, and the other features SNs.

Scrum Alternative: The set of goals for each task is devised following Scrum
guidelines (i.e. loosely dependent increments). Essentially, Scrum proposes ag-
ile and adaptable control. Intermediate milestones and frequent meetings in close
time-zones, are planned so that all teams can rendez-vous, evaluate and merge
progress so far, as well as to plan next sprints. Communication tools used are com-
monly e-mails, dedicated forums, dedicated phone lines, corporate cell-phones
as well as dedicated mailing lists for Scrum Masters, and micro-blogging (e.g.
skype). No live status-updates are shared. Scrum Masters are able to contact
directly, through mailing lists and planned meetings. Team-specific awareness in-
formation (i.e. status updates of single Scrum members) is exchanged (locally) at
daily debriefings. Overall project awareness is exchanged daily between Scrum
Masters at planned end-shift debriefings. In the worst-case scenario (such as the
one we are considering), the awareness information is disseminated in a quasi-
hierarchical way, since commonly Scrum Masters are the ones which directly
transmit awareness information between Scrum teams in different sites.
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SNs Alternative: Nodes in the SN represent each developer. Developers
working on the same task (or on related tasks) are linked by an edge and auto-
mated status updates are fed reciprocally. More specifically, our hypothesis is that
this layout, in addition to status self-update, limits the awareness information only
to the strictly needed information (i.e. only developers that need to receive status
updates, actually do receive it), therefore complying to the concern expressed at
the end of Section 8.2.4. Also, the dynamicity and emergence mechanisms of SNs
make it possible to dynamically add services as needed [185], to reach develop-
ers in many emergency circumstances, e.g. when they are off-line, adding SMS
messaging systems can increase the probability of reaching them.

8.3 Prototype Implementation
In this section, we discuss the implementation of software prototype for both the
alternatives described in section 8.2.5, namely SNs-based and Scrum-based. Both
prototypes are written in Java.

8.3.1 SN-based Awareness Prototype
In order to accommodate the need for more dynamic and decentralized coordi-
nation mechanism in SNs, we designed a fully decentralized P2P architecture in
conjunction with a chemistry-inspired coordination model. Our design complies
with SNs characteristics [180, 185], as well as SOA principles presented in [67].

The SN nodes represent the work-units within the network; their relations are
defined by affinity (collaboration on same tasks and data dependencies). Likewise,
the interactions among nodes are made possible by using a Gossip-based [94]
message propagation mechanism: messages are transferred across neighbors until
they reach the destination node. Such a communication mechanism allows to
share the knowledge among the nodes in the network, as well as improving the
status awareness of each node, as we detail in Section 8.4.

On the other hand, the proposed decentralized architecture solves the scala-
bility issue since there is no need for a single coordinator node: each SN node is
autonomous. To provide this autonomic behavior, we decided to use a chemistry-
inspired coordination model, in which molecules of data react among them un-
til a stable state is reached. In this chemical model, the information is seen as
molecules moving across the nodes (membranes), and the computation as chem-
ical reactions between these molecules. More precisely, we use a higher-order
chemical language called HOCL [4]. HOCL is a rule-based execution language
that considers the reaction rules as molecules, so that reactions can be applied on
other reactions, in other words, programs modifying other programs, what gives
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Figure 8.3: Service Network for LOOSE.

the dynamicity of our model. Following the HOCL syntax, a program is a solution
of molecules, formally a multiset of atoms, denoted A1, A2, . . . ,An - “,” being
the associative and commutative operator of construction of compound molecules.
Atoms can be constants (integers, booleans, etc.), reaction rules, tuples of n atoms,
denoted A1:A2:. . . :An, or sub-solutions, denoted 〈Mi〉, where Mi is the molecule
content of the sub-solution. A reaction involves a reaction rule replace P by M
if V and a molecule N satisfying the pattern P and the reaction condition V . The
reaction consumes the molecule N, to produce a new molecule M. This rule can
react as long as some molecule satisfying the pattern P exists in the solution.

In Figure 8.3, we illustrate the SN realizing the GSE scenario from Section
8.2.5. Each node includes a chemical engine which appears as a module hidden
to the end-user. That engine is composed by three components: a multiset, a JMS
server and an HOCL interpreter. The multiset acts as local storage space con-
taining all the molecules. The communication mechanism is built upon a Java
Message Service (JMS) publisher/subscriber module. SN nodes communicate
with each other through message exchange. The low layer of each engine is an
HOCL interpreter based on the on-the-fly compilation of HOCL specifications.
This HOCL interpreter processes the content of the multiset in which a set of rules
expose the different services provided by each node. For instance, we defined a set
of rules for the management of the project status information into the network. We
now review two of these rules illustrated in Algorithm 1. The propagateBug rule
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is in charge of the propagation of molecules representing a wicked-problem which
was detected in the system. When reacting, this rule consumes two molecules: a
molecule BUG:id:desc giving information about a bug with an identifier and a
short description of the problem, and another molecule with the form BUG TO:〈
dest1, ..., destn 〉 specifying the neighbours that have to receive this information.
Rule createBug produces a bug molecule from an indetifier and a short descrip-
tion of a wicked problem. Consequently, the resulting molecule will trigger the
propagateBug rule.

ALGORITHM 1: Basic generic rules.
2.01 let createBug = replace bugId, description

2.02 by BUG:bugId:description

2.03 let propagateBug = replace BUG:id:desc, BUG TO:〈 dest1, ..., destn 〉
2.04 by transferMolecule(BUG:id:desc, dest1), BUG:id:desc, BUG TO:〈 destn 〉
2.05 let timezone = replace-one TIMEZONE:value

2.06 by TIMEZONE:getCurrentLocation()

This prototype has some similarities with the decentralized workflow man-
agement system presented in [57], in which the chemical coordination model was
adopted for the execution of workflows in a decentralized way.

8.3.2 Scrum-based Awareness Prototype
A similar implementation, inspired by descriptions in [144, 116, 38] is used for
the Scrum alternative. Two key factors make the Scrum alternative different to
the SN-based alternative: 1) propagation of status reports between Scrum teams
in our “wicked-problem” scenario takes place daily, only between Scrum Leaders
(e.g. the companies in the scenario are Small-Medium-Enterprises new to Scrum
and GSE, therefore they do not know each other); 2) there exists working-time
overlaps between teams during which, propagation time of status reports is iden-
tical to SNs (since developers can access immediately to mails or forums, etc.).
This prototype uses the similar rules for message propagation and another rule to
obtain the current local time from the geo-location of each node. Thus, the time-
zone rule produces a molecule with the form TIMEZONE:value representing the
current time-zone of a node. This molecule will be consumed during the propa-
gation process to provoke a degradation to those teams with a different local time
and no working-time overlapping.
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8.4 Results and Discussion
Our objective is here to show how the SNs are able to augment the “error” aware-
ness of a project in the sense that the project status information is percieved sooner
by their participants than using the traditional Scrum systems. Thus, Scrum notifi-
cation systems can cause delays for the perception of such information depending
on its tree-like structure and different team locations on Earth.

Experiments were conducted over the French National Grid platform called
Grid’5000 [12]. More specifically, these experiments were conducted on the para-
pide, paramount and paradent clusters, located in Rennes. The parapide cluster
is composed of nodes equipped with two quad-core Intel Xeon X5570, 24 GB
of RAM; the paramount cluster provides nodes with two quad-core Intel Xeon
L5148 LV processors, 30 GB of RAM, and the paradent cluser is equipped with
two quad-core Intel Xeon L5420 processors. All three clusters are furnished with
40GB InfiniBand Ethernet cards.

8.4.1 Scrum vs SNs
In a first experiment, we measured the time spent to propagate a set of errors
all over the two network prototypes, namely SNs (which are small-world by def-
inition) and Scrum (which creates a hierarchical message passing mechanisms
between Scrum Masters).

• Scrum - Hierarchical organizes the different teams in a tree-like struc-
ture. This structure in conjunction with the different team locations can
cause delays from 1 hour to 8 hours for the perception of a project status
change. In such a way, three assumptions have been made during the exe-
cution of our experiment. First, a delay of one second is introduced, during
the propagation process, per hour of difference and per transaction between
teams linked and located in different timezones. Second, there is no delay
when there are working-time overlaps between teams during the transaction.
Third, teams located in the same region have zero delay.

• SNs - Small-world organizes the teams depending valuable data exchanges
between them. With this topology, the project status information is prop-
agated to all the participants into the network, even if most of them are
not neighbors. Similarly, small-world topology minimizes wiring costs and
supports the dynamic nature of the SNs (e.g. allows/eases adaptation or
emergence mechanisms, etc.). Therefore, there is no delay depending on its
structure or on team location.

Figure 8.4 plots the time of reception for an error notification, against the
number of network nodes. In Figure 8.4, we can appreciate the high-awareness
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Figure 8.4: Two solutions for the coordination in GSE.

(i.e. lower time values) of a GSE system with a small-world topology (two curves
in the bottom). This topology enables to propagate the errors to all the participants
in a shorter period of time, while in systems with a hierarchical topology, the team
organization and the mentioned delay produce a performance degradation which
is independent of the quantity of errors to be propagated. Scrum Masters, in the
tree-like organization, can provoke small bottlenecks to the whole system during
the propagation. Moreover, we can make two observations.

On one hand, we show the acceptable behavior of both alternatives when scal-
ing out and increasing the number of concurrent status-reports. This suggests that
Scrum Masters, in the way they are set to communicate with the rest of the de-
velopment network, constitute bottlenecks but allow handling part of the errors
locally, rather than diffusing them network-wide. On the other hand, it is notice-
able how SNs’ time tends to increase exponentially when the number of nodes
increase (it can be seen by confronting the slope of the curve at the bottom of the
graph in Figure 8.4, and the one immediately above it). This suggests that the
dynamicity behind SNs should be studied further to tune it for GSE. An additional
simulation could be conducted to compare the two prototypes at the increase of
concurrent nodes as well as concurrent notifications.

As a result however, our system represents a proof of concept in the sense that
SNs are a well-suited model for the management of awareness in GSE “wicked-
problem” scenarios.

8.5 Conclusion
This chapter contributes to answering RQ 3.a, namely: “How can we design to
support OSSs in action?” by presenting SN-based support for GSE. Finally, we
simulated and compared SNs and Scrum-like solutions, to understand SNs’ feasi-
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bility as awareness support mechanisms in GSE “wicked-problem” scenarios. For
this simulation we implemented two prototypes and evaluated them in a chemical-
reaction based test engine. On one hand, our results show that SNs are indeed fea-
sible to support awareness in GSE. SNs dynamicity allows them to reach nodes,
withstanding increased concurrent status notifications. On the other hand, our re-
sults also uncover that SNs may not be able to scale with the increase of concurrent
nodes.
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Chapter 9

Designing Service Networks for
Development Communities1

Communities of developers have rapidly become global, encompassing multi-
ple timezones and cultures alike. In previous chapters investigated the possible
shapes of communities for software development. In addition, we explored mecha-
nisms to uncover communities emerging during development. However, we barely
scratched the surface. We found that development communities yield properties
of dynamic change and organic evolution. Much work is still needed to support
such communities with mechanisms able to proactively react to community dy-
namism. We argue that service-networks can be used to deliver this support.
Service-networks are sets of people and information brought together by the in-
ternet. This chapter is a first attempt at studying this research area by means of a
real-life case-study in a large global software development organisation.

9.1 Introduction
In previous chapters we outlined the state of the art in social communities (see
chapter 2) and produced a social community decision mechanism (see chapter
4). The missing keystone is to support social communities with an innovative
and pro-active mechanism operating through services. The research hypothesis
that drives the work in this chapter is quite simple and equally intriguing: so-
cial communities of developers can be supported by a global network of software
and socio-technical services, spanning different organisations, sites, timezones

1The contents of this chapter have been published as “Damian A. Tamburri, Patricia Lago,
and Hans van Vliet. 2013. Service networks for development communities. In Proceedings of the
2013 International Conference on Software Engineering (ICSE ’13). IEEE Press, Piscataway, NJ,
USA, 1253-1256. ”
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and cultures. The result is a service-network [87, 185] that blends the internet of
services with large-scale, adaptable choreographies to deliver a powerful and scal-
able solution that adapts to the changes of a community. On one hand, software
services are pieces of software operating under a service-dominant logic. These
pieces of software collaborate together across the web using standard protocols, to
deliver complex, adaptable functionality (e.g. cloud-based functionalities such as
GoogleDocs). Much literature in service sciences provide ways to identify, mon-
itor and adapt software services [67]. On the other hand, socio-technical services
are hybrid human and software services, i.e. services that explicitly mediate the
collaborative work of people within a social community, e.g. by fostering relevant
community aspects [181, 182], or by increasing situation awareness of community
members [50] or maintaining community’s socio-technical congruence [78].

Supporting development communities with service-networks can be achieved
by associating each social community emerging in an organisation with the set
of software and socio-technical services needed to dynamically support its opera-
tions. Communication across communities would then become a service-assembly
problem that we can study and support with state-of-the-art services technology.
For example, suppose that project X in company Y involves two social commu-
nities. Both need explicit support. A single service-network can support project
X blending services to support both social community types. A specific combi-
nation of services can be used to support X within its context. Ad-hoc adaptation
dynamics can be integrated.

The benefits of this approach are manifold. Service-networks could be shaped
using the state of the art in service sciences, to deliver a powerful and innova-
tive solution for community-based software engineering [181, 95]. Moreover, a
service-dominant logic would allow dynamic retrieval of services from the cloud,
as needed to support communities. In addition, the approach could assist the
emergence of Enterprise 2.0 technologies [145], blending social communities and
services together.

This chapter, stemming from the feasibility study presented in chapter 8, shows
the potentials of SNs in practice, by reporting on its application to a real-life in-
dustrial scenario from a large global software development organisation [139].
We found that service-networks help pinpointing hazardous organisational bar-
riers (i.e. impediments to the smooth cooperation within a community [37]) in
software development. In addition, service-networks ease (semi-)automatic steer-
ing of development social communities. Our findings are encouraging but open
up many intriguing research paths.

The rest of the chapter is structured as follows: Section ?? explains related
work; Section 9.2 applies the idea through a real-life scenario; Section 9.3 dis-
cusses the case-study while Section 9.4 concludes the chapter.
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9.2 Supporting Real Development Communities with
Service Networks: Illustrative Scenario

In pursuit of our goal, i.e. to support communities with service networks, we fur-
ther studied the case contained in [139, 182]. The case entails two major corpora-
tions: A is a big software consulting and development company with over twelve
thousand employees spanning four continents; B is a banking multi-national, serv-
ing over 85 million customers worldwide. In the case in question, company
A (Netherlands Site) works for company B (Netherlands site) on a business-
critical integration project. Company A works with an integrated Scrum model
encompassing a partner development company from India. Figure 9.2 provides
an overview of the case organisational structure. The integrated Scrum model
adopted by A is realised with three development units (Ready, Done, Shippable)
collaborating globally between two sites (India and Netherlands). In addition to
the classic Scrum Model [144], the behavior in our case included a Wrapper sprint,
in which the increment from the current sprint from company A, is “wrapped” in-
side systems at company B.

In chapter 4, we found that the three Scrum teams were working as: (a) a
“Formal Network” in NL; (b) a “Community of Practice” in India; (c) finally, an
“Informal Network” globally, across sites (see top part of Fig. 9.2). We focused on
the global community, i.e. “Informal Networks”, so that, for example, we could
investigate support for time distance barrier of 4-hours. From [181] we learned
that “informal communication” is key for “Informal Networks”.

To identify software and socio-technical services to support “informal commu-
nication” in “Informal Networks ” we applied the service identification method in
[102]. We used available information in [181] and [185] as requirements. We
elicited the behaviour of candidate services to support “informal communication”
within “Informal Networks”. Such behaviour (see Fig. 9.1) can be described in
three stages, supported by one service each (see dashed boxes in Fig. 9.1). This is
shown with the service-network in Fig. 9.2:
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Figure 9.1: Case-Study: informal communication service.

1. Service “Select Participants”, automates the process of participants elec-
tion. We found that “informal interactions” take place between a number
of participants, elected among members of the “Informal Network”. In
our case-study, Scrum Masters need informal lists of people-to-task allo-
cations, to understand who is member of the “Informal Network” of devel-
opers. Moreover, from a set of members, a number of participants need
to be selected according to current interaction needs. The “Select Partic-
ipants Service” is a socio-technical service since it requires the input of
humans and mediates their collaboration. For example, in our case-study,
all teams (“Shippable”,“Ready” and “Done”) are members of the “Infor-
mal Network”, but during daily Scrum meetings only Teams “Ready” and
“Done” are participants.

2. Service “Setup Informal Communication Channel”, automates channel cre-
ation and decommissioning. We found that “informal interactions” need an
informal communication channel to be opened and deployed for partici-
pants. The “setup Communication Channel” is a software service, since
it can be fully automated with state-of-the-art technology. For example, in
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our case, an array of eye-catcher devices 2 were used to support daily Scrum
meetings.

3. Service “Manage Connection”. We found that “informal interactions” need
constant monitoring and logging services to adapt communication, e.g. to
channel misbehaviour. In addition, interactions need to log exchanged in-
formation. Finally, unavailable but required participants need to be reached
via other means and linked to the interaction channel. A “Connection Man-
agement” service can be offered to deliver these combined functions. The
“Connection Management” service is a software service, since it can be
fully automated with state-of-the-art technologies. For example, in our
case, minutes of meeting were informally gathered and circulated among
participants. In addition, informal calls and e-mails were used frequently to
substitute eye-catcher interaction. More pro-active mechanisms (e.g. En-
terprise Social Networks [145]) could be deployed to dynamically support
communication needs.

The resulting service-network is illustrated in Fig. 9.2 where setup- and run-
time services are differentiated and, for sake of clarity, the teams are repeated
(see upper and lower part of the figure). Services in grey are needed to setup the
service-network. Services in white are run-time services that support participants’
interactions. More specifically, according to the Scrum process in our case-study,
an “informal interaction” is needed many times during the agile process: (a) ev-
ery day, for daily Scrum meetings where “Ready” and “Done” teams participate;
(b) monthly, for Wrapper Sprints and Sprint Reviews, where all teams partici-
pate. In addition, Scrum masters are responsible to setup the service-network for
“Informal Networks” by calling the “Informal Comm.” service. To setup, the
“Informal Comm.” service, Scrum Masters call eligible participants by means of
the “select Informal Comm. Participants” socio-technical service. The “Select
Informal Comm. Participants” service provides a list of participants to the “Setup
Informal Communication Channel” service that links participants’ clients to the
ad-hoc communication channel. Finally, once communication starts, the “Infor-
mal Comm.” service deploys the “Manage Connection” service that manages the
informal communication.

9.3 Discussion
While the case-study illustrated in Fig. 9.2 specifically addresses the informal
communication occurring globally across “Informal Network” participants, the

2http://www.qconferencing.eu/product/eye-catcher/
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Figure 9.2: Case-Study: three communities across two locations - during service-network setup,
Scrum masters invoke the “Informal Comm. Service”.

work in [139] highlighted that major barriers are linked exactly to insufficient
support of such informal communication. Comparing our solution supported by
service-networks with the conclusions in [139], we made four key observations.
In italic an interpretation.

First, we found that a service-networks representation help locating hazardous
organisational barriers [37]. In our case, for example, due to EU policies some
banking information could not be exchanged between sites. Using a service-
network, we were able to narrow down the effect of this limitation. More specif-
ically, we found that developers’ “informal interactions” did not need to be con-
cerned with the limitation since interactions did not discuss sensitive information.
Rather, the limitation had to be taken into account every time the stakeholder
(the Banking Corporation) came into play, since their “informal interaction” in-
volved sensitive information. Therefore, information restrictions could be applied
(e.g. through specific protocols) only during interactions that involved stakehold-
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ers (monthly Wrapper sprints in our case). Representing software development
communities with service-networks helps identifying and mitigating potential or-
ganisational barriers. As part of the work in [181] we found many organisational
barriers. Further study should investigate which barriers occur during develop-
ment and how these can be mitigated effectively, e.g. by adding services to the
service-network dynamically.

Second, we found that a service-networks representation help uncovering miss-
ing or implicit support. In the case-study reported in [139] none of the services
identified were explicitly supported by software. For example, “informal interac-
tion” service exists in the form of passive schedules and meeting dates, as regu-
lated by Scrum masters. Conversely, the “informal interaction” service could be
automated with state-of-the-art services. Service-networks can be used to steer
community operations in a (semi-)automated manner. This characteristic helps
the emergence of Enterprise 2.0 technologies since it enables social communi-
ties to self-organise by means of software and based on their operational context.
In perspective, more pro-active services could crawl scheduling information to
dynamically and autonomously adapt meetings according to data currently avail-
able (e.g. applying evidence-based scheduling [69]).

Third, in chapter 4 three social community types were identified for the case
presented in this chapter, namely, “Informal Networks”, “Community of Practice”
and “Formal Networks”. In this chapter we found software/socio-technical ser-
vices that support the key operation within an “Informal Network”, i.e. “informal
communication”. We found that some of these services are needed for “Com-
munity of Practice” type as well. More specifically, the “informal interaction”
service could be adapted and reused to support the collocated cooperation of peo-
ple at the Indian site. The existence of services that are already common to more
than one community type suggests that service-networks could ease the work of
co-operating communities. Multiple communities could blend in the same service-
network. Each community becomes a services clique, cooperating with others
through standard interfaces to deliver the much needed just-in-time retrieval of
supporting service compositions. Within the resulting (adaptable) service compo-
sitions, both social and technical needs of the community meet and tune with the
supporting service-network. Fourth, we found that service-networks help identi-
fying “accountability holes”. In our case-study, for example, we found explicit re-
sponsibility allocation only for the “Select Informal Communication Participants”
service, which is completely in the hands of Scrum masters. Other services did
not have an accountable counterpart. While this specific research topic is not ad-
dressed explicitly in our case, service-networks could indeed be used to allocate
responsibility more dynamically. Allocation could aid developers’ engagement,
e.g. by means of reward mechanisms for highly-responsible employees.
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9.4 Conclusion
This chapter contributes to answering RQ 3.a, namely: “How can we design to
support OSSs in action?” by proposing a service network to support a real-life
software development community. We elaborated this idea through a real-life in-
dustrial scenario. Although very humble, this work shows encouraging results.
The Service-networks representation featured in HYDRA, helped our customer in
uncovering hazardous organisational barriers acting upon the community. More
specifically, service-networks present the organisational structure in the form of
services allowed a more granular analysis of missing services in the company that
were causing friction. In addition, service-networks can theoretically help miti-
gating organisational barriers using service adaptation. For example, missing ser-
vices can be added dynamically or their functionality adapted to emerging needs.
Finally, service-networks help in (semi-)automatically steering the community op-
erations. This complies with Enterprise 2.0 requirements for proactivity, openness
and social awareness.
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Chapter 10

Architecting Tools for Networked
Software Development1

Current IT markets exhibit many constraints (e.g. budget, staff shortage, etc.).
These constraints force IT companies to increase productivity using globally dis-
tributed manpower. Literature shows that global software engineering (GSE) in-
deed raises productivity but reduces communication and collaboration between
teams. Consequently, the risk of failure increases. To ease communication and
collaboration among teams, novel engineering methods must be provided. To
address this problem, we proposed using Service Networks (SNs). SNs are an
emergent paradigm in which service oriented applications (network nodes) col-
laborate through agile and dynamic service interactions (network edges). Agile
interaction among SN nodes, allow mitigating distance (typical of GSE) by dy-
namically adapting communication and collaboration as needed. Through SNs,
GSE can be seen as a global network of resources (teams, documentation, knowl-
edge, etc.) among which agile interactions allow flexible knowledge exchange
and team collaboration. This chapter provides an SNs-based representation to
support GSE by generalising the results from previous chapters into a reference
architecture. This can be used to build ad-hoc tool support for networked software
development scenarios.

10.1 Introduction
The problem we want to address in this chapter is the relative lack of practices
and tools specifically aimed at supporting social and organizational challenges

1The contents of this chapter have been published as “D.A. Tamburri, P. Lago, Supporting
communication and cooperation in global software development with agile service networks -
ECSA - European Conference on Software Architecture, 236-243”
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Figure 10.1: Research Approach

in GSE. The solution we advocate is based on SNs [191]. SNs are networks
of service-oriented applications (network nodes) created by collaborative service
interactions (network edges) among many cooperating industrial parties. Through
SNs, complex yet agile business transactions take place on a global scale.

Similarly to GSE processes, SNs stem from collaborative business processes
[22, 17], distributed on a global scale. Since GSE is indeed a business process
(complying with the definition in [67]) SNs can be used to model the business
process of developing software globally. Their networked and agile nature can be
enriched to support both social and technical requirements of GSE. In this chapter
we investigate how can SNs support GSE processes. SNs were only recently in-
troduced, and using them to support GSE was never researched so far. Therefore
our investigation faces challenges such as limited literature on SNs and no re-
lated work. Another interesting challenge regards the social aspects of GSE: these
must be represented and supported through SNs, which are defined as a technical
system. Two main contributions are offered: (i) a mapping of GSE challenges
on SN key features, showing that SNs can support GSE; (ii) a meta-model that
shows SNs supporting GSE requirements. Figure 10.1 shows our research steps
(rectangles) as well as inputs and outputs (rounded rectangles). First we carried
out a literature study obtaining GSE challenges, GSE requirements and SNs’ key
features. Then we showed feasibility of our proposal by mapping GSE challenges
on SNs’ key features. Finally, we devised a meta-model to show how GSE can
be supported by SNs. This meta-model was obtained extending an existing SN
notation [191, 9] to support GSE requirements.

10.2 Architecting SNs for GSE
The entities and relationships occurring in GSE processes can be summarised in
the following scenario:

“Company X develops software globally by using N globally distributed teams.
Each team is made of engineers with individual skills, social background, roles,
etc. A global team map is used to track location, timezone and knowledge of
every team (e.g. skills, documentation available, progress made on artifacts, etc).
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GSD needs... ... SNs... Rationale
social aspects business-

oriented
SNs are provider and consumer centric business enablers. They

allow granular control over the transactions (Edges) by their
actuators (nodes)[22, 191]

collaboration
and

awareness

Service Networks are borne through collaboration of networked
service applications. Collaboration comes through flexible

service level agreements among partners [17, 190].
collaborative
coordination

collab. SNs are collaborative and de-centralized, as well as adaptable to
context change [17, 190]

reduced
teams

dependency

SNs provide clear boundary definitions among network nodes,
e.g. late binding enables loose dependency [190].

management
flexibility

dynamic Service Networks provide a dynamic infrastructure
reconfigurable according to desired QoS or context [17].

geo-
localization
of resources

emergent agile service networks are emergent through service discovery,
management and localization of serving nodes [22, 191, 190]

Table 10.1: Mapping of SN characteristics on Global Software Development

One or more teams are core teams since their task is managing the whole pro-
cess, checking shared documentation, deciding a project-wide technical space
and planning travel budget. Travel budget is needed for the frequent “aware-
ness” meetings among teams. Shared documentation is needed to document the
project and also to increase awareness of every member. A common technical
space is needed to ease communicability (e.g. common formats) and knowledge
exchange (e.g. common platforms). As soon as requirements are agreed with the
stakeholders they are used to generate a global architecture. Once the global
architecture is defined, it is split into project units. Project units are allocated
to engineering teams, responsible for their development. Service teams update
shared documentation to allow consistency and further increase project aware-
ness”.

Words in bold in the scenario represent the entities taking part in GSE pro-
cesses. This scenario and the GSE requirements it represents, are used in the
definition of our meta-model in section 10.2. This section shows that SNs can be
used to support GSE processes. To this aim, GSE challenges were matched with
SNs key features (both presented in Section ??). Table 10.1 summarizes results.
Column 1 represents GSE challenges, while column 2 shows SNs’ matching key
feature. Column 3 provides rationale. The table shows that all GSE challenges
found can be supported by SNs key features. To show how SN-based architectures
can be used to support GSE, requirements for GSE processes must be satisfied
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through SNs. In this section we show a meta-model in which entities and rela-
tions from GSE requirements (as summarized in the scenario closing section ??)
are modeled through an SNs notation (see Figure 1.2). To build this meta-model,
we first reproduced entities and relationships stemming from GSE requirements.
Then we reproduced the SN notation in the meta-model. Finally, we extended the
SN notation by specialization (i.e. by drawing a generalization from GSE specific
concepts to SN generic concepts). More formally, the following “merging” rule
was applied:

“specialize the Participant class from Figure 1.2 with all entities that take
active part in GSE according to requirements (i.e. that are participants in an SN).
Specialize the Relation class with all relations among resulting Participants”.
This rule is both necessary, and sufficient. It is necessary since all the active con-

tributors in GSE must be Participants in an SN; it is sufficient, since all remaining
elements to be merged (i.e. relations between Participants) are Relations in the
SN.

Therefore, the concept model in Figure 10.2 was obtained by drawing the
entities and relationships required for GSE (i.e. stemming from the requirements
we elicited) and then applying the rule defined above.

On the bottom part, The model shows the entities and relationships stemming
from the requirements (filled), while the SN notation (originally in Figure 1.2) is
on the top (non filled). The two are merged by specializing the Participant class
on the right, with Teams, Global Team Map and Shared Documentation classes
on the left. Since these three entities carry out (either directly or indirectly) the
software development, indeed they are the active participants in GSE, according
to requirements. Relations taking place among these elements are SN transactions
(i.e. Relations). For the sake of clarity in Figure 10.2 we do not show the relations
on the GSE side (left, filled) specializing the Relation class on the SN side (right,
non-filled).

Indeed this meta-model shows that SNs to support GSE processes can be cre-
ated by modelling Teams, Global Team Maps and Shared Documentation as
active Participants within the SN. Consequently, the relations between these are
SN collaborative transactions (i.e. Relations).

10.3 Conclusion
This chapter contributes to answering RQ 3.a, namely: “How can we design to
support OSSs in action?” by establishing an SN-based reference architecture for
supporting GSE. To this aim we systematically searched for literature in SNs and
GSE. From the gathered literature we obtained SN key features, GSE challenges
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Figure 10.2: SN notation for GSE

and GSE requirements. Mapping GSE challenges on SNs’ key features led us to
conclude that SNs indeed support GSE. Moreover, extending an SN notation to
meet GSE requirements, we have shown how this support can be concretised into
a workable reference architecture.
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Chapter 11

Towards Agile Organizations: The
HYDRA Approach1

“whoever said two heads are better than one never met a hydra.” -
Cit. Tera Lynn Childs, Sweet Venom

Today’s organizations network with others to cope with extreme market dy-
namicity. Achieving agility in such networked organizations means harmonising
multiple organizational and social structures, with different people, cultures, poli-
cies and ways of working. This harmonisation is both long and costly. While
services computing has concentrated on networked “production” workflows, lit-
tle exists to support the evolution of networked organizational structures. Service
Networks (SN) are collaborative federations of services and people in different
organizations, brought together by highly-distributed choreographies. SNs can be
used to represent and analyse networked organizations, e.g. to understand and
support their evolution. This chapter introduces HYDRA, a tool for Harmonising
sYnergies in networkeD oRganizAtions, using an SN-based modelling abstraction.
This turns networked organizations’ evolution into a service adaptation problem
that we can support with state-of-the-art services computing. We illustrate HY-
DRA through a real-life case-study.

11.1 Introduction
In the scenarios illustrated in the previous chapters, organizations must constantly
harmonise their organizational and social structure to welcome the new collabora-

1The contents of this chapter are available upon request as “Damian A. Tamburri, Luciano
Baresi, Sam Guinea, Patricia Lago, and Martin Von Weissenberg, submitted to International Con-
ference on Service Oriented Computing (ICSOC) - 2013”
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tions necessary to maintain their end-to-end business value chains. Such contin-
uously evolving networked organizations increase the need for flexible, or agile,
organizational structures [181], that successfully span across multiple heteroge-
neous, distributed partners, while maintaining quality of service [20]. For exam-
ple ABN-Amro, outsources its IT maintenance division to India. In doing so,
ABN-Amro harmonised its organizational structure with new organisational and
social awareness services to welcome its maintenance partner, so that maintenance
is reachable 24/7 by all ABN-Amro’s distributed sites. In addition, ABN-Amro
updated its business processes in concordance to the harmonised organisational
structure, e.g. to avoid banking information leaving headquarters in The Nether-
lands.
The problem exemplified in the above scenario is twofold. On the one hand, agile
organizations [151] need to quickly adapt their distributed business workflows. On
the other hand, they need to support the evolution of their organizational structure,
e.g., to include or remove new organizations as partners. While the evolution of
distributed workflows has been a “hot” topic in services computing research, little
is known about how to support the evolution of networked organizations. Yet, this
is essential in fostering truly agile organizations. Organizations are based on con-
tinuous learning processes, in which constant flows of organizational and social
knowledge need to be collected and analysed2.
To achieve organizational agility we need to understand organisations’ structures
in a more actionable way. The service abstraction can provide significant advan-
tages to model networked organizations, and can help to account for dynamicity.
The research question is, therefore, “How can we model and analyse a networked
organization using a service-dominant perspective?”.
This chapter outlines an approach and accompanying tool, to establish and main-
tain the organizational knowledge necessary to achieve agile organizations. The
methodology and tools go under the name of HYDRA, which stands for “Har-
monising sYnergies in networkeD oRganizAtions”. HYDRA was designed us-
ing a service-dominant perspective. The benefits of using this perspective are
manifold: (a) the service abstraction creates a continuum between an organisa-
tion’s service-offer and its organizational structure, e.g. for easier alignment and
co-adaptation; (b) service discovery and dynamic-binding offer a playground to
tackle non-trivial governance problems in agile organizations, e.g., tackling em-
ployee turnover with dynamic skills-retrieval through the Amazon MTurk3; (c)
services make it easier to reason on the scalability of networked organizations,
e.g., by abstracting all assets of organizations as services; (d) finally, services

2http://www.forbes.com/sites/stevedenning/2012/06/06/
making-the-entire-organization-agile/

3https://www.mturk.com/mturk/welcome
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Figure 11.1: HYDRA representing networked organizations.

computing research offers a bounty of approaches for context awareness and ser-
vice adaptation - we need “only” to reduce networked organizations’ evolution to
a runtime service evolution problem that we can solve before it turns into a costly
and untraceable organizational barrier [37].
The novel contribution of this chapter is the ground work for HYDRA, that is, a
Domain Specific Language (DSL) to design and check service networks for ob-
servable networked organizations. The chapter offers also an initial validation of
HYDRA using an industrial case-study.
The rest of the chapter is structured as follows: Section 11.2 gives a detailed
outline of the HYDRA research solution; Sections 11.4 and 11.5 introduce our
case-study and discuss our initial results; Section ?? discusses related research, to
highlight our novel contributions while Section 11.6 concludes the paper.

11.2 HYDRA Conceptual Foundations
Figure 11.1 gives a high-level overview of how HYDRA models a networked
organization as an interacting composition of basic social community types. In
previous work [181] we found that networked organizations can be expressed as
a self-similar composition of 13 basic social community types (e.g., Social Net-
works or Strategic Communities), showcased previously on Chapter 2. In net-
worked organizations, these basic types emerge spontaneously and can be ob-
served during organisation operations [182, 183]. Moreover, in networked orga-
nizations, these types emerge as already dependent on each other, assuming and
relying on the mutual presence for the network to function. For example, in the
case we studied in [182] we found a (global) informal network depending on a
community of practice and a formal network. Using service identification [102],
we associated community types from Chapter 2 with the minimal set of business
services needed to support their operation4 (e.g., wiki repositories or informal

4the complete list is available online http://share.cx.com/sJbZfF
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communication services). Also, we found that community types can “share” ser-
vices, i.e. require similar services that perform differently when choreographies
are enacted. In addition, we found that community dependencies observable in
a networked organization are mirrored by service dependencies. Services for
communities form a service network [184], i.e., a set of interdependent, cross-
organizational business services and people that come together over the internet
through choreographies.
HYDRA service networks exhibit three key properties, they are: (a) business-
specific, meaning that they use a combination of software and human-based ser-
vices to deliver an intangible commodity [91]; (b) interdependent, meaning that
their combined action is required to govern a social community; (c) (cross-)organi-
zational, meaning that services in the network are shared across multiple com-
munities to support organizational operations (e.g., informal communication for
knowledge transfer and repository management).
For example, observing a networked organization from industrial practice we un-
covered three community types in operation: informal network (IN), community
of practice (COP) and formal network (FN). Through service identification [102],
we associated the following services to each type:

• IN(Informal Communication Service, Social Tie Fostering Service);

• COP(Situated Practicing Service, Knowledge Reciprocity Service, Repo-
Wiki Service, Status Awareness Service, Task-Collaboration Service, Enrol-
ment Service, Community Management Service, Knowledge Activity Ser-
vice, Community Visibility Service, Community Communication Service,
Situated Learning Service, Employee Fidelization Service, Information Ex-
change Service, Knowledge Action Service, Equality Checking Service, Com-
munity Orientation Service);

• FN (Formal Evaluation Service, Formal Creation and Managing Service).

This powerful service-based abstraction is a novel contribution of this chapter.
The above services are interdependent, for example the “Information Exchange
Service” to support COP depends on the existence of the “Informal Communi-
cation Service” that supports IN. Also, these services are (cross-)organizational,
since they are shared across multiple locations and organizations, for example the
COP from [182] was located in India while the IN from the same case spanned
two sites (NL and India) and three organizations. This implies, for example, that
the “Informal Communication Service” to support INs is shared also with COPs
and FNs (albeit with different behaviour). The services above, their shared owner-
ship across 3 community types (COP, IN and FN) and their dependencies together
form the service network the case we observed.
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Figure 11.2: The HYDRA architecture.

We advocate that a service-networks abstraction for networked organizations leads
to a number of analyses.
First, we can conduct service conformance analysis by comparing service net-
works for networked organizations with “ideal” configurations from literature.
For example, computing the service network for the case in [182] (as stated above)
we could evaluate if the organization in [182] actually contained needed services.
Also, conformance analysis would have revealed service conflicts or mismatches
(e.g. formal management clashing with informal communication services). This
analysis is illustrated via our case-study (see Sect. 11.4).
Second, simulating the model, we can analyse its flexibility, or elasticity, to under-
stand the dimensions along which it can evolve. For example, we could simulate
the service network for the case from [182] to understand emerging organizational
barriers [37], and tackle them with service adaptation dynamics.
Third, we can analyse the realizability of networked organizations’ evolution given
the services currently available. For example, we can compute the service network
for the case in [182] and evaluate the addition of a new social community type to
solve emerging problems.
Part of the novel contribution of this chapter, is an industrial case-study that show-
cases the above analyses, discussing their benefits for service-based governance
and steering of entire organizations.

11.3 HYDRA Tool
HYDRA consists of 6 essential components, shown in Fig. 11.2. The key con-
tribution of this chapter is to introduce the first four HYDRA components. These
components act as a basis for the rest of the architecture and are described in the
following sections. Remaining components spark discussion for future work.

HYDRA Modeling Front-End and DSL

This component offers an environment to model social communities for networked
organizations. The front-end is quite simple and currently realised using Eclipse-
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Figure 11.3: HYDRA DSL, an overview.

EMF and is available online5. Behind the HYDRA front-end lies its simple
yet powerful DSL to model service networks for networked organizations. Fig-
ure 11.3 shows HYDRA DSL core elements (other elements were hidden for sim-
plicity). Matching almost exactly Figure 11.1, the DSL provides 3 basic modelling
elements that compose a networked organization: community types; support ser-
vices; members. Through a service identification process [102] we designed and
hardcoded into HYDRA a service inventory containing over 40 services necessary
for the 13 community types - these were coded along with their mutual dependen-
cies, as well as their necessary attributes. A typical HYDRA usage scenario takes
place in three steps. First, user instantiate social communities discovered in their
networked organization (see step 1 on Figure 11.4). Second, users create associ-
ations between communities, according to organizational evidence (for example,
if a social network was found to interoperate with an informal community, then
an association should be drawn between them); at this point the HYDRA Service-
Network Mesher can be used for automatic generation of a service network (see
step 2 on Figure 11.4). Third, finally, users can input necessary organizational
data to attributes of HYDRA-generated service networks; at this point the HY-
DRA Service Network Realizability Analyzer and Service Network Rule Engine
can be used jointly to check user-configured service networks against HYDRA-
constraints.

More details on the identification and specification of the 40+ business ser-
vices within the HYDRA service inventory for communities can be found on-
line6. Furthermore, a detailed description of all the elements in the language and
the constraints currently hardcoded into HYDRA is also available online7. Both
details are ultimately out of the scope of this chapter.

5http://www.fileden.com/files/2012/3/7/3275239/HYDRA.zip
6http://share.cx.com/sJbZfF
7http://www.fileden.com/files/2012/3/7/3275239/HYDRA_DSL.pdf
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Figure 11.4: Modeling networked organizations through HYDRA.

Service-Network Mesher

This component takes input from the modelling front-end and associates social
communities the related service network. The network is created by instantiat-
ing services for communities using the 40+ services hardcoded into HYDRA.
In addition, the network meshes services together using their dependencies. Fi-
nally, the mesher enriches very service with its attributes. For example, if users
model a social network in the HYDRA front-end, the service network mesher
would draw four services essential to the operation of social networks, namely,
SN(InformalCommunicationService, RepoWikiService, MicroStructureVisualiza-
tionService, MacroStructureVisualizationService). Also, HYDRA would draw at-
tributes or dependencies between those services and others (if any). For exam-
ple, for social networks, HYDRA would draw the following two dependencies:
(InformalCommunicationService−− >EngagementFosteringService, RepoWiki-
Service−− >EngagementFosteringService).This component is currently imple-
mented as Model2Model QVT (Query-View
-Transformation) transformations hardcoded into the HYDRA front-end.

Service Network Realizability Analyzer and Service Network Rule Engine

These components together model-check service networks (as obtained from the
Service-Network Mesher component) against structure and property rules and in-
variants from literature [181, 182]. They are currently implemented using an OCL
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Figure 11.5: Example OCL constraint hardcoded in the HYDRA DSL.

constraints checker, and constraints formulated using the OCL 2.1. OCL-based
constraints express structure and property invariants we found in the literature
on organizations research (e.g. “informal community types cannot be associ-
ated to formal community types” or “wiki services must be freely accessible to
all community members”). Constraints provided by HYDRA cover both nec-
essary service invariants (e.g. presence/absence of attributes with certain value
thresholds) and topology (e.g. certain service network topologies are unaccept-
able). Figure 11.5 shows an example OCL constraint attached to a HYDRA
<<SupportService>>. The constraint essentially states that a Repository Service
must be available with public visibility for SN and IC community types. These
constraints become useful after users input the necessary data into the service net-
work attributes, as generated by the HYDRA service network meshed component.

11.4 Case-Study
To validate HYDRA we asked one of our industrial partners to model and evaluate
one of their own networked organizations. In [183] we investigated a large enter-
prise active in the mobile market sector. Paraphrasing from [183] “the organiza-
tion (called Company X from now on) is a multinational that develops both hard-
ware and software components for end-users’ mobile-phones and apps to enrich
user experience. Company X employs over 100 000 people with sales in over 160
countries. When our study was conducted (early 2012), the organization had a net
market sale of over 40 billion Euros”. Fig. 11.6 shows the service network gener-
ated by HYDRA. on the left is the set of community types observed for in Com-
pany X, associated to a service network (generated by HYDRA, right-hand side).
Once HYDRA generated a service network, the partner was asked to verify the
presence of generated services in their organization. In addition, the partner was
asked to input data needed to service network attributes. After this was done, we
model-checked the “enriched” service network using 8 OCL constraints related to
our stake holder’s configuration. This resulted in two observations. First, 50% of
the business services generated by HYDRA were present within Company X (“In-
formalCommunicationService”, “EngagementFosteringService”, “FormalEvalu-
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Figure 11.6: HYDRA application case-study - a SN to support Company X.

ationService” and “FormalCreationManagementService”). These services appear
with 1-multiplicity in their association to social community types. Second, the re-
maining 50% of the business services associated by HYDRA were absent or mis-
matching after OCL model-checking (“RepoWikiService” and “Macrostructure-
VisualizationService”,“MicrostructureVisualizationService” and “PersonalGoal-
MentoringService”). In particular, the following evaluations were obtained for
the relevant OCL constraints8:

1. OCLReputationAccountancyForCommunities - FAIL

2. OCLSocialNetworkVisibility - FAIL

3. OCLFormalNetworkManagement - OK

4. OCLFormalNetworkSponsor - OK

5. OCLInformalCommPersonalGoalsDef - FAIL

6. OCLFormalityLevel - FAIL
8for the OCL formulae refer to http://www.fileden.com/files/2012/3/7/

3275239/HYDRA_DSL.pdf
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7. OCLTask-CentricViews - OK

8. OCLWikiService - FAIL

Finally, the industry partner was asked to give an interpretation of HYDRA re-
sults. The networked organization for Company X requires addressing many is-
sues. First, reputation is not computed neither tracked in harmony with the per-
sonal goals of members at Company X. Consequently, members at Company X
cannot be given a reputation value. Also, organizational structure boundaries are
not defined nor made explicit. Visualization of the Organizational Social Net-
work at Company X is impossible. Company X developed a strict and formal set
of management practices. All members agree with and uphold with these man-
agement practices. Company X is the active sponsor and evaluator of corporate
performance in sites working in a Formal Network. Definition of personal goals
at Company X is possible but pointless. Personal goal definition is not associ-
ated with productive incentive schemes at Company X. Sites working as Infor-
mal Communities within Company X, still had to undergo Formal Evaluation and
Information Filtering Protocols. Thanks to the strong usage of agile methods,
Company X had already available informal lists of both complete and incomplete
tasks. Finally, Company X had no mechanism to capture and transmit produced
artefacts across the organization.

When asked to elaborate on missing or mismatching services, our stakeholder
explained that for RepoWikiServices, members in Company X had no way to
capture and transmit project-related artefacts to colleagues not involved already
in their own project, e.g. to foster collaboration. This shortcoming can be easily
solved by investigating the adoption of semantic wikis or similar knowledge shar-
ing services. Moreover, for MacrostructureVisualizationService members in
Company X had no way of visualising the organizational structure of their entire
company, e.g. to increase organizational awareness and “visibility of the whole”.
In addition, MicrostructureVisualizationService: Members in Company X had
a way to visualise their projects’ organizational structure. However, access to this
service was limited to certain roles, under precise and formal governance rules.
This definition clashed with specifications from [181] where visibility of commu-
nities is open and freely accessible. Finally, PersonalGoalMentoringService:
Members in Company X had indeed a way to specify personal goals to pursue
in a determined period of time. However, the dynamics behind the service dif-
fered heavily from specifications in [181]. First, tracking and evaluating personal
goals was unguided, unsupported by software and limited to the experience of
advisors. Finally, the agreements and achievements produced as a result of the
service, were not used to track members’ reputation within Company X. This
information can be used to plan for the inclusion of missing services, some of
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which many be already available to some partners of Company X. HYDRA re-
vealed some services working with mismatching behaviour. The information pro-
duced by HYDRA allow managers to properly steer the operations at Company
X, e.g. by (manually) fine-tuning their organizational business processes, with
more informed organizational decision-making. Finally, visually inspecting HY-
DRA models allowed us to reveal an additional type of inconsistency previously
unknown and not currently discoverable by HYDRA in an automated manner: the
informality of“InformalCommunicationService” clashes with the Formality level
requirements of “FormalCreationManagementService” - the behaviour of the re-
spective business processes at Company X must be adjusted taking this incon-
sistency into account. In addition, HYDRA allows uncovering a broken depen-
dency in the service network. The “EngagementFosteringService” is dependent
on the “RepoWikiService” which is absent - including the latter service therefore
becomes a priority for Company X. Besides being part of the diagnosis for Com-
pany X, these inputs could be used to improve, or train, HYDRA to detect further
inconsistencies, by feeding new patterns into the HYDRA rule engine.

11.5 Discussion
The HYDRA prototype offers valuable insight for managing networked organi-
zations. Evaluating data and results from our case-study we made three key ob-
servations. First, HYDRA makes it easier for managers to understand what is
missing or inconsistent in the support services within and across networked or-
ganizations. The business services we identified are currently specified through
Business-Process Modelling techniques9 and semi-structured textual specifica-
tion. We observed that our partner found it quite straightforward to recognise the
presence/absence of the provided services within their networked organization.
More research is needed to allow HYDRA to automatically “discover” organi-
zational services within an organization, e.g. to automatically match the list of
community support services. Moreover, HYDRA could be instrumented to be-
come an “organizational” management platform, automatically assembling soft-
ware services as needed to fully support an evolving organization. This would
make HYDRA a platform to drive agile organizations.
Second, by looking at HYDRA models, organizations’ managers can determine
reasons for “misbehaving” business services in their organization. For example, in
our case, the “EngagementFosteringService” is related to the “RepoWikiService”
which is absent. Looking more deeply at this relation and the missing second-end
for it, managers at Company X can plan the inclusion of the business service, e.g.

9http://www.fileden.com/files/2012/3/7/3275239/ServID.xlsx
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by looking for additional business service partners to include in their SN. Third,
HYDRA models can be used as input to drive the adaptation of distributed service
workflows. Essentially, HYDRA draws dynamic pictures of networked organi-
zations. These pictures offer data about distributed service workflows’ context.
Given that workflow adaptation relies heavily on context-awareness, HYDRA’s
dynamic pictures could be used as dynamic context data against which to evaluate
best-fitting adaptations. More research is needed to investigate this path.
Finally, applying the tool in practice we found limitations. For example, HYDRA
currently supports three out of thirteen community types we found in literature.
Additional work is needed to integrate the remaining types in HYDRA. However,
HYDRA is part of a broader research agenda of future work. First, rather than
using community analysis approaches such as those proposed in [183, 182], HY-
DRA can be instrumented with the state of the art in autonomic computing to sense
the data and attributes needed to infer community types automatically. However,
additional research is needed to develop and validate metrics for the attributes
modelled in HYDRA. Second, business services currently modelled in HYDRA
are represented as UML classes while more formal representations can be anal-
ysed for adaptation. More research is needed to refine HYDRA business services
to enable reasoning for (semi-)automatic adaptation. Also, OCL is undecidable in
general. We plan to formulate the constraint checking problem with more pow-
erful (e.g. based on realizability- or proof-theory) or flexible approaches (e.g.
based on game-theory). Finally, while designing HYDRA we caught a glimpse of
its immense potential. For example, the Service Network Reality Checker and
Organizational Big-Data DB are components that analyse the modelled service
network, and the organizational process that the service network enacts, against
the emergent organizational process that exist in reality within the analysed net-
worked organization. This emergent organizational process is typically a highly
distributed choreography [184, 177] in the case of networked organizations. De-
signing and developing the reality checker component involves the design of a se-
mantic reasoner capable of comparing a service network’s structure and properties
(as modeled by the user via the HYDRA front-end) with the service network that
emerges through big-data analytics [121]. Several Big-Data analytics approaches
exist that can support the design of the component, e.g. [204]. More research
is needed to refine HYDRA with these components. Our preliminary results and
partial implementation of HYDRA encourage us in embarking in this research
agenda.
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11.6 Conclusion
This chapter contributes to answering RQ 3.b, namely: “How can we analyse an
OSS for its agility?” by introducing HYDRA, a tool prototype to represent and
study a networked organization using the business services necessary for organi-
zation operations. HYDRA performs its function first by modeling a networked
organization as a set of community types and associates to the model a set of
interdependent services necessary to support the operations within those commu-
nities. Evaluating HYDRA in practice revealed much input for future research.
However, we also found that HYDRA already delivers information valuable to
managing networked organizations in a more agile and structured way. To an-
swer our original research question, namely, “How can we model and analyze
a networked organization using a service-dominant perspective?” we developed
HYDRA, a tool to model a networked organization using a series of communi-
ties and, in turn, a series of business services. HYDRA can analyze this simple
yet powerful service representation using constraints from literature. In the future
we plan to integrate HYDRA with our service identification data and to re-apply
HYDRA on more industrial case-studies.
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Chapter 12

Conclusions

“this is the end, I’m going now... Goodbye.” -
Cit. Bilbo Baggins -

The Lord of The Rings

Managing the production of software is no longer an effort of managing a
project. Rather, the effort is becoming that of managing a development community.
Understanding and supporting the properties of development communities is rele-
vant to successful software production. In this thesis we have investigated ways to
uncover and represent key characteristics observable in development communi-
ties. Also, we have introduced and discussed ways in which these characteristics
can be studied and supported with ad-hoc software. These contributions, are but
a humble first step in supporting communities operating through networked soft-
ware development. This chapter offers concluding remarks by answering the re-
search questions behind this thesis and drawing conclusions and caveats. Closing
the chapter, is a discussion of implications and future directions.

12.1 Answer to Research Questions
In this section we revisit the research questions and provide answers. Recall that
supporting networked software development for us meant to elicit and analyse the
social communities emerging during development, focusing on their organizational-
social structure (OSS). Consequently our research goal was to devise: (a) means
to know what OSSs are behind networked software development communities
(chapters 2 to 5); (b) issues in networked software development that exemplify
why the study of communities and their OSS becomes relevant (chapters 6 and 7);
(c) design sketches that suggest how services and services computing can support
networked software development and the communities thusly involved (chapters
8 to 11).
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12.1.1 Can we understand and identify organizational-social
structures (OSSs) for software engineering? (RQ 1)

• RQ 1.a: What are the Basic Building Blocks of OSSs?

There are 13 basic building blocks that can be used to compose organizational-
social structures, namely:

1. Communities of Practice (CoP);

2. Networks of Practice (NoP);

3. Knowledge Communities (KC);

4. Strategic Communities (SC);

5. Informal Communities (IC);

6. WorkGroups (WG);

7. Project Teams (PT);

8. Learning Communities (LC);

9. Formal Networks (FN);

10. Problem Solving Communities (PSC);

11. Informal Networks (IN);

12. Social Networks (SN);

13. Formal Groups (FG);

Every building block is defined by means of: (a) a key-defining attribute,
unique to that type - this can be used to “sense” the type, if observed; (b)
a series of distinctive attributes typical of that type - these can be used to
elaborate other notable characteristics; (c) a graph, plotting the dependen-
cies between the key-defining attribute and remaining attributes found - this
can be used to understand possible impacts, e.g. if the key-defining attribute
is changed explicitly or otherwise influenced.

These 13 types offer an abstraction for observable (networked) organiza-
tions. We clustered these types into four sets, that is: (1) “networks”; (2)
“communities”; (3) “groups”; (4) “teams”. In conclusion, our evidence sug-
gests two insights.

First, software engineering in practice considers mainly project “teams” for
the purpose of developing software (e.g. during project planning). How-
ever, multiple types from all four clusters appear mixed together in soft-
ware engineering. For example, think of indoor learning communities in
big organizations working together with problem-solving communities to
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support software engineering. Consequently, there should be more careful
consideration of the remaining 12 OSS types for the purpose of software
development.

Second, Project Teams (e.g. closed-source product teams) and Social Net-
works (e.g. large open-source communities) seem like opposite ways to de-
velop software, both with its strengths and weaknesses. The remaining 11
OSS specifications could be used as basic flavours to combine into multiple
organizational “recipes” for further experimentation. For example, Project
Teams could be employed jointly with Problem-Solving Communities of
domain experts to engineer quality software in safety-critical domains such
as e-health systems or ambient assisted living.

• RQ 1.b: Can We Observe Basic Building Blocks of OSSs in Software Engi-
neering?

Focusing on GSE, we observed the combined presence of four OSS types,
namely: Project Teams, Networks of Practice, Knowledge Communities
and Formal Groups. However, we also observed that other community
types are exploited in software engineering organizations for purposes other
than software development (e.g. Problem Solving Communities are used for
troubleshooting or mission-support).

Finally, we found organizational and social factors covered by the four ob-
served OSS types but absent in GSE. This led us to conclude that an OSS-
aware lens does provide new insight in supporting networked software de-
velopment challenges.

• RQ 1.c: How Can we Distill Basic Components of Mixed OSSs?

We can distill basic components of intermixed OSSs by observing key-
defining attribute combinations using a partial-order among them. The
partial-order function forms a decision-tree that associates the combination
with the related set of OSS types observed.

Finally, in validating the decision-tree through a case-study, we found that
one tree visit might not be enough to characterise an observable community.
However, once the characterisation is complete, the relations therein can
offer a way to reason on possible OSS clashes. For example if formal groups
(e.g. mission-critical task-forces) and informal communities (e.g. open-
source) are set to collaborate, there might be formal-to-informal interactions
needing specific protocols.

• RQ 1.d: How Can we Elicit Observable OSSs?
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Observable OSSs can be elicited by producing OSS snapshots. Snapshots
are colourings of the decision-tree produced systematically by combining:
(a) answers to a questionnaire; (b) a checklist to structure said answers; (c)
visits to the OSS decision-tree. Steps (a)-(c) form a systematic method to
capture observable OSSs in an intelligible form. Snapshots are intelligible
in that they allow to make considerations on the current status of the ob-
served OSS (e.g. unwanted but emerging characteristics). In conclusion,
our evidence supports two conclusions.

First, OSS snapshots offer a lens to interpret the current status of observ-
able OSSs and possible changes thereto. For example, some changes might
result into undesirable attributes that need further attention.

Second, OSS snapshots offer a framework to evaluate OSS complexity.
For example, OSS snapshots might reflect a single, clear-cut path on the
decision-tree. In this case the community is well delineated and reflected
by a single type from literature. Conversely, OSS snapshots might reflect a
pivot-saturated decision-tree, i.e. multiple answers on all nodes. The latter
chaotic state of complexity might need further attention.

In summary, let us give an answer to RQ 1, namely, “Can we understand and
identify organizational-social structures?”

It is possible to understand OSSs by elaborating on their types and charac-
teristics, using 13 basic OSS types, their attributes and relations as a reference.
Also, it is possible to Identify (one or more) OSSs by observing OSS key-defining
attributes by means of a partial-order function. This process of observation is
systematic and produces intelligible pictures of an OSS’ status, that is, OSS snap-
shots.

12.1.2 Where do OSSs play a key role during networked soft-
ware development? (RQ 2)

Networked software development takes place in dynamic organizations, that is,
organizations that feature frequent and unpredictable change in organizational and
social requirements (e.g. constant need for different skills).

It is in these scenarios that OSSs come into play. OSSs play a role in (at least)
three scenarios.

First, changing organizational requirements might cause clashes in OSS char-
acteristics (e.g. lack of engagement in some partners) during development. OSS
models can be used to further study clashing characteristics and their relations.

Second, changes in OSSs might need ad-hoc support (e.g. specific communi-
cation protocols for clashing formality levels). In this case, our evidence suggests
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that organizations tend to tailor available software engineering methods to their
scenario without considering explicitly the impact on the OSS, taking consider-
able risk on project success. Perhaps a deeper study of their OSS might reveal
insight on the risks and their mitigation.

Finally, some patterns of changing characteristics might deserve further atten-
tion, since they could generate some form of social debt in the long run. Social
debt is additional project cost connected to sub-optimal development community
characteristics. In this case, our evidence indicates that patterns of changing char-
acteristics are rather insidious and are yet to be fully characterised. Perhaps the
OSS in such scenarios can be studied to discover and help manage negative pat-
terns.

12.1.3 How can OSSs be supported for networked software de-
velopment? (RQ 3)

• RQ 3.a: How can we design to support OSSs in action?

Software designs based on service networks (i.e. networks of interdepen-
dent services) can be used to support OSSs in action, i.e. communities in
organizations. First, an inventory of socio-technical services can be de-
signed to support the key attributes in OSSs. Second, network nodes can
combine said services to provide real-time support for: (a) organizations
(e.g. project teams as opposed to formal networks); (b) localisation (e.g.
massive geocoding); (c) shared documentation (e.g. wikis). What results is
a reference architecture to support the operations of communities in organi-
zations. Our work supports two concluding remarks.

First, services computing offers abstractions and adaptation dynamics that
support communities in organizations and the OSS they reflect.

Second, a reference architecture based on service networks can be useful
for further studying service-based communities and their adaptation.

• RQ 3.b: How can we analyse an OSS for its agility?

OSSs can be associated with interdependent services needed to support their
operations. The result is a service network. Analysing this network can lead
to discover some specific OSS-related weaknesses (e.g. missing or inconsis-
tent services) that might be hampering OSS agility. Our evidence suggests
that the service abstraction provides a way to study agility in organizations
using services as basic building blocks for organizational operations.

In summary, let us give an answer to RQ 3, namely: “How can OSSs be
supported for networked software development?”
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We investigated two forms of OSS support for networked software develop-
ment. First, we investigated a reference architecture for communities in orga-
nizations. This can be used to develop ad-hoc tools, e.g. for observed OSS
snapshots. Second, we investigated service-dominant abstractions to represent
OSS operations. These representations can be analysed for: (a) missing services
needed for networked software development; (b) services consistency when orga-
nizational/social change occurs during development.

12.2 Answering the Main Research Question
We set out to understand ways in which networked software development can be
supported. This journey started with analysing possible composing elements for
observable communities (chapter 2 to 5). Finally, the journey ended by showing
ways in which services design and computing can be used in support of OSSs in
networked software development (chapters 8 and following).

Upon completion of this thesis, the main research question behind this work
needs answering, namely: “How can we support networked software development
Organizational-Social Structures?”

Networked software development Organizational-Social Structures (OSSs) can
be supported by eliciting and explicitly supporting the social communities emerg-
ing during development. First, said communities can be elicited following a rigor-
ous approach that produces intelligible snapshots of their status using basic OSS
types and characteristics. Second, the information (e.g. OSS types and character-
istics) in this snapshot can be coupled with service networks, to be analysed for
possible improvement. Third, finally, as development communities evolve (e.g.
as a consequence of new organizational and social requirements), new snapshots
can be produced and resulting service networks evaluated for continuous improve-
ment.

12.3 Final Caveats
A researcher’s work is never finished. Arguably, answers to research questions
are subject to interpretation and the “virtue or fallacy” of the observation point.
Although the previous sections provided answers to our main research question,
much work still lies ahead. On one hand, this section contains three overall
caveats, lessons learned as part of the work in this thesis. On the other hand, the
next section showcases possible implications of this research as for future work.

1. The nature of networked software development is manifold and involves a
large number of intertwined organizational and social factors. As noted in
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Chapters 2, 3, 6 and 7, organizational and social factors relevant for certain
development scenarios (e.g. formality and rigour as opposed to informality
and agility) should be carefully selected and addressed explicitly through
ad-hoc tools and techniques. However, more research is needed to maintain,
or better, sustain [47], these organizational and social characteristics, e.g. by
understanding their variability and mitigate the negative impacts of change.

2. Knowing what type of community you are managing is a costly endeav-
our, but can help you in finding organizational and social factors that need
special care. As noted in Chapters 4 and 5, this problem requires consid-
erable effort through our techniques which, although flexible, are fallible
and might require multiple iterations. Consequently, managers should pay
attention in selecting the most “worthwhile” corners in their organizations
for further study.

3. Service networks offer potential to support (digital) communities but little
or nothing more, yet. Summing up the works in chapters 8 through 11 it can
be observed that research in services computing for digital communities is
still an immature field for explicit support of online, large-scale production
communities.

12.4 Implications and Future Work
Concluding this thesis led us to identify four potentially interesting directions for
future work.

First, this thesis refines a human perspective on software engineering using
communities and their characteristics as an observation lens. Through this lens,
practitioners can recognise key community characteristics emerging in their or-
ganizational and social structures. In a classic perspective, software engineer-
ing remains an effort of coordinating things, tasks, people, information, budget,
partner-agreements, cooperations and more. From a community-centric perspec-
tive, software engineering becomes an effort of understanding developers, their
community types, the emergent properties behind such communities, given their
context and constraints. In this new perspective sensing community configurations
and steering members to maintain effectiveness become critical. This perspective
however, was not specified nor validated as part of this thesis. Rather, through
the looking glass of the relatively small case-studies presented in this thesis we
barely scratched the surface of what can be called community-based software en-
gineering. More work is needed to capture this perspective with an interpretative
framework that can be validated in industry, e.g. through ethnographic studies or
similar empirical research. For example, as part of an ethnographical study, the
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identification of community types (e.g., NoPs) can be coupled with SN-based rep-
resentations and analysed through Social Network Analysis. This research path
can lead to discovering and monitoring community properties relevant for dis-
persed collaboration, such as mutual awareness [44].

Second, this thesis summarised the state of the art in organizational and social
structures for the benefit of software engineering (see chapter 2). Also, we found
that while project teams are a dominant OSS for development, other types are
employed as well. This contribution opens up the investigation of OSS fitness
for software development. For example, can there be an “ideal” combination of
OSS types for the purpose of networked software development? This and similar
research questions might lead to showing that, ultimately, OSSs need to become
first-class entities to manage software lifecycles.

Third, this thesis posited the existence of some form of social debt (see chapter
7) e.g., in complex and dynamic OSSs (or better, DyNOs) for software develop-
ment. On the one hand, this posit is still in need of further empirical confirmation.
On the other hand, further investigating causal relations around social debt might
play a role in furthering our understanding of software project failure, perhaps
even in hampering its rate [68].

Finally, in this thesis we studied services to support (digital) communities in
organizations (chapters 8 through 11), such as those emerging in networked soft-
ware development. On the one hand, more work is needed to formally specify ser-
vices for said communities, e.g., by performing case-studies on existing service-
based online community support systems such as Twitter or GitHub. On the other
hand, more work is needed to map concepts from software process planning and
lifecycle management with services and social compute units [163]. The latter
work is a necessary step to support online digital communities for the purpose
of software production. The emergence of crowdsourcing-based software devel-
opment and similar digital work web-services, suggests that this research venue
might gain hype and momentum in the coming years.

12.5 Threats to validity
Based on the taxonomy in [202], there are four potential validity threat areas for
the work illustrated in this thesis, namely: external, construct, internal, and con-
clusion validity.

External Validity concerns the applicability of the results in a more general
context. The validity of our conclusions could be limited to the investigated or-
ganisation. To make sure our results were generalisable we diversified, where
possible, the nature and target of the industrial scenarios and case-studies used to
explore and illustrate the concepts in this thesis (e.g., see Chapter 7). Where this
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was not possible, we carried out confirmatory studies (e.g., see Chapter 5). Nev-
ertheless, some of the concepts in this thesis may not yet be considered externally
valid and are still in need of concrete validation (e.g., see Chapters 8 and 9).

Construct Validity concerns the appropriateness of an operationalisation of
constructs. Our observations, especially those contained in Chapters 3,4 and 5,
stem from the re-interpretation of previously procured and interpreted data. This
constitutes a threat to construct validity. Also, case-studies used as part of this
thesis merely serve to explore and illustrate concepts, rather than finding or con-
firming causality relations. This threatens the generalisability of the results con-
tained in this work.

Internal Validity concerns the methods used to study and analyse data (e.g. the
types of bias involved). In our case, the very systematic protocol used to carry out
the fundamental basis of this study is both a blessing and a curse. The systematic
nature of our search protocol does assure that a “reasonably” complete set of lit-
erature is analysed for OSS types and attributes definition. This nature however,
also brings about uncertainty as to the effective completeness of the search results
yielded by the protocol. For example, during review of the thesis we found addi-
tional papers that would have qualified as primary studies but were disqualified by
our protocol for various reasons. We made arrangements to replicate the study in
Chapter 2 to strengthen internal validity. This study however, is to be addressed as
future work and therefore, the above shortcoming constitutes a threat to internal
validity for the entire scope of this thesis.

Conclusion Validity concerns the degree to which our conclusions are reason-
able based on our data. Our conclusions were drawn by an analysis of empirical
evidence using known and confirmed methods from literature such as, coding,
gap- and taxonomy-analysis. Also, the concepts and observations captured in this
work were explored and investigated stemming from scenarios and illustrative
case-studies from real-life industrial scenarios. This gives us a basis to argue as
valid the work in this thesis. However, more solid validation, e.g., through ethno-
graphical studies or similar empirical research are planned as future work and still
to be addressed.
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Chapter 13

Samenvatting

13.1 Nederlandse samenvatting
Een genetwerkte software ontwikkeling bezigheid is elke software ontwikkeling
bezigheid die wordt uitgevoerd via een netwerk van meerdere heterogene organ-
isaties. Projecten die worden ontwikkeld binnen z.g. open-source forges zijn bi-
jvoorbeeld instanties van genetwerkte software ontwikkeling. Evenzo zijn Global
Software Engineering bezigheden die op afstand worden uitgevoerd door middel
van digitale netwerken tussen meerdere organisaties instanties van genetwerkte
software ontwikkeling. De constante achter een genetwerkt software ontwikkel-
ingsscenario is de opkomst van ontwikkelingsgemeenschappen. Een sociale geme-
enschap is een sociaal netwerk waarover bepaalde voorwaarden en organisatorische
/ sociale regelingen voortdurend waar zijn, hetzij expliciet (dwz afgedwongen
door een beheersorgaan) of doordat ze spontaan zijn ontstaan (bijvoorbeeld als
gevolg van randvoorwaarden en andere opkomende relaties). Een open-source
gemeenschap gegenereerd door schoolvrienden is bijvoorbeeld anders dan een
rigide en op kaders gebaseerde werkgroep. De organisatorisch-sociale structuren
voor beide sociale gemeenschappen hebben elk hun eigen bijzondere kenmerken.
Het is waarschijnlijk dat deze overeenkomen met meerdere gemeenschapsken-
merken, welke meerdere gemeenschapstypes en bijbehorende relaties voortbren-
gen.

De kenmerken en de typering van gemeenschapsgrenzen tijdens softwareon-
twikkeling zijn vaak onscherp, zo niet verborgen, in real-life industrile ontwikke-
lingsscenario’s. Het produceren van betere software binnen genetwerkte software
ontwikkeling vereist onderzoek naar de Organisatorisch-Sociale-Structuren (OSS)
achter genetwerkte software ontwikkelingsgemeenschappen, evenals de middelen
om hun belangrijkste kenmerken te ondersteunen. Een OSS is het geheel van in-
teracties, relatiepatronen en sociale regelingen die voortvloeien tussen individuen
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die deel uitmaken van dezelfde onderneming.
Dit proefschrift biedt de state-of-the-art in OSS aan, en bespreekt mechanis-

men om OSS-gerelateerde beslissingen te ondersteunen tijdens software engi-
neering. Ten eerste presenteert het proefschrift beslissingsmechanismen (dat wil
zeggen, een beslissingsboom en een methode voor het toepassen in de praktijk)
voor het vaststellen van waarneembare OSS soorten en hun belangrijkste ken-
merken. Vervolgens presenteert het proefschrift representatiemechanismen voor
vastgelegde types en kenmerken welke verdere analyse toestaan. Deze represen-
tatie is gebaseerd op het Service-Netwerken formalisme (SN). Tot slot bespreekt
het proefschrift een tool- prototype, genaamd HYDRA, welke in staat is gebruik
te maken van een SN-gebaseerde representatie van waarneembare organisaties en
dit kan analyseren om beslissingen over zijn evolutie te ondersteunen.

13.2 English Summary
A networked software development effort is any software development effort that
is carried out through a network of multiple, heterogeneous organizations. For
example, projects being developed within open-source forges are instances of net-
worked software development. Similarly, Global Software Engineering efforts
that are carried out remotely by means of digital networks connecting multiple
organizations are instances of networked software development. The constant be-
hind a networked software development scenario is the emergence of development
communities. A social community is a social network across which certain condi-
tions and organizational/social arrangements are constantly true, either explicitly
(i.e. enforced by a managing body) or by emergence (e.g. as a consequence of
contextual conditions and other emerging relations). For example, an open-source
community generated by school buddies is different than a rigid framework-based
workgroup. The organizational-social structures for both social communities will
have their own peculiar characteristics. These likely correspond to multiple com-
munity characteristics, yielding multiple community types and the corresponding
relations.

In real-life industrial development scenarios, community boundaries, their
characteristics and type during software development are often blurry if not hid-
den. Producing software better within networked software development, means
researching the Organizational-Social Structure (OSS) behind networked software
development communities, as well as the means to support their key characteris-
tics. An OSS is the set of interactions, patterned relations and social arrangements
emerging between individuals part of the same endeavour.

This dissertation offers the state-of-the-art in OSSs, and discusses mechanisms
to support OSS-related decisions in software engineering. First, The dissertation
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presents decision mechanisms (i.e., a decision-tree and a method to apply it in
practice) to establish observable OSS types and their key characteristics. Then, the
dissertation presents representation mechanisms for captured types and character-
istics that allow for further analysis. This representation is based on the Service-
Networks formalism (SN). Finally, the dissertation discusses a tool prototype,
called HYDRA, capable of harnessing an SN-based representation of observable
organizations and analyse it to support decisions concerning its evolution.
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